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Introduction 
1. Introduction: 
Definite Nominals in 
Discourse Comprehension 
Experiments on memory for discourse and text support the mtmhon that the 
content of a discourse IS remembered far better than the expressions used to 
convey it. This is often taken to mdlcate that the representation of discourse is a 
representation of content only, except possibly for the sentence or utterance 
currently bemg processed. 
But the understandmg of “shorthand” expressions - anaphors and ellipses - 
appears to rely also on representations of features that are usually attributed to the 
expression side. In many languages - English bemg an exception m this respect - 
the choice of a pronoun m an anaphoric expression depends on the grammatical 
gender of its antecedent noun, as much as on the “personness” and “natural 
gender” of its referent; and m nommals, mcludmg elhphcal nommals, the 
determmers and adlectives may depend on the gender of the head noun, even 
when it IS elided. This seems to mdicate that, smce speakers take the trouble of 
expressmg such mformauon, it is (or can be) used by hearers m comprehendmg 
discourse, even if the example of Enghsh shows that the task can be performed 
without this mformauon. 
It can be argued that even though the restituhon of (at least some kmds of) 
elhpucal expressions depend on the exact formulation of its antecedent, this may 
be reconstructed from the representation of content, rather than retrieved from a 
representation of the expression itself (Gamham 1987). The evidence cited IS that 
there always a distance effect on processmg time, which is not always the case m 
pronommal anaphora, and that plausible, rather than lmgmshcally correct, 
mterpretations of elhptical expressions occur, especially if the antecedent is not m 
the immediately precedmg sentence. 
But if - as m Danish - elhptlcal nommals carry the same kmd of mformahon 
(number and gender) about their antecedents as pronouns do, the resolutton 
processes, at least for nommals, may be more alike. Possibly, the reconstruction 
argument may be extended to gender, especially smce “natural gender” - sex, I.e. - 
usually overrides grammatical gender if it IS at all relevant, e.g., where bun (she) IS 
coreferenual with pzgen or pgebarnet (the gzrl or grrl child grammatically common 
and neuter respectively); but m some cases grammattcal gender may prevail: 
German es (It, neuter) may be coreferential with das A&&hen (the gzrl, 
grammatically neuter, though “naturally” femmme, of course). Furthermore, even 
if there may be a semantic basis for gender, it IS weak, not easily established on 
synchromc grounds and does not appear to cover the entire vocabulary 
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Still, there 1s massive evidence that the mental representation of discourse beyond 
the sentence currently being processed, IS prrmarily a representatron of content, 
and that, over time, the expressions used to convey that content are forgotten. 
The two mayor problems to be consrdered m the present study, then, are 
1. what IS the mformatron content of the mental representanon of discourse 
that hearers draw upon m the comprehensron of definite nommals, and 
2. how 1s that content structured. 
The assumption underlymg the study 1s that the presupposmg relatronshrps that 
obtam between definite nommals and then antecedents provide a wmdow to the 
content and structure of the mental representation of discourse, which IS tacit 
knowledge, not directly accessible by mtrospechon. 
One of the reasons natural language IS an efficrent means of commumcatron 
between humans IS that parhcrpants m a drscourse will usually try to make sense, 
I.e. to make their contributrons coherent with what went before, and try to mterpret 
the contributrons of other participants as coherent and meanmgful m the context. 
Drscourses are connected and meanmgful wholes, they are not lust random 
collecnons or sequences of contrguous sentences or utterances. 
There are two prmcrpal factors, one semantic and the other pragmatic, that 
contribute to makmg discourse out of sequences of sentences (Johnson-Land 1983, 
395): 
1. 
2. 
connectedness m the form of referential coherence between sentences as 
evidenced by the resolutron of anaphorrc reference m discourse 
comprehensron, and 
pZausibiZ&y with respect to world knowledge common to the drscourse 
parucrpants, whether m the form of commonly assumed general 
background knowledge or of knowledge commumcated or assumed m the 
ongomg drscourse. 
By usmg a grammatically definite nommal, be rt a pronoun, a proper name, a full 
nommal, or an elhptrcal one, the speaker mdrcates that the hearer should be able to 
retrieve or establish the discourse referent of the nommal from what he already 
knows, either from the ongomg drscourse, from the srtuahon m which rt takes 
place, or from general experrence. Tlus means that understandmg a defimte 
nommal presupposes some cognmve representation m whrch Its referent IS 
sufficiently sahent to be rdenhfied or from which It can be mferred. 
Many definite nommals are used to make exophorzc reference, 1.e. the mformanon 
needed to make the reference definite derives from the srtuatronal context m wluch 
they are used, not the context built up by the text or discourse. Prototypical 
examples of thus are the 1st and 2nd person personal pronouns, I and yau, wluch 
are determmed derctlcally, with respect to the roles of speaker and hearer m the 
speech srtuatron. Demonstratrve pronouns, such as thzs and that, may also be used 
derctrcally And even full nommals (the sun, the preszdent, the boss) may be used m 
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thrs way, although rt IS not,always easy to draw a clear boundary between proper 
exophorlc reference and some of the endophonc uses that depend on general 
knowledge. 
In other cases definite nommals have endophorzc reference: the mformatron needed 
must be derived from antecedents m the textual or discourse context. Antecedents 
usually precede the definite nommal m the text, m which case the nommal IS 
anuphorzc m the stnct sense; rf the nommal precedes the antecedent rt IS cafuphorzc 
Cataphorrc expressions that are not “structurally determmed” (Halllday & Hasan 
1976: 56) wmun the sentence or an even narrower structure, so that they do not 
contribute to mtersententral cohesion, are very mfrequent m the corpus 
mvestrgated m thts study And m Damsh, even the “textually cataphorrc” use of 
demonstratlves (with antecedents to whrch the referrmg expressrons are not 
structurally related) IS not common. Hence, the term unuphorzc IS often used 
broadly, as a synonym of endophonc. 
With anaphorlc expressions the mtended referent IS often rdenucal to the 
antecedent, but other relatrons than ldentrty (accomphshed by “brldgmg” 
mferences) are quite common as well. And even when the anaphor and antecedent 
are coreferentral, new mformatron about the mtended discourse referent (or the 
speakers attrtude towards it) may be conveyed or rmphed by the anaphor 
The presentatron of some theoretrcal approaches to discourse and anaphora m the 
followmg sections will focus on how these approaches vrew discourse 
comprehension and discourse representatron m general, more specrfically on how 
they view the resolution of anaphora, and most specrfically on the treatment of 
bndgmg references m which the mtended referent of the anaphor IS not ldentrcal 
to the antecedent, even though it depends on It. In conclusion to thus chapter, the 
empmcal study of definite nommals that was conducted will be mtroduced. 
The empmcal study will be presented m detail m chapters 2 and 3, that deal with 
the role of grammatrcal cues and lexrcal specrficanons m discourse comprehensron, 
respectively Chapter 4 presents an outline of a process model for discourse 
comprehensron. 
The first sectron of chapter 2 mtroduces the types of nommal expressions that were 
studied, the next section presents the results m terms of the frequencies of different 
expressions with exophonc, identical, and bndgmg reference, and the drstributrons 
of expressron types over textual drstances to the antecedents; and the final one 
drscusses theories that have been proposed to account for the role of grammatrcal 
cues m the assrgnment of reference to defimte nommals m drscourse 
comprehension. 
Chapter 3 first mtroduces the types of anaphonc relatronshlps found m the corpus 
m some detail, then presents further results of the study m terms of frequencies of 
the different relauonshrps with different expressron types, and dlstributrons of 
nommals with different relatrons to the antecedents over referential drstances; and 
finally discusses theorres that have been proposed to account for the role of lexrcal 
specifications m reference assignment. 
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Chapter 4 outlines a process model for discourse comprehension. First the 
representations and mformatlon content of concepts are discussed as they appear 
to be presupposed m the lexicon, m nommals currently bemg processed, and m 
the permanent representation of discourse. And the final section proposes a model 
of the retrieval of antecedents and establishment of referents m discourse with 
criteria for matchmg between the specifications of referents m defimte nommals 
and of antecedents m the drscourse representation. 
1.1. An AI Approach to Discourse 
The theory proposed by Grosz & Sidner (1986) is, they claim, a theory of discourse 
structure, not of the nature of mental representations and processes. Therefore 
mformauon or knowledge structures are suggested that can be taken as 
prerequisites for human (and machme) discourse comprehension, rather than 
formats for the representation or implementation of such structures m the mmd. 
The mam contribution from AI to discourse comprehension IS, m my view, the 
mvestigation of the focusing structures that determme the variation of the salience 
or accessibihty of the discourse referents m their role as candidate antecedents for 
anaphors, at the time when they are mtroduced m the representation of the 
drscourse, also they have looked mto the possibilities for implementation. The 
mam drawbacks of Grosz & Sidner’s theory are that it is not psychologically 
plausible that the representation of discourse should be a tripartite structure, nor 
that the attentional state should be represented as a stack. 
The structure of a discourse IS viewed as a composite of three distmct, but 
mteractmg components: 
1. a Zrngurstrc structure, i.e. the “grammatical” structure of the actual sequence 
of utterances m the discourse m terms of segmentation and of coordmauon 
and subordmatlon of segments; 
2. an ~ntentmnal structure, the basic elements of which are discourse mtenuons 
and the relationships between them, primarily dommance (goal/subgoal 
relationships) and satisfaction precedence (temporal ordermg of goals); 
3. an attenfumd state with mformatlon about the oblects, properties, relations 
and discourse mtenuons that are most salient or focused at any given pomt. 
The mtenhonal structure provides a complete history of the discourse purposes 
estabhshed so far and the relations between them, whereas the focusmg (or 
attentional) structure IS related only to the current state of the discourse, or rather, 
to currently unresolved purposes, but with a built-m structurmg of its elements 
that depends on the lingulstlc structures and expressions that provrded its basis. 
At the end of a discourse, then, there will be a fully developed mtentional 
structure, whereas the focus stack will be empty 
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1.1.1. Lmguistic Structure - Segmentation 
Utterances are aggregated mto discourse segments, the boundaries of which may 
be marked explicitly by particular words or phrases (now, and, but, etc.) or by more 
subtle cues, such as mtonauon or changes m tense and aspect. Such boundary 
markers provide mformahon at the discourse level, not the sentence level: they 
mdicate changes m the mtentlonal or attenhonal structures. Boundaries may also 
be mdlcated lmplrcrtly by the relationships between mtentlons at the level of the 
current utterance and purposes at the level of the active discourse segment. 
In its turn, discourse segmentation affects the mterpretauon of lmgmsuc 
expressions by constrammg the scope of anaphorlc referrmg expressions such as 
pronouns or definite nommals, like Kamp’s (1981,1988) DRs or Fauconmer’s 
(1985) mental spaces. 
1.1.2. Intentional Structure 
Discourses have purposes which are like mtentions m speech act theory; for any 
discourse, one such purpose, the dzscourse purpose, will provrde its foundation, 
whereas the discourse segment purposes specify the contribution of discourse 
segments to the overall discourse purpose. It IS characteristic of the purposes of 
discourses or discourse segments that they are mtended by speakers to be 
recogxuzed, m fact, it IS essential to their achievmg the mtended effect that they are 
recogruzed by hearers. The motivation for participation m a discourse IS dlstmct 
from the discourse purpose and external to the discourse itself. The motivation for 
any participant to engage m a discourse may be private, not mtended to be 
recogmzed. a speaker who engages m a discourse with the aim of rmpressmg some 
other participant(s) will probably have a better chance of succeedmg if that 
motivation is not recogruzed, but the discourse employed for it will not be 
understood if the discourse purpose is not recogmzed - it may of course be quite 
impressive anyway 
Plannmg and plan recognmon are central to this theory of discourse 
comprehension: the satisfaction of the discourse purpose is a mam goal of a 
discourse. The satisfaction of subgoals, the discourse segment purposes, contribute 
to the satisfachon of the discourse or discourse segment purpose that domznate 
them. Dommance relationships are lmked to equivalent support relahonships 
between propositions, and generatzon relationships between actions. The temporal 
order m wluch purposes are satisfied may be Important, i.e. discourse segment 
purposes may have a satlsjuct~on-precedence r lationship with each other So, even 
though there IS no fimte list of possible discourse purposes, there are lust two types 
of relations between purposes, which, it IS claimed, should make plan recogmhon 
possible.’ 
1 It may not be sufficvznt for a computer Implementation, though. Henry Kautz’ (1987) plan 
recogmtion system works only If the set of possible actions m the domam 1s finite, and Dawd 
Chapman (1987) proves that “classxal plaxuung” systems are NP-complete: the mechamsm may 
run for ever without deading whether the problem has a solution or not. 
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1.1.3. Attentlonal Structure - Focusmg 
The global attennonal state is modeled by afocusrng structure consistmg of a stack 
of focus spaces, each associated with a discourse segment, that contam the entines 
(oblects, properties, and relations) that are sabent at that pomt m the discourse, 
mcludmg the discourse segment purpose. A new space IS pushed onto the stack 
whenever the discourse segment purpose for a new segment contributes to that of 
a preceding segment. If the space for that segment IS not on top of the stack, the 
spaces above it are popped from the stack. 
The attentronal state model constrams the range of discourse segment purposes 
that are considered as candidates for dommation or satisfaction-precedence of the 
current discourse segment purpose, and the search for possible referents of definite 
nommals and pronouns. Withm each focus space, candidates are ordered 
accordmg to local focusmg mechanisms, mvolvmg preferences based on syntactic 
focus markmg (by cleftmg, etc.) as well as semantic criteria (such as arumacy and 
an ordermg of constituents by semanhc roles) (Sidner 1983). In the resoluhon of 
definite nommals the focus state IS searched for possible antecedents of 
expressions with undetermmed reference. 
1.2. Mental Models as Discourse Representations 
1.2.1. Discourse Processing and Representation 
The startmg pomt of Philip Johnson-Laud’s theory of mental models (1983) is the 
observahon that human beings do not appear to make mferences by formal logical 
rules mvolvmg propositions, but rather by an ability to use propositions to 
construct and manipulate mental models from which conclusions can be read 
directly Since it is also evident from experiments on memory for discourse that 
what IS remembered IS the content of the discourse, not the expressions used, the 
same ability IS assumed to be applied m discourse comprehension as well. This 
aspect of mental models theory has been worked out 111 Gamham 1987 (ong. 1981) 
and m later work by Garnham and his colleagues. 
Two claims are important m the mental models approach to discourse. In 
Garnham s (1987) formulahon they are 
1. “texts and discourse are encoded m mental models, and ( ) these 
representahons are the psychologically important ones.” (Garnham 1987 19) 
2. ” representations of discourse should centre around tokens standmg for 
thmgs that the discourse is about, rather than for expressions m it.” 
(Gamham 1987 20) 
1.2.1.1. Models and Proposhonal Representations 
The form of mental models “is distmct from that of propositional representations. 
A model represents the state of affairs and accordmgly its structure is not arbitrary 
like that of a propositional representation, but plays a direct representational or 
analogz role. Its structure mirrors the relevant aspects of the correspondmg state 
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of affairs m the world.” (Johnson-Laud 1981.174). However, to ensure that the 
consistency of the mental model constructed can be checked, not only with respect 
to the precedmg version of the model and the latest premise (in propositional 
form), but with respect to all the premises mvolved, a double representation of 
drscourse is taken to be necessary, consistmg of proposrhonal representations 
(“close to surface lingmstic structure”) as well as mental models, but used for 
different purposes. The relationship between the two is described as a mappmg of 
“propositronal representations mto mental models of real or imagmary worlds: 
proposzflonal representations are interpreted with respect to mental models.“ (Johnson- 
Land 1983: 156). 
However, when the device IS applied to discourse comprehension it “constructs a 
szngle mental model on the basis of the discourse, its context, and background 
knowledge” (Johnson-Laud 1983,128). In reasonmg up to three models must be 
constructed m order to handle the most difficult types of syllogisms. This means 
that the model constructed will be like the configuration of the pieces on the chess 
board m the sense that it can not mcorporate a representation of its own history, of 
how it came about. The history of the discourse is remembered only m the form of 
proposmonal representations, that are denounced by Gamham as psychologically 
ummportant m discourse comprehension. 
I take that as an mdication that propositional representations are seen as more 
short-lived m discourse comprehension than m syllogistic reasonmg because there 
IS no special,reason to remember utterances more or less verbatim, unless, as m 
reasomng, one may need them to check the consistency of the model agamst the 
premises. And, m fact, when tested with complex syllogisms, many sublects 
actually do make errors because they are not capable of buildmg consistent 
models. 
Furthermore, there is a kmd of discourse history that IS important m drscourse 
comprehension, but has nothmg to do with the consistency of models with respect 
to the sentences or utterances from which they are built. Referents m the discourse 
model are not equally eligible for the role of antecedent m the processmg of 
definite nommals. More recently mentioned referents and more topical or focused 
referents are more accessible. Mental models do not appear to have any means for 
the representation of such mformahon. 
1.2.1.2. Reasonmg with mental models 
Reasonmg, accordmg to Johnson-Laud (1983), is accomphshed m the followmg 
three step procedure: 
1. construct a mental model of the first premise; 
2. add the mformahon m the further premises to the model, lookmg for 
counterexamples and addmg more models as needed, 
3. find the relation between the ‘end’ terms that holds m all those models. 
What is not clear IS the effect of background knowledge m this context: m what 
ways does rt mfluence the construchon of models. What happens, e.g., if the terms 
are related to each other mdependently of the discourse m an abstraction hierarchy 
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or in another of the many relationships described in text linguistics (as might be 
the case in everyday reasoning which is concerned with things related in many 
different ways to each other in the real world, rather than abstract tokens with 
arbitrary relations). If tokens with assigned reference is all there is, how can one 
exclude a premise like “All of the baboons are chimpanzees” from the model. 
From a logical point of view, of course, the empirical truth or falsity of premises (or 
conclusions) does not affect the validity of arguments. But if practical reasoning is 
influenced by knowledge about the world as Johnson-Laird demonstrates, then the 
assumed empirical status of premises (and also of conclusions) should be able to 
influence the construction of the mental models applied. The plausibility of the 
propositions involved with respect to real-world experience is at least as important 
as internal logical consistency. 
Similar difficulties are at issue with other kinds of real-world relatedness as they 
are reflected e.g. in non-identical anaphoric relationships. One example is part- - 
whole relationships, like the following example in which the definiteness of the 
nominal of the second sentence can not straightforwardly be accounted for by 
mental models theory (nor, I think, by any simple hypotheses about discourse 
structure): 
A circus was in town last week. The trapeze artist was phenomenal. 
One can plausibly claim that a circus could be part of an instantiated mental model 
after the first sentence, but hardly that all of its component parts would also be 
instantiated. Actually, since trapeze artists are not necessary, but only highly 
probable, components of a circus, one can not know that there is a trapeze artist in 
this particular circus without being explicitly told. The mention of circus in the first 
sentence creates a context in which it is very likely that a trapeze artist could be 
singled out sufficiently to be eligible for definite reference, but not an instantiated 
mental representation of a trapeze artist. The creation of an instantiation is 
accomplished by the interpretation of the definite nominal of the second sentence, 
in which the artist is mentioned for the first time, rather than by the first sentence 
which only provides the context for that interpretation. 
The problem here is that mental models are not sufficiently rich representations, 
primarily in the sense that the representations of referents in them are tokens 
which apparently have neither internal structure, defaults or other similar implicit 
potentialities, nor connections with the lexicon and encyclopedia once they are 
established in the model. This makes it difficult to see how inexplicit semantic 
relations between referents and inexplicit expectations about referents could be 
represented. Even though the representation does not instantiate inexplicit 
relations and referents, it must provide the background for inferring them when - 
necessary. 
Even if such considerations can be discarded for syllogistic reasoning in which the 
meanings of the manipulated tokens are of little consequence, they would still hold 
for discourse comprehension, since plausibility with respect to background world 
knowledge is claimed to be an important factor in this. 
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Plausibility has to do with the content of the discourse and its relation to the 
(physical, social, etc.) world in that it “depends on the possibility of interpreting 
the discourse in an appropriate temporal, spatial, causal, and intentional 
framework” (Johnson-Laird 1983,371), i.e. it depends on the possibility of 
constructing a single mental model that is consistent not only internally, but also 
with the history of the discourse (i.e. with a propositional representation of 
previous input sentences, as for inferencing) and with background knowledge 
about the domain it concerns. Discourses that violate basic assumptions, beliefs or 
expectations are experienced as abnormal. 
Speakers maintain referential coherence by adhering to the Gricean principle of 
being helpful to their hearers: they try to restrict the possible interpretations of 
their discourse to a single one. If this restriction is not successful, the hearer will 
usually ask for clarification - i.e. he will request the speaker to choose between the 
possible interpretations - or he will have to bear the extra burden of keeping track 
of several models until the discourse progresses to let him integrate them into a 
single one. 
1.2.2. Processing of Anaphora 
One important aspect of referential coherence is the resolution of anaphoric 
expressions (such as pronouns, definite descriptions, nominal and verbal ellipses 
and substitutions). Again, this poses problems for mental models theory, because, 
even though a mental model will contain a representation of all the candidate 
antecedent referents for an anaphor, this is not sufficient for its resolution. 
A major problem is that discourse comprehension has topicality or focusing 
devices that impose compartments and preference orderings of the candidate 
antecedents that differentiate and restrict their eligibility at any given point in the 
discourse. Focusing is a property of the discourse as such, not of its individual 
sentences. Therefore, the history of a discourse must contain more than a 
chronological sequence of propositional renderings of the sentences it comprises. 
Another, admittedly minor, problem is that pronouns match only antecedents of 
their own gender. For English mental models this is really a minor problem since 
English pronouns code only animacy and “natural gender” (sex, that is) which are 
properties of referents, not their linguistic expressions. However, for many other 
languages (including most of the European ones) which have grammatical gender 
(which appears to be a property of expressions, not of referents) it is a bit worse: 
male is not necessarily masculine (or vice versa), even some confusion may occur 
when natural and grammatical gender are in conflict. Or, alternatively, if 
grammatical gender is to be based on properties of the referent, one would 
probably have to introduce categories like “the entities that are expressed by a - 
neuter noun” to be able to keep track of the multitude of exceptions to general 
rules. 
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1.2.3. Mental Models as Discourse Representations 
It would appear that the two central claims - that the psychologlcally important 
representations of discourse are mental models, and that they should center 
around tokens standmg for thmgs that the discourse 1s about, rather than for 
expressions m It - do not hold, at least not m the strict mterpretatlon advocated by 
Gamham and, as far as I can see, also by Johnson-Lalrd, even though his focus on 
mferencmg, rather than discourse, makes this less plam. In the current formulation 
of the theory, proposltlonal representations are as important psychologcally as are 
mental models, smce they are necessary to get the models to work; and even 
though referents should certamly be represented mentally, mere tokens with no 
mternal structure appear to be msufficlent, and the resolution process appears to 
access also features that are usually attributed to expressions. 
To sum up, the mam problems with mental models theory as a theory of discourse 
representation are: 
1. two different, permanent (or at least: long term) representations of the entire 
discourse are necessary to get the theory to account for the empmcal 
findings that sometunes content appears to be retamed m memory, and 
sometimes linguistic expressions; 
2. mental models have too little internal structure, and the relahonshlp 
between the structures mamfested m mental models and those found m 
background knowledge IS too weak to account for the establishment of 
discourse referents that may be referred to by brldgmg references; 
3. mental models can not sufficiently account for the dlfferentlatlon of 
accessibihty of antecedents that appear to be of importance m the resolution 
of anaphora. 
1.3 Cognitive Linguistics 
1.3.1. Discourse Processmg and Representation 
In cognitive lmgulstlcs, discourse 1s taken to be represented as men&2 spaces 
(Fauconmer 1985) that are constructed as the discourse proceeds. Lmgmshc 
expressions do not refer to oblects m the real world, rather, they provide gmdelmes 
for settmg up, pomtmg to, etc., mental spaces and elements m mental spaces; these 
elements, then, may have reference, like the tokens m mental models. Mental 
spaces are contmually modified to mcorporate new spaces, elements and relations 
that are added m the discourse. Spaces may be mcluded m each other and 
relationshps may hold between elements belongmg to different spaces. 
One such space, the current dzscourse space, comprises the spaces, elements and 
relations that are taken to be shared by the speaker and hearer as the current basis 
for comrnumcation. These shared entitles may figure directly m the awareness of 
the speaker and hearer, or they may be readily elicited by association or sunple 
mference. (Langacker 1991, p 97). 
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1.3.2. Processmg of Anaphora 
1.3.2.1. Types of Anaphors m Relation to Aspects of the Antecedent 
Nommal 
Langacker’s view of nommals appears to provide a possible basis for gomg beyond 
the enumeration of the varieties of anaphorlc relahonshlps to a prmclpled account 
that relates them to different possible profilings w&m the same base provided by 
the representation of nommals. 
Anaphonc reference to facts, proposltlons, events etc. must be regarded as 
nommahzatlon: processes are profiled as thmgs. (In verbal substltuhon it appears 
that the arguments of the verb may be substituted by a pronoun or adverb (or 
ehded)- the analysis proposed by Halliday & Hasan for English IS dubious m my 
view and not easily extended to Damsh, It must be consldered whether thus can 
also be attributed to nommahzahon, or If other processes are at large here). 
Type Speclficatlon and Instantlatlon 
The role of head nouns m nommals, as noted above, 1s to provide type 
speaficahons for mstantlatlons of thugs. It should be easy to see that relteratlons 
relate to such speclficatlons. If a noun 1s repeated m discourse, It will carry the 
same speclficahon as It did on first mention, and therefore its reference mass will 
be identical, and the mtended referent can be retrieved as the element of that type 
wluch IS sahent m the mental representation of the discourse. Synonyms and near 
synonyms will have type speclficatlons that are close enough to do the samelob, 
especially if they are marked for defiilteness. Superordmates and ‘general’ words 
must be processed similarly. even if the possible reference mass IS larger than for 
ldentlcal words or synonyms because of the greater schematiclty of the 
speclficahon, the mtended referent will still fall wlthm It, and its sahence will do 
the rest. Pronouns have the most schematic type speclficatlons - possibly more 
schematic m some languages (e.g., English) than m others (such as Darush, but 
with classifier languages apparently much lower m the schematlclty of pronouns) - 
but they work essentially m the same way, although the demands on the salience 
of the antecedent are greater Apparently these demands mcrease with mcreasmg 
schematlclty 
In some cases the speclficatlon or reference mass 1s profiled, rather than the 
mstantiatlon, so that a definite nommal may be employed III reference to the 
concept or generically, sometunes anaphoncally, but very often with reference m 
the situation, outside the discourse itself. 
Quantlficatlon 
Exphcltly quantified nommals with a type specification that matches that of an 
mstantiated set may be employed m plckmg out subsets or elements from those 
sets. In that case the mstantlated set 1s the reference mass wlthm which the new 
reference must be found, rather than the entire class of thmgs that fall under the 
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type specrficatron. Numerals and other quantrfiers may be used elliptrcally (wrth 
elided head) or pronommally 
With ‘vague quantrfiers’ subsequent anaphors may refer to the exphcrtly 
referenced set, or to Its complement wrthm the - possibly rmphctt - reference mass, 
wrthm which the quantifier operates, whether rt was mtroduced beforehand, or by 
the quantrfied nommal. 
Similarly for nommals with added modrfiers (very often with elided or subshtuted 
head) that narrow down the specrficatron grven m first mtroducmg the set: they 
pick out the elements, or the subset, that IS describable by the narrower 
specrficatron, very often contrastmg rt with the complement m some respect, but 
the reference mass IS always the orrgmally mstantrated set, not the enhre class 
described by the type specrficatron 
Grounding 
Anaphora may also relate to the groundmg aspect of the nommal. 
Anaphors by collocatron are not grounded m the prototyprcal manner - with 
respect to the speech partrcrpants and the speech srtuatron - but m relatron to 
mstantratrons that are already grounded, and sufficiently salient to funchon as 
reference pomts (see below). 
Comparatrve nommals differ from nommals with posmve and superlative 
adjechves as modifiers and from exphcrtly quantified nommals m that they do not 
take as reference mass a set that has already been mtroduced m the representation 
of the discourse or 1s bemg mtroduced by the type specrficahon provided by the 
head noun. Rather, such nommals desrgnate an mstanhatron of a type that 1s 
rdentrcal to the type of some other mstantratron already mtroduced, or different 
from rt m precisely that respect m which therr specrficatrons are bemg compared. 
1.3.3. Salience of antecedents: “natural paths” 
Besides distance between antecedent and anaphor toprcahty IS one of the very 
unportant factors m determmmg the salience of possible antecedents relatrve to 
each other Toprcahty, on Langacker’s account, 1s decided by three factors that 
mvolve “natural paths” of decreasmg salience: semantw roles with agent as the 
first and most salient step; empathy hierarchy. speaker > heurer > human > anmal > 
physzcal oblect > abstract entzty; defimteness: definite > specific wdejnzte > non-speqfic 
mdefimte. 
Similarly, antecedents are clauned to precede anaphors along some natural path, 
such as temporal order; prommence of partxlpants subject > object > oblique; 
prommence due to profilmg: mam clause > subordmate clause (the cogmtrve 
lingmstrcs counterpart to c-command m GB theory). 
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1.3.4. Non-Coreferentlal Relatlonshlps m Anaphor 
1.3.4.1. The Reference-Pomt Model 
Normally, nommals are grounded m relation to the participants m the speech 
event. Alternatively they can be grounded mdirectly, by being related m a 
possessive construction to an entity wmch IS salient m the discourse. 
The relationships between target and reference pomt m these constructions are like 
the non-coreferential relationships 111 anaphora m many ways: among the 
prototypical ones are ownership, part-whole, and kmslup, but the actual 
requirement is far more schematic than that. Langacker relects the proposal that 
the only requirement IS that the entities must be m the same cognitive domam, on 
the grounds that the relationship between them IS usually construed as 
asymmetrical: the whole is a possessor of its parts and the owner of his belongmgs, 
rather than the other way round. 
Instead, Langacker proposes a reference-paint model , m which a target (the 
possessed entity) withm the domznzon of a salient reference poznt (the possessor) IS 
grounded by its relation to that reference pomt. 
@ . . . . . . 
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The Reference-Pomt Mode 
The dommion of a reference pomt is simply its neighbourhood m the current 
discourse space; or the sets of oblects it can be used to locate. The conceptuahzer 
traces a mental path through the reference pomt/possessor to the target/possessed 
enhty; m some cases the construal of the entities as possessor and possessed may 
be motivated by an oblective path (as m their prototypical relationships), but the 
only common denommator of possessive constructions is the sublective construal 
depicted above. 
1.3.4.2. Connectors 
Faucontuer (1985) uses the concept of connector m a very sunilar way The 
Identlficatlon (or: ID) Prmciple (from Nunberg) states that if two oblects, the trzgger 
and target are lmked by a pragmatic mappmg function (the connector), a 
descriphon of the trigger may be used to identify the target (p 3). A generalization 
of the ID prmciple can be applied to spaces: If two spaces are hnked by a 
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connector, and a nommal mtroduces or pomts to an element (the trigger) m one of 
those spaces, it may identify or mtroduce a connected element (target) m the other 
space. 
Connectors are part of ideahzed cognmve models which imphes that they should 
exhibit local, cultural, social, and mdividual variation. Connectors appear to be 
learned, and to be more open (more prone to establish both trigger and target as 
antecedents) the more familiar they are (p. 10). 
If the different relationships that are mvolved m relatmg reference pomts and 
targets m Langacker’s model are of this kmd, then it should be possible to rank at 
least the core members of the category m a sort of natural order (path). Those that 
are well exercised will be core members and aspire to lexical status. The part- 
whole relation IS a likely candidate; it is sometimes claimed (Lyons 1977) that it IS a 
lexical relation, because it appears to be necessary for the definition of certam 
concepts:finger IS hardly understandable without reference to hand Possibly this IS 
different for different persons and different domams. Fingers and hands are 
certamly far more salient m the experience of an average language user than, say, 
the actual, physical configuration and workings of a computer IS, even to an 
experienced user This means that the entrenchment, and hence, presumably, the 
degree of lexicalizahon (or lexical specificity) of these relationships may differ 
greatly between persons and domams. - will come m handy at this pomt. 
1.4. Relevance Theory 
1.4.1. The representatron of concepts 
In relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson 1986) concepts are regarded as labeled 
triples, where the label has the two functions of bemg the address of the concept m 
memory and of representmg the concept as a constttuent of logical forms. The 
three arguments are the logical, encyclopedic and lexical entries. 
The logical entry IS a set of deductive elimmation rules that apply to logical forms 
of wl-uch the concept is a constuuent; the encyclopedic entry has mformahon about 
the extension and/or denotation of the concept, represented m logical forms; and 
the lexical entry holds mformation about the natural-language counterpart of the 
concept: the word or phrase which expresses rt m lmgu~suc forms. Encyclopedic 
entries are variable between speakers and over tune; they are open-ended: new 
mformauon can be added freely; the mformanon m them is representational and 
they form part of the context m which the concept IS processed. Logical entries are 
small, finite, relatively constant; they hold computational mformanon and they 
determme the content of the concept. 
Tlus, it IS claimed, amounts to an “ecumemcal view of lexical semantics” (Sperber 
& Wilson 1986, p.90): there need not be a umversal format for the meanmgs of 
words. Meanmgs (concepts expressed) may be of different formats for different 
words. Entries may be empty concepts with no extension (such as and) will have 
empty encyclopedic entries; words whose meanmgs are mental models of 
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prototypes will have empty logical entries (they have no logical condmons) and 
the encyclopedrc entry will contam the model, or concepts may have no lexical 
entrres - one would suspect that m that case they can be specified lmgmshcally m 
other ways. 
While the modularrty and precise form of the representation proposed may be not 
quite so ecumemcal after all, it should be uncontroversial that conceptual memory 
(or the encyclopedlc lexrcon) can be accessed from representatrons of drscourse 
and that concepts do have logrcal, encyclopedrc and lexical aspects masmuch as 
they represent knowledge that may participate m mference accordmg to schemas 
abstracted from experrence (common sense or more rrgorous forms of logrc 
dependmg on the construal of the concept) and may be commumcated 
lingmsncally m forms that also depend on such schemata. 
1.4.1.1. Processing 
Sperber & Wilson see discourse comprehension as a form of non-demonstratrve 
mference, which works well because the processes human bemgs apply m the 
formahon and explortatron of assumptrons are constramed m smtable ways, not 
because humans are very good at logical assumpnon formatron. 
Assumptions can be acqmred from different sources: 
Perceptlon provides elementary descrrptrons of strmub. Such assumptrons are 
strongly confirmed because the perceptual mechamsms are very rehable due to 
brologrcal evolutron. 
Lmgwstlc decoding assrgns logrcal forms to snmuh, these forms are completed 
mto proposmonal forms that may form part of factual assumptions about what 
was said. 
Conceptual memory IS a repository for factual assumptrons and assumptron 
schemas which can be completed to yield factual assumptions. 
Deduchon derives assumptrons from sets of assumptions that are taken as mput 
(premises). Formation of assumptions by deduchon IS taken to be the key process 
m non-demonstratme mference. 
The deductrve device has access to the logical entries of concepts and computes 
only non-trivial Implrcatrons of assumptrons, I.e. it uses only elimmahon rules. The 
strength of assumphons that are constructed erther by completron of assumphon 
schemas from conceptual memory or by deduction depends on the strength of the 
mput assurnphons and schemas together w&h the processmg history The 
deduchve system attempts to ophmrze relevance, 1.e. obtam maxrmal contextual 
effects for a mmlmal processmg effort. 
Contextual effects 
There are three kmds of contextual effects: newly presented mformahon has 
contextual zmpl~at~ons m the context of old mformatron, and rt may provide 
evidence for or agamst old assumptrons, and therefore strengthen or weaken them. 
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So what happens when new mformatron IS mcorporated m the exrstmg context, IS 
that first its contextual rmphcatrons are derrved and added to knowledge base. 
Then the strength of assumptrons IS revrsed accordmg to the support they now get 
from other assumptrons currently held. rf an assumptron IS supported by a set of 
other assumptrons, Its strength IS the product of the strengths of the supportmg 
assumptrons relative to certamty; rf an assumptron can be derrved mdependently 
from different sets of assumptrons, rt mherrts the highest of the strengths of the 
derrvatrons; and finally, assumptrons may be strengthened ‘retroachvely’ by 
successful contextualizatron, 1.e. rf they yreld relevant mterpretatrons m context. 
After strengthenmg has taken place, contradrctrons are erased recursrvely; the 
weaker members of pairs of contradrctrons are erased together with assumptrons 
that support them, and the strengths of assumptrons supported by erased 
assumptrons are adlusted accordmgly 
Accessibihty of contexts for processmg. 
The other important factor m relevance IS processmg effort: even rf the contextual 
effects of a piece of new mformatron are hrgh, Its relevance may be low If the effort 
that 1s needed to derive those contextual effects 1s high, as rt will be rf the effects 
must be sought m a very remote context. Processmg effort IS mmrmrzed by 
ordermg the contexts to be accessed m such a way that maxrmal (or sufficiently 
large) contextual effects will probably be obtamed early m the process of 
contextualizmg new mformation. 
The available contexts are to be found. 
1. 
2. 
m the memory of the deductlve device itself whrch holds the results of the 
unmedrately precedmg deductron together with the assumptrons used m 
derrvmg them, 
m general-purpose short-term memory which holds those results of 
prevrously performed deductrons that were not used m the rmmedrately 
precedmg one - and whrch are therefore m the memory of the deductive 
device, 
3. m the encyclopedlc entrles of concepts that are present erther m the context 
or m the assumptron bemg processed, 
4. and finally m the observable physlcal environment m which the drscourse 
takes place. 
What thrs amounts to (if one accepts the “ecumemcal view”) IS that the 
representatron of discourse IS partrtroned mto an Immediate context of currently or 
recently processed mformatron and a more remote context wrth mformatron that IS 
not currently bemg processed, and from which general knowledge may be 
accessed as well as mformatron derived from the settmg of the speech event. 
The accessibility of the contexts, and hence the order m wluch they are taken mto 
account m the processmg, corresponds to the order of mclusron between them: the 
mrhal context IS muumal and highly accessible, and IS mcluded m still greater 
contexts with decreasmg accessibihty, because the effort needed m accessmg them 
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mcreases - the relevance of an assumption IS therefore dependent on the 
accessibihty of the context needed to process its contextual effects. 
For communication this is a very convenient arrangement: Basically it can be 
assumed that utterances will be relevant, which means that the contextual effects 
that can be derived from them will be worth the processmg effort. A hearer will 
not have to first determme the processmg context and then assess relevance. 
Rather, contextual effects are the result of the processmg of utterances m still larger 
and less accessible contexts as long as the relevance IS lugh enough, i.e. as long as 
the contextual effects yielded outweigh the effort of processmg. 
1.4.1.2. Processmg of Anaphora 
Ariel(1988,1990) proposes a theory based on Sperber & Wilson’s account of 
discourse comprehension as a process that mvolves accessmg processmg contexts 
m a predetermmed order. Arlel suggests that antecedents are similarly ordered m 
terms of accessibihty The choice of the form of an anaphoric expression is 
dependent on the degree of accessibihty of the mtended antecedent with pronouns 
as markers of high accessibihty, demonstratives markmg mid accessibility, and full 
nommals used for less accessible antecedents (cf. sec. 2.3). 
1.5. The Empirical Study 
As noted above there are two mayor problems to be considered m the present 
study One is the problem of what the mformauon content of the mental 
representation of discourse should be, and the other IS the problem of how that 
content IS structured. It is my view that previous research has directed too little 
attention to the first problem, with the result that premature conclusions have been 
drawn about the second one. If one does not know m some detail what 
mformauon there is, then one can not begm to discuss the structures without the 
risk of developmg sectarian views, that are not supported by empirical facts. 
The empirical study has been conducted with the assumption that the 
presupposmg relationships that obtam between definite nommals and then 
antecedents provide a wmdow to the content and structure of the mental 
representation of discourse, which IS tacit knowledge, not directly accessible by 
mtrospectron. Information that is presupposed. 
1.5.1. The Corpus 
The corpus studied consists of 22 short Danish texts and excerpts sampled from 
different sources: novels, formal and mformal cook books, newspapers, and 
technical and non-technical mstructlon texts and manuals. They mclude the 
diverse discourse functions of narrative, mstruchon, argumentation, and 
description. The corpus contams a little more than 18000 words; the longest text 
has 2564 words, the shortest 307, and the average is 834. The corpus has more than 
3500 definite nommals m it. 
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1.5.2. Analysis 
All defimte nommals m the corpus were ldentlfied together with their 
antecedents (the referents presupposed by the definite nommals for the 
assignment of a referent). The defirute nommals were coded for the expressmn 
used, the semantic relation between anaphor and antecedent, and for the distance 
(by number of mtervemng sentences) between the nommal and the last mention of 
the antecedent if that was mtroduced textually 
1.5.2.1. Defimte Nommals 
The followmg types of expressions have been counted as definite nommals: 
1. defimte pronouns, demonstratives, and full definite nommals; 
2. proper names; 
3. defimte nommal elhpses (defimte nommals with ehded head); 
4. adverbs like herved, “hereby” that have a nommal-like function and take the 
same kmds of antecedents as pronouns. 
What these expressions have m common (besides bemg nommal) IS that they are 
presupposlhonal with respect to the sltuahon or text m which they occur; they can 
not be mterpreted m their own right, but only by recourse to referents that are 
sufficiently sahent for the discourse partlclpants to retrieve them, either from the 
discourse Itself, from the sltuatlon m which it takes place, or from general 
expenence. More details about the types of expressions and their subcategories 
will be given m sectlon 2.1 below 
1.5.2.2. Antecedents 
Antecedents are those previously mentioned discourse referents which are 
presupposed for the assignment of reference to the defimte nommal currently 
bemg processed. Quite often a definite nommal 1s related to more than one 
antecedent: if it IS used m reference to a part of some whole, it may at the same 
tune, presuppose the previously mentioned whole, as well as another, also 
previously mentioned part of the same whole. In such cases the textually most 
recent antecedent IS taken to be the presupposed antecedent. 
1.5.2.3. Relations 
Antecedents are not necessarily identical to the currently mtended referent; a 
number of other relations besides IdentIty, commonly surnmarlzed under the 
headmg of bndgmg references, may serve to make a referent umquely identifiable 
(Clark 1977). Also the currently mtended referent may be umquely Identifiable for 
other reasons than previous mention. More details about the types of relations will 
be gven m section 3.1 below 
1.5.2.4. Distance 
Distance was measured as the number of mtervenmg sentences between the 
anaphor and the last mention of the antecedent. As noted above, a defimte nommal 
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may be related to more than one antecedent: m that case the drstance IS measured 
to the textually most recent antecedent. 
In cases where no antecedent has been mentroned, drstance IS of course irrelevant, 
and the slot has been left empty 
One text quotes a Swedish book m the orrgmal. For reasons of consistency, rt was 
decided to count the sentences m this quote when measurmg the drstance between 
definite nommals and antecedents, but otherwise leave the text out of the data, 
luckily, rt does not contam antecedents of defimte nommals m the surroundmg 
text. 
The followmg constructrons have been counted as sentences: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
sentences proper (wrth a fimte verb with all obligatory constrtuents present): 
Planten er grrfhg, wlvghnsende, 50-100 cm hq med dybtfllgede blade og nikkende, 
halvkugleformede kurve med gule blomster 
(‘The plant IS greyrsh, silvery, 50-100 cm tall with deeply lobed leaves and 
nutant, hemrspherrcal baskets of yellow flowers.‘) 
mqurts (clauses that mtroduce quoted text); even though the quoted text IS a 
constrtuent (direct oblect) of such a clause, the mqmt IS counted as a 
sentence, and the sentences m the quote are treated as mdependent: 
- Kom herhen, sagde hun myndqt 1 I. 
(‘- Come here, she sard authontatrvely [ I.‘) 
sentential ellipses: segments of text that are not sentences or mqurts, but 
marked off from surroundmg text by punctuatron marks, m cases where 
these do not mark off clauses from each other wrthm a sentence: 
Stzrkt duftende (tsw hvls man “nulrer” bladene mellemfingrene) og bzttert 
smagende. 
(‘Strongly fragrant (especrally rf one “rubs” the leaves between one’s 
fingers) and bitterly tastmg’) - with a bitter taste, 1.e. 
Thrs way of measurmg accessibility IS a crude one for a number of reasons. Most 
Importantly, rt measures drrectly only recency of mentron and neither takes mto 
account the toprcality of the antecedent, the hrerarchrcal ordermgs among 
sentences and conshtuents, or the varymg permeability of boundarres between 
drscourse segments as reflected m Drscourse Representatron Theory (Kamp 1981), 
m Grosz & Sidner’s (1986) focus spaces or Fauconmer’s (1985) mental spaces. 
One should also be aware that when drstance IS measured as described here rt may 
sometrmes be exaggerated a little for two reasons: sentential ellipses count as 
sentences, even m cases where they would have been slmply a constrtuent of a 
nerghbourmg sentence If the author had made a different decrsron about 
punctuatron, and mqmts as well as sentences m quoted text count as mdependent. 
The mayor advantages of distance as a measure of accessibility are that IS sample 
and direct, and therefore manageable even with large amounts of data, and that rt 
has been widely used, so that comparrson with other research IS possible. 
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2. Grammatical Cues 
in Discourse Comprehension 
2.1. Types of Nommals 
Dlderichsen (1966, § 91) (and similarly, Togeby 1993, § 17 & 23) characterlzes 
nommals as constituents whose modifiers more closely describe or determme an 
oblect element specified by the head noun. The constituents of the nommal are 
ordered accordmg to the parenthesis prmcrple (constituents that modify all of the 
followmg ones are placed before them) and the weight prmciple (“heavy” 
constituents come last). By a coarse-gramed analysis, there are two slots for 
premodlfiers: determmers and descriptors and two for post-modifiers: one for 
adverbial mdicatrons of the situation or further circumstances, and one for “heavy” 
constituents, such as clauses and appositions. 
So the full structure of the nommal m Danish has five slots, not always filled. 
Determmer I Descriptors I Head I Adverbials I “Heavy”Constrtuents 
The head may be a common noun (or nommal), a pronoun (or numeral used with 
the function of a pronoun), or a proper name. If the head IS a definite pronoun, or a 
noun mflected for definiteness, premodifiers are not possible. Also, the head may 
be elided, and if the nommal is mdefimte there is the further optron of substitution. 
In the case of elision, there are m-between cases, m which a descriptor may have 
the funchon of head. 
For the purposes of ths study, definite nommals have been categorlzed at the first 
level by the type of expression used as head. In a Full Defimte Nommal (FDNP, for 
short) the head is a common noun or nommal, and definiteness is mdrcated by a 
preposed determmer or a suffix on the head noun, FDNPs are further 
subcategorlzed by type of determmer for non-elliptical nommals, ellipses formmg 
a category of their own. In a Pronoun the head IS a pronoun, and definiteness is 
lexicahzed, pronouns are further subdivided by lexical categories. In a Proper the 
head IS a proper name, wluch is mherently definite. Proper names may have 
modifiers and preposed determmers, at least colloquially The subcategories are 
further described m the followmg sections. 
2.1.1 Full Definite Nommals 
Non-elliptrcal nommals are categorrzed by their determmers, and ellipses are a 
special category 
SUFFLXED: suffixed FDNPs are those m which definiteness is expressed by a suffix 
on the head noun, dependent on its gender and number This kmd of expression is 
unambiguously definite and non-demonstrative, and premodifiers are excluded. 
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solen ('SLIPDEF the sun’) 
planten ('plant-DEF theplant') 
DISTAL. In a distal FDNP the determmer is preposed (as m Enghsh) and is the same 
as the definite pronoun and/or distal demonstrative den, mflected for the gender 
and number of the head, but without the obhque form, even m oblect position. In 
Danish (unlike Swedish and Norwegian) the head noun IS never mflected for 
definiteness if there is a preposed determmer. In written language, distal FDNPs 
with further modifiers, especially with a descriptor, are ambiguous between 
definiteness and demonstrativeness; m spoken language, the determmer is stressed 
to yield the distal demonstrative. Without premodifiers, the FDNP is always 
demonstrative (and m spoken language, the determmer will be stressed), at least if 
there IS no appeal to poetic license. This criterion may appear not to distmgmsh 
sufficiently, but it has the advantage of avoidmg the sublectivlty of relymg on 
stress patterns imposed on written texts, and it is still possible to distmgmsh a 
subset withm the category which IS unambiguously demonstrative. 
det qeblik (‘that moment’) 
den venstre arm (‘the left arm’) 
de til famillen swllgt afsatte Iflader 
(‘the for the family especially dedicated ‘surfaces’ 
“the sendmg periods especially dedicated to family viewmg”) 
PROXIMAL. In a proximal FDNP, the determmer is also preposed, and is the same 
as the proximal demonstrative denne, mflected for the gender and number of the 
head noun. Agam, the head noun is not mflected for definiteness. 
dette barn (‘tlus child’) 
dennefine og demokrattske made (‘this fine and democratic manner’) 
POSSESSIVE In a possessive FDNP, the determmer is preposed. It is a full nommal 
or pronoun m the genmve, or a possessive pronoun. Possessive pronouns (but not 
the other possessive determmers) are inflected for the person and number of their 
referent, as well as the gender and number of the head noun. If there are other 
premodifiers than the possessive determmer, the head may be a full nommal with 
a preposed distal determmer. In a possessive FDNP the distance between the 
antecedent and mtended referent will always be zero, and the relation is never one 
of identity, because the antecedent needed for groundmg the referent expressed by 
the head noun is expressed by the determmer. 
skomagerens dndslele (‘the shoemaker’s deathbed’) 
Annas far (‘Anna’s father’) 
ham yzl (Ihls soul’) 
deres rzgtlge mar (‘then real mother’) 
ELLIPSIS To avoid the confusion of havmg to decide about fuzzy cases, all FDNPs 
without a head noun have been counted as elhptical, even though it may certamly 
be argued that there are cases m which a Descriptor has the function of head. The 
criterion is mtended to identify a particular kmd of expression, mdependent of its 
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semantics or pragmaucs. Determiners m elllphcal nommals are always preposed 
(smce there IS no head noun to attach a suffix to) and are mflected for the gender 
and number of the elided head noun, if they are of a category that can be so 
mflected, lust as m full nommals. If there is no premodrfier, pronouns are used 
rather than elliptical forms, as evidenced by the fact that oblique forms are 
obligatory m oblect position, if they are possible. Unlike English, Danish has no 
special form of the possessive pronouns when they are used m this function 
(correspondmg to rrzzne yours etc.), but the elided head does leave a trace, because 
Damsh possessive pronouns are mflected for the gender and number of the head, 
as well the person and number of then antecedent. 
det bemmte [] I Hitchcocks Psycho (the ehded noun is bus (‘house’)), 
(‘the famous [one] m Hitchcock’s Psycho’) 
den daende (‘the dymg [person]‘) 
mif (‘my-NEUT(+SING), mine’) 
Summary of Definite and Demonstrative Determiners m Damsh 
suImx 
DISTAL 
PROXIMAL 
POSSESSIVE 
common neuter plural 
-en -et -ne 
den a-et de 
denne dette dlsse 
genitive nominal; possessive pronoun 
~OSTMODIFIERS. Nommals may contam postmodifiers, such as adverbials (very 
often prepositional phrases), clauses (often with sorn, der, at), or appositions. 
Postmodifiers serve to specify the referent beyond the specification derived from 
the head noun and the premodifiers. Such further specifications may be used to 
characterize referents which are already known (attributive postmodifiers), or they 
may be used to make mtended referents uniquely identifiable for the hearer by 
narrowmg down the set of possible referents to one member (referential 
postmodifiers). Or umque identifiabihty may be achieved by exphclt mention of 
the mtended antecedent m the postmodifier, almost as with a possessive 
determmer. 
clauses det helhge hv der er vakt 1 den daende 
(‘the holy life which IS evoked m the dymg [man]‘) 
den ta&e, at Anna Bak skulle were udvalgt til atf0de den nye 
Messlas 
(‘the thought, that Anna Bak had been chosen to bear the new 
Messiah’) 
adverbials tanken om en evzghed uden alkohol 
(‘the thought of an eternity without alcohol’) 
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apposition jiskerle]et Lavnzs 
(‘the fishmg village Lavnaes’) 
2.1,2. Definite Pronouns 
Like English, but unlike German and French, the Damsh pronoun system 
dlstmgmshes between personal and non-personal referents so that the choice of 
pronoun used to refer to a smgular, 3rd person, personal referent depends upon 
the “natural gender” (sex, really) of that referent: /run, bun (‘he, she’). But like 
German and French, and unlike English, Danish has grammatical gender also: the 
choice of pronoun used to refer to a smgular non-personal referent depends upon 
the grammatical gender of the word for that referent: den, det (‘it’ - common and 
neuter gender, respectrvely). In the plural these oppositions are extmgmshed. the 
same pronoun IS used with personal as well as non-personal, common or neuter, 
referents: de (‘they’). 
It should be noted also that the difference between the 3rd person, non-personal 
definite pronouns and the distal demonstratives is lust that the latter are stressed. 
Dlderichsen (1966) views them as bemg “between the two classes” of personal 
pronouns and demonstrauves. Like the defimte/dlstal determmers, they have 
been counted as one category, distal, m order to avoid the sublectivlty of 
distmgmshmg between them by relymg on mtonahons imposed upon written 
texts. This means that onlv those pronouns that are restricted to uersonal referents 
have been counted as persbnal. A 
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Unlike English, but like German, Danish has a 3rd person reflexrve pronoun, srg, 
which IS used if the mtended referent IS the “logical sublect” of the clause; if it is 
not the oblique forms of the 3rd person pronouns are used. And (unlike English as 
well as German) Damsh has a 3rd person, smgular possessive pronoun, SWZ, which 
is reflexive and dlstmct from the genmves of the correspondmg pronouns which 
are used non-reflexively It is reported that SW is mcreasmgly used with plural 
antecedents, and mdeed one of the text samples m the corpus does this. The others 
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adhere to the usually recommended usage of restrrctmg srn to the smgular A 
couple of mstances of hznanden (‘each other’) have been counted as reflexive. 
Passesszves differ from genmves m that they are mflected for the gender and 
number of the head of the nommal m whrch they functron as determmer 
Damsh has d&al and proxmal demonstratrves, mflected for the gender and 
number of the mtended referent. The reflexive pronouns, obhque: szg and 
possessive: sin, are used as with the defimte pronouns, always wrth reference to 
the “logtcal subject” And a few mstances of begge, alle, samme, sadan, slzg, selv 
(‘both, all, same, such, such, self’) m their pronommal use have been counted as 
distal pronouns. 
Demonstratwes 
sublect oblique gemtwe 
distal den/det smgular dens/dets 
plural de dem deres 
proximal smgular denne/dette dennes/dettes 
plural dlsse dosses 
In spoken language, demonstratrveness IS often expressed by combmatrons of the 
demonstratrves with her (‘here’) and der (‘there’): den her (‘that here’), den der (‘that 
there’), denne her (‘this here’); outside of thus constructron, the proximal 
demonstratrve IS used almost only m wrrtmg. 
Finally, adverblals compounded from her order and a preposrhon may substitute 
for preposmonal phrases, but commonly, her- and der- are viewed as havmg a kmd 
of pronommal reference. Here, they have been counted with the pronouns proper 
as a specral category. adverb 
Like FDNPs, pronouns may have attributrve or referentral postmodrfiers. 
2.1.3. Proper Names 
The referents of proper names are assumed to be always unrquely rdentrfiable, at 
least m prmcrple, because they specify a set with lust one member Thrs makes rt 
difficult to determme whether a previous menhon IS unportant or not. Somenmes 
other relatrons than exophorlc or identical reference might have been considered. 
if, e.g., one or more names of European countrres have been menhoned, one might 
see the next one as bemg related m some way In a very few cases, proper names 
have been counted as havmg brldgmg references. Otherwise, they are counted as 
havmg exophorrc reference on first mennon, and as bemg rdentrcal, 1.e. havmg the 
same reference on later mentrons. Some defimte nommals always or nearly always 
have tmrquely rdentrfiable referents, because there IS m practice only one candidate 
referent. There IS only one sun, moon, or queen - Queen Margrethe II of Denmark, 
of course - and therefore expressrons like solen (‘the sun’), manen (‘the moon’), and 
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dronnrngen (‘the queen’) may approach the status of proper names. On the basis of 
form, such nommals have been counted as FDNPs, however 
Anna Bak (‘Anna Bak’) 
Sforbrrtanren (‘Great Brrtam’) 
In written language, proper names do not usually have premodlfiers or referentral 
postmodrfiers. Colloqurally, thrs IS different, especrally m cases where the hearer 
fails to rdentrfy the mtended referent, or the speaker antrcrpates that he mrght. In 
the corpus there are no examples of this. 
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2.2. Empirical Results 
Table 1 shows the frequency of the major types of expression (29% pronouns, 59% 
full definrte nommals, and 12 % proper names) and then drstributron over 
different antecedent relations. 
Table 1. 
Frequency of Definite Nommals by ExpressIon Type and Antecedent Relation 
FULL PROPER 
N = % TOTAL PR~NOLJNS NOMINALS NAMES 
No Antecedent 969 = 26 288= 27 407= 19 274 = 60 
Antecedent 2696 = 74 782 = 73 1733 = 81 181= 40 
IDENTITY 1690 = 46 7.57 = 71 754 = 3.5 179= 39 
BRIDGING 1006= 27 25= 2 979 = 46 2= 0 
Total 3665 = 100 1070 = 100 2140 = 100 455 = 100 
26% of the defimte nommals m the corpus do not have textually mtroduced 
antecedents, I.e. then reference does not depend m any direct way on referents 
mtroduced m the prevrous discourse. As one mrght expect, tlus 1s the norm for 
proper names, but rt IS also qmte promment for pronouns and full nommals. Most 
nommals without exphcrtly mentroned antecedents are exophorrc, but a few 
rdromatrc expressrons and expressrons wrth generic reference, have been put mto 
this category also. 
27% of the total number of defimte nommals, nearly all of them full nommals, 
require brrdgmg mferences for reference assrgnment, 1.e. they can be assrgned 
reference only by recourse to some prevrously mentroned antecedent, but the 
referent assrgned IS related to the antecedent m some other way than rdentrty 
Of those full nommals that do have textually exphcrt antecedents, more than half 
require brrdgmg for the assrgnment of reference, while only a very small 
proportron of the pronouns and proper names have mtended referents that are not 
rdentrcal to the presupposed ones (antecedents). 
Figure 1 shows the drstributron of the drfferent types of defimte nommals with 
textual antecedents over the drstances between the defimte nommal and the last 
mentron of the antecedent. 
Nearly all pronouns (94%) have then antecedents m the same or the rmmedrately 
precedmg sentence, and most of them are wrthm the same sentence; 7 sentences 
away IS the longest distance to the antecedent for any pronoun m the corpus. 
Proper names with antecedents predommantly find then antecedents m the 
immediately precedmg sentence (27% ), and not w&m the same sentence (5%). 
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The scores for 2 to 5 sentences away are all higher than for the same sentence. And 
the tail IS very long: 35 of the proper names with antecedents (19%) find them 10 or 
more sentences away, 13 of them (7%) are beyond 20; and for all distances beyond 
the precedmg sentence the proportion of proper names never go below the other 
categories. Apparently the upper lrmit for the distance between a proper name and 
its antecedent 1s the length of the text. But one should keep m mmd that previous 
mention is never required for proper names: they can always be assigned reference 
without recourse to textual antecedents. Nearly all of the proper names with 
exphcit antecedents simply repeat the expression ortgmally used. 
Figure 1. DMributlon of Defimte Nommals over Distances: 
r&ouns. Full Nommals (Identical and Bndeme R :ferenceL Prouer Name 
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Like proper names, full definite nommals with identical reference predommantly 
find their antecedents m the mediately precedmg sentence (41%), and not 
wrthm the same sentence (11%). I.e., almost 50% of the full nommals with identical 
reference gap distances beyond the precedmg sentence, the score for 2 sentences 
away is higher than that for same sentence, and the score for 3 or 4 sentences away 
is almost on the same level as that for same sentence. And there is a very long tail: 
83 (11%) of the full non-bridgmg nommals have antecedents that are 10 or more 
sentences away, 34 (5%) of them are beyond 20. The upper lrmlt appears to be the 
length of the text as for proper names, but the longer distances are far less frequent 
with full normals than with proper names. 
In contrast, full nommals that require bndgmg for reference assignment behave 
like pronouns m some ways: then antecedents are usually close: 94% wlthm the 
same or the unmediately precedmg sentence and most of them wlthm the same 
sentence. If one disregards nommals with possessives as determmers, m which the 
antecedent for the referent of the head noun is m the determmer and nommals 
with referential modifiers that always require bridgmg, and always have then 
antecedents m the same sentence, that figure drops to 85%, with same sentence still 
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prevailmg, but not so dommantly But the tail IS longer than for pronouns: 5 
mstances, lust over 0.5%, find their antecedents at a distance of 10 or more 
sentences, 3 at 10 sentences, and 2 at 19 So the tail IS much shorter than for proper 
names and non-bndgmg full nommals, and the proportron of mstances m the 
drstances beyond the precedmg sentence 1s consistently below that for nommals 
with rdentlcal reference. There does appear to be an upper lrmrt, even rf It IS 
somewhat fuzzy 
2.2.1. Full Definite Nomrnals 
Table 2 shows the frequency of the different types of full defimte nommals wrth 
different antecedent relations. The overall prcture 1s that full nommals are not 
choosy about antecedent relatrons, most types are used quite a lot with any type of 
relanon. The obvious exceptions are nommals wrth proximal and possessive 
determmers. 
Table 2: 
Frequency of Full Defimte Nommals 
by ExpressIon Type and Antecedent Relation 
PCS- 
N = % TOTAL SUFFLX DISTAL PROXIMAL SESSIVE ELLIPSIS 
407= 19 236= 20 122= 28 13= 25 lO= 2 26= 36 
1733= 81 917= 80 313= 72 40= 75 416= 98 47= 64 
754= 35 560= 49 130= 30 40= 75 o= 0 24= 33 
979= 46 357= 31 183= 42 O= 0 416= 98 23= 32 
2140 = 100 1153 = 100 435 = 100 53=100 426=100 73=100 
2140=100 1153= 54 435= 20 53= 2 426= 20 73= 3 
Only 10 of the nommals with possessrve determmers do not have antecedents (and 
they are all ldromatrc expressions). None have rdenncal reference because the 
antecedent IS always m the determmer The function of the possessive IS to mdrcate 
that some relatron exists between the two referents that are bed together by the 
syntactic constructron, and therefore they cannot be rdentrcal. Ownership IS but 
one of the possible relanonshrps. 
For the proximal nommals thrs picture 1s. reversed: all that have antecedents have 
rdentrcal reference because of the derctrc functron of proxrmals. 
The three remammg groups of suffixed, distal and elliptrcal nommals all spread 
across the antecedent relatrons. But there are differences. 
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Suffixed full definite nommals are used less without antecedents and more with 
identical reference than the distal ones. 
One reason may be found m the function of distal demonstrative nommals. 65% of 
the distal nommals without premodifiers (the subset that can safely be categorized 
as demonstrative, and not lust definite) have referential postmodifiers, as opposed 
to 13% of those with premodifiers, and 7% of the suffixed ones. One should keep m 
mmd, though, that the critenon of no premodlfication m a nommal with a distal 
determmer is sufficient, but not necessary, for demonstrativeness: the remammg 
set will consist of demonstrative as well as deflte nommals, all with 
premodifiers, and some with postmodifiers also. 
Many of the elliptical nommals (defined by the syntachc criterion of havmg no 
head noun) without antecedents have a descriptor for head A significant malority 
of the rest have bridgmg references, most of them with a set-element relation, 
because ellipses are designed for contrast. Because an elhptlcal nommal has only a 
premodifier, but no head noun, its lexical specification IS mcomplete and some part 
of that must be retrieved from an antecedent. If it IS also defimte, it presupposes a 
referent as well as a specification, most often m a set-element relation: the 
antecedent IS a set, and the mtended referent is picked out from that set by means 
of an addition to the specification of the antecedent. For the retrieval of 
antecedents, elhpses depend upon semantic cues that are almost as schemahc as 
with pronouns: gender and number, exhibited by the determmer, plus the 
possibihty of addmg the descriptor m the ellipsis to the specification by which the 
antecedent was mtroduced. Thus abstractness m the specificahon restricts ellipses 
111 their capacity for retrlevmg remote antecedents. 
Figure 2: 
DMributlon (%) of Types of Full Definite Nommals 
over Distances to Antecedent 
a Total 
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-distal 
- proximal 
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Figure 2 shows the drstribuhon of the different types of full defimte nommals over 
distances to the antecedent. Because of the syntactic constructron of possessrve 
nommals, both referents are menttoned m the same sentence and the referential 
drstance IS always zero. Therefore they have been left out of tlus figure. 
The two small groups of proxrmal and elliptical nommals are both 
characterrstlcally different from the total and from each other The proxunals show 
a marked preference for antecedents 1 sentence away and none retrieve their 
antecedent more than 3 sentences back. Ellipses predommantly find theu 
antecedents m the same sentence, and only one retrreves Its referential antecedent 
more than 3 sentences away, at 11. But m thts case the antecedent for the mrssmg 
speclficahon 1s not the same as the referential antecedent. It IS m the same sentence, 
so the search for a referential antecedent IS performed with a full specrficatron as rt 
would have been with a non-elliptical nommal: 
Tmkkefzden er denforan angme. 
(‘The drawing trme IS the [one] stated above’). 
Since more than half of the full defimte nommals have suffixed heads rt IS hardly 
surprlsmg that their drstributron over distances IS like the total for nommals. 
Suffixed nommals have more retrievals that are more than one sentence away than 
distal nommals. 
‘In Figure 3, distal nommals without premodrfiers (those that are certamly 
demonstratrve, not lust definite) have been separated out. They turn out to be more 
like the proximal demonstratrve nommals than like the other drstal or suffixed 
nommals: A lot more of them retrieve therr antecedents m the unmedrately 
precedmg sentence, a lot less of them go beyond that, and the maximum referentral 
distance found m the corpus IS 6 sentences away 
Figure 3: 
Dlstributlon of FDNPs with Proximal Determmers and Distal Determiners with 
Id without Premodlfiers over Distances to Antecedent 
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2.2.2. Pronouns 
Table 4 shows the frequency of the different types of defimte pronouns w&h 
different antecedent relatrons. The most notable feature 1s the almost total absence 
of reference assignment wrth brrdgmg mferences. Only 2% of all defimte pronouns 
m the corpus requrre brrdgmg mferences, and about three quarters of those have 
referentral modifiers, that gives the antecedent or the relation or both explicrtly 
Table 4: 
Frequency of Defimte Pronouns by Expression Type and Antecedent Relation 
PROX- REFLEX- 
288= 27 217= 57 37= 39 24= 5 O= 0 9= 11 l= 4 
782= 73 164= 43 57= 61 451= 95 15=100 73= 89 22= 96 
757=71164=4355=59435=9212=8071=8720=8i 
25= 2 0= 0 2= 2 16= 3 3= 20 2= 2 2= 5 
1070=100 381= 100 94=100 475=100 15=100 82=100 23=1OC 
Total 1070- - 100 381= 36 94= 9 475= 44 15= 1 82= 8 23= 2 
Many of the personal and possessrve pronouns without antecedents are, of course, 
the exclusrvely derctrc 1st and 2nd person pronouns. The 9 reflexrve pronouns 
without antecedents are all m rdromatrc expressrons. The two mstances of brrdgmg 
wrth reflexive pronouns are the recrprocal hlnanden (‘each other’) wrth a dialogue 
as antecedent. 
In Figure 4 1s shown the drstributron of the different types of pronouns over 
referentral drstances. As noted above, pronouns cover short drstances: 93 % have 
antecedents m the same or the precedmg sentence, and the longest referentral 
drstance found IS 7 sentences away 
But there are differences between the types. Reflexrve and possessrve pronouns 
retrreve their antecedents wrthm the same sentence by defimtron, smce possessrve 
pronouns that may have antecedents m the text (3rd person only) are also 
reflexrve. The few mstances that are counted as gomg beyond the same sentence 
are all found m elliptrcal sentences. 
The adverbs and proximal demonstratrves, that both depend on derxrs, find most 
of therr antecedents m the precedmg sentence; proxrmals do not go beyond that, 
and adverbs do not go beyond 2 sentences away 
The only types that retrieve antecedents more than 2 or 3 sentences away are the 
personal and distal pronouns, personal pronouns apparently a little more than 
distal ones. 
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Figure 4: 
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In a Swedish corpus, Fraurud (1988) looked at the dlstribunon of pronouns wrth 
human and animate antecedents vs. pronouns with oblect antecedents (concrete 
and abstract) - leavmg out the computatronally difficult fact/proposlhon 
antecedents - and found that the malorny (about 90%, m this study It IS 93%) had 
then antecedents wrthm the same or the precedmg sentence, and that human 
antecedents were more durable than oblect antecedents. 
Figure 5: 
Dlstributlon of Pronouns with Different Antecedent Types 
ver Distances to Antecedent 
7o T -.- Hum+Anlm 
- Concrete 
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The present study showed a very similar drstributron. But Fraurud also suggested 
that a more fine-gramed ammacy merarchy (human > antmate > concrete > abstract) 
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should be tested with the expectation that the scope of antecedents would reflect 
this hierarchy For the purposes of the present study proposztlon was added m as 
the lowest category, and, smce there turned out to be only 3 pronouns with 
animate antecedents, they were put together with the human antecedents. The 
result is shown m Figure 5. 
Obviously the expectation that referential distances should be shorter with lower 
ammacy does not hold for the fine-gramed hierarchy m the corpus exammed m 
tlus study Propositional antecedents (the lowest arumacy m the hierarchy) is 
notably different from the rest, with a preference for antecedents m the precedmg 
sentence. Only 2 concrete antecedents are retrieved 2 sentences away, and none 
beyond that, which gives a mean referential distance that is far below the others 
(0.41 for concrete antecedents, as opposed to 0.64,0.65, and 0.63 for 
human/ammate, abstract, and propositional antecedents, respectively). 
Personal pronouns are used only with human (or humanoid, like some people’s 
dogs) referents, while distal pronouns are less choosy about their antecedents. 
Figure 6 shows the distribution over distances of personal pronouns and of distal 
pronouns with human antecedents as well as antecedents with lower ammacy 
Figure 6: 
The Dlstributlon of Different Types of Pronouns 
with Human and Non-Human Antecedents over Distances to Antecedenl 
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The distal pronouns with human antecedents are mostly plural, the exceptions are 
a few cases m which the smgular, neuter pronoun det (‘it’) is used with antecedents 
that were mtroduced by the neuter nouns menneske (‘human bemg’), and burn 
(‘child’). 
It may be that there IS a shght effect of the ammacy of the antecedent: distal 
pronouns with human antecedents actually do tend to find a few more of them m 
the precedmg sentence than m the same, while those with antecedents of lower 
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ammacy find a few more m the same sentence than m the precedmg one; and for 
longer distances there are more human antecedents than others. But the mayor 
difference by far IS between the personal and distal pronouns: far more of the 
personal pronouns have their antecedents m the precedmg sentence and far fewer 
have them m the same sentence. 
The explanatron IS that the lexical specrficatron of the personal pronouns m 
questron (3rd person only) IS less schematrc than that of the distal pronouns. The 
personal pronouns specify not only that therr referents are human, but also therr 
“natural gender” - or sex. Drstal pronouns take all sorts of referents, dependmg 
only on the grammatrcal gender and number of an approprrate expressron for the 
referent, not on the properhes of the referent Itself as they would be mdrcated by 
the type specrficatrons carrred by head nouns and their modifiers m a full nommal. 
2.2.3. Proper Names 
Since proper names have not been further subdivided, the frequency table (Table 
5) and drstributron chart (Figure 7) for them simply repeats what was given m the 
mtroductory overview of the data m this sectron. 
IDENTITY 
BRIDGING 
TOTAL 
TOTAL No Antecedent Antecedent 
453 = 100 274 = 100 179 = 99 
2= 0 o= 0 2= 1 
455 = 100 274 = 100 181 = 100 
Figure T DMributlon of Proper Names (%) over Distances to Antecedent 
2.2.4. Summary of Expression Cues 
Perhaps the most surprrsmg findmg (consrdermg the literature) IS the negative one: 
Categorres of expressrons are not (not even approximately) hed to mutually 
exclusive mtervals of referentral distances. Some exhibit a maximum drstance, but 
up to then maxlmum, all types are used at any drstance. Besrdes the possibility of a 
maxrmum, the mam difference between the categorres IS m the drstribuhons over 
drstances: whether they prefer findmg their antecedents m the same or the 
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precedmg sentence, and rf the precedmg sentence 1s preferred, whether the same 
sentence or 2 sentences away IS the second choice. 
Other mterestmg findmgs are that more than half of the full nommals require 
brrdgmg for reference assignment, and that the drstributron of referentral distances 
covered m brrdgmg IS very different from the one for rdentrcal references. 
Nommals with brrdgmg references exhibit a strong preference for antecedents m 
the same sentence and, more generally, wrthm short distances, and while It IS 
uncertam whether a real maxunum drstance can be determmed, rt IS noteworthy 
that only 2 mstances (far less than 1%) go beyond 10 sentences (both at 19) as 
opposed to 73 (10%) wrth rdentrcal reference. 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 
PREFERRED PREFERRED 
DISTANCES DISTANCES DISTANCE 
PROPER 1 2-5 m 
FULL NOh4lh’ALS Id: 1 Id: 2,0 ld: m 
bridge: 0 bridge: 1 bridge: 19 
SUffiX Id: 1 rd. 2 > 0,3,4 Id:- 
bridge: 0 bridge: 1 brrdge: 19 
distal Id: 1 l&O ld: - 
bridge: 0 bridge: 1 brrdge: 19 
premodrfier 1 0 0 
no premodrfier 1 0 t 
proxrmal 1 2&O 3 
possessive 0 0 0 
ellipsis 0 1 3 (11) 
PRONOUNS 0 1 7 
personal 1 0 7 
possessive 0 1 2 
distal O&l 2 6 
proxunal 1 0 1 
reflexrve 0 1 3 
adverb 1 O&2 2 
Proper names can be used at any referenhal distance. Like the other categorres they 
show a preference for short drstances, but they may cover very long drstances also. 
The length of the text appears to be the lnmt. They are, however, most often used 
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with referents that have not been mentioned before, and they are mtrmsrcally 
definite, 1.e. defimteness does never depend on previous mention only Therefore, 
antecedence may not be a real issue with proper names. 
Pronouns retrieve textual antecedents at short referentral distances only (94% m 
the same or the precedmg sentence; the maxunum IS 7 sentences). They are quite 
often used with reference to the speech srtuahon, especrally of course 1st and 2nd 
person pronouns. Only few pronouns requrre brrdgmg mferences for reference 
assrgnment, and most of those that do have referenhal modrfiers to make the task 
caster. 
Like proper names, full defirute nommals may be used with long or short 
referential distances, apparently with the length of the text as the hmrt. But a 
smaller proporhon of them cover longer distances than proper names. Like 
pronouns, they are quite often used wrth reference outside the text, but rather 
more wrth reference based on general knowledge. 
Adverbs, proxrmal pronouns and proxrmal full nommals show a strong preference 
for retrrevmg theu antecedents m the precedmg sentence, and demonstratrve full 
nommals, m contradrstmctlon to most other types of full nommals have a 
maximum referentral distance: for the drstal demonstratrve nommals (the subset 
without premodrfiers) rt IS 6 sentences and for the proxrmals rt IS 3 sentences. 
Elliphcal nommals prefer same sentence and (with one exceptron m which the 
antecedent for the specrficatlon IS different from the referenhal antecedent, and 
much closer) have referential antecedents wrthm 3 sentences. 
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2.3. Discussion 
Similar or comparable results have been reported from other studres, some of 
which are at least partly based on distance measures (Arrel1988,1990; Givon 1989, 
1992a, 1992b; and Fraurud 1986,1987,1988a, 1988b), others on subjects’ ratmgs of 
the cognmve status of referents (Gundel et al. 1988,1989,1990,1993). Details of the 
findmgs differ, however, and the theories that are proposed to account for the data 
are certamly very different. 
Arrel sees the drfferent types of defimte expressions as markers of accessibihty (or 
‘cost’ of cogrutrve processmg) on a contmuous scale and argues strongly agamst 
the “geographrcal” view that relates the types to the three knowledge sources 
available to the hearer: textual, sltuatronal, and encyclopedlc knowledge. Givon 
views the grammatrcal constructrons m questton as discrete mental processmg 
mstructrons, wants to do away with scalarrty, and presupposes that the hearer can 
and must determme the knowledge source on the basis of grammatrcal cues. 
Gundel et al. establish a hierarchy of cognmve statuses for referents and drscuss its 
relatrons to expressrons m terms of Grrcean maxims. 
To some extent, the differences m the findmgs appear to be related to differences 
m the corpora that have been studred: they are apparently quite diverse with 
respect to the genres and discourse functrons mcluded, and they are certamly not 
sufficient large to be representatrve of language use m general. Drfferences 
between languages, and between the spoken and written modes of language use 
appear to be of importance as well. Differences m the methods and measures 
applied m different studies may, of course, also have mfluenced the findmgs; and 
the different theoretrcal mterests may have imposed some bras not only upon the 
methods and measures, but also on the selectron of results presented as well as the 
rrnportance they are credited. 
2.3.1. Markers of Accessibility 
Arrel(l988,1990) argues agamst a “geographic” vrew that sees the different forms 
of defimte nommals as specralized for the retrieval of referents from one of the 
different knowledge contexts available to mterlocutors: textual, srtuatronal, and 
encyclopedrc knowledge. Rather, she clauns, the different forms are markers of 
accessibihty, each assocrated with a different degree of accessibility (or achvatron) 
of mental entrhes m the representation of drscourse, rrrespectrve of their source m 
“geographrcally” different locatIons m memory 
The markers “form one contmuous scale” from low (marked by lexrcally rich forms 
such as proper names and full definite nommals), through mtermedrate 
(demonstratrve pronouns and full nommals wrth demonstrative determmers) to 
htgh accessibility (marked by lexrcally poor forms such as pronouns and gaps). 
The scale of accessibihty markers IS quoted m Table 1 below The degree of 
accessibihty srgnaled by each marker IS defined relahve to its nerghbours on the 
scale, so that: 
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“An addressee IS mstructed to retrieve a mental representation which may 
be characterrzed by reference to the mdrvrdual features associated wrth rt 
(‘wise’, ‘short’), but always also with a feature estabhshmg its current 
Accessibihty to him. ( ) varrous types of referrmg expressions, then, each 
represent different sets of mstruchons for the search process. We could 
almost say that they represent different ‘prrce tags’, mdrcatmg the 
processmg effort (i.e. cost) mvolved m the retrieval of the mtended entrty ” 
(Arrell990, p. 16). 
The empmcal basrs for the coarse-gramed drstmctrons m Anel’s scale between 
markers of low, mtermedrate, and hrgh accessibility are measures of accessibility 
based on a four-way drstmctron between distances (same sentence, previous sentence, 
same parugruph, across paragraph). For the more fine-gramed drstmctrons between 
expressions and the rankmgs between them, other crrterra are used. The argument 
for havmg Long Definite Descrrptrons lower on the scale than Short Definrte 
Descrrptrons, e.g., IS based on the “geographic” vrew that Arrel otherwise rejects: a 
much larger proportron of long nommals retrreve therr antecedents from 
encyclopedrc and srtuatronal knowledge than from the text, and vice versa. 
rable 1. Accessibility Markmg Scale (Arrell990: 73) 
a. I 
b. I 
C. I 
d. I 
I 
; I 
I 
it I 
1. I 
1. ; 
k 
1. I 
m. 
n 
0. 
v 
LOW ACCESSIBILITY (lexrcally rich markers) 
Full name + modifier 
Full (‘namy’) name 
Long Definite Descrrptron 
Short Defimte Descrrptron 
Last name 
First name 
Distal demonstratrve + modifier 
Proxrmal demonstranve + modifier 
Drstal demonstratrve (+ NE) 
Proxrmal demonstratrve (+ NP) 
Stressed pronoun + gesture 
Stressed pronoun 
Unstressed pronoun 
Clitrcrzed pronoun 
Extremely High Accessibihty Markers 
(gaps, mcl. pro, PRO and wh traces, reflexrves, agreement) 
HIGH ACCESSIBILITY (lexrcally poor markers) 
Generally speakmg, the scale corresponds to the results one gets from rankmg 
definite nommals by mean drstance to textually mtroduced antecedents (Givon 
1992b, see Table 2). But for several reasons, rt 1s not possible to uphold such a fine- 
gramed scale of mutually exclusrve grammatrcal markers of accessibihty 
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Grammatical devices, as Givon notes, are discrete, at least m the sense that they 
mvolve selection from closed classes of grammatical elements. But the markers m 
Anel’s scale do not form a closed class of discrete elements: There are, e.g., no 
restrictions on the number and size of modifiers m nommals that will prevent the 
mtroduchon of ever finer grades m the lengths of expressions. Therefore the class 
of accessibihty markers may be extended arbitrarily, and the elements are not 
discrete. The difference between a Short Definite Description (with one or two 
content words) and a Long Defimte Description is not one that can mark or signal 
the accessibility of the mtended referent m the manner of a price tag. 
More specifically, the length or “modifiedness” of a nominal IS not a feature that 
can form the basis for relectmg a referent which is proposed m the search for 
antecedents. If an antecedent is proposed that matches the lexical specification 
carried by a definite nommal, it will be assigned as the referent of that expression, 
irrespective of the length of the nommal or the cost of cognmve processmg. An 
early match 1s as good for a long or modified nommal as a late one, and with a 
short or unmodified nommal, the search must contmue until a proper match has 
been found so that a referent may be assigned to the expression. If a speaker 
violates Gricean prmciples by bemg too wordy or too specific, the hearer may 
experience her as annoymg, impolite or boring, but he will not be prevented from 
assignmg reference to the expression until the cost of processmg meets the ‘price’ 
on the ‘tag’ 
If mean referential distance is used as a measure it does mdeed yield a difference 
between short and long nommals. Givon quotes the mean referential distance for 
the two “gap-irrelevant devices” that are comparable to Ariel’s short and long 
definite descriptions: for unmodified DEF nouns it IS 7.0 clauses and for modified 
DEF nouns it 1s 10.0. But the distributions are nowhere near categorial, and there 1s 
considerable overlap between them, wmch IS the reason for Givon’s 
characterrzation of the devices as gap-zrrekvunt~ 25% of the unmodified nommals 
are at 1.0,35% between 5 and 19, and 40% at 20+, while 55% of the modified ones 
are between 5 and 19, and 45% at 20+ (cf. Table 2). 
Anel’s own findmgs show that, while the drstribunon profiles for different types of 
expression certamly do differ, it IS also evident that there IS considerable overlap 
between them, and that there are considerable differences between texts or text 
types. On top of that, my own findmgs show that for some combmauons of types 
of expression and antecedent relation there is no maximum referenhal distance (or 
the maximum exceeds the length of any of the admittedly fairly short texts and 
excerpts m the corpus). 
Because of tlus lack of a maxnnum (which IS not evident m Ariel’s or Givon’s data 
because their measures impose a maximum on the data: across pnrugruph, and 20+ 
clauses, respectively), the mean referential distance for the categories m queshon 
far exceeds the mode (the most typical/frequent distance), which means that the 
mean IS misleadmg as a charactenzation of the distribution. In fact, distribuhons 
that are very similar m those shorter distances that cover the mam bulk of the data 
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for all types of expressrons, may have qmte different means because of drfferences 
m the frequencies of very long distances. 
The overlap m the distances actually covered and the absence of a maxunum 
distance shows that the difference between otherwise unmarked long and short 
full nommals or proper names IS mdeed “gap-Irrelevant”, m sprte of the 
differences m then mean referential distances. While the differences m the mean 
referential distances for different types of expression (not lust long and short 
nommals) certamly do require some explanahon, the overlap m the drstributron 
mdrcates that the fun&on of the expressions m gmdmg the search for antecedents 
IS not to signal the restrrctron of the search space to some parhcular mterval on a 
contmuous accessibility scale, they can not be ‘prrce tags’ 
Furthermore, rt IS not necessary to add lexical material to an expressron, thereby 
mcreasmg Its size, to mcrease Its range and the mean referenhal distance for the 
type. This can be achieved also by choosmg a word whose lexrcal specificahon 1s 
mherently more restrrctrve, 1.e. a word that IS lower m the abstractron or 
schemahzatron hierarchy (cf. sec. 3.2, Figure 3). Therefore two expressrons of the 
same srze and the same general grammahcal descnptron, 1.e. two expressions 
which are non-drstmct as “markers of accessibility”, may have very different 
potenhals with respect to retrrevmg antecedents wrth low accessibility 
The unportant difference between long and short nommals IS not the difference m 
length, but m the degree of lexical specrficrty - which IS certamly affected by the 
addmon of lexrcal maternal. Because a long nommal has more lexical material m it, 
rt will be relatrvely more restrrctrve m Its specificahon of the type of referent that 
may be assigned to it, most obvrously rf the head IS the same as m the short one 
compared. 
The lexrcal specificahons carried by expressrons are used m the process of 
understandmg to decide whether a proper antecedent has been found so that the 
search may stop at the currently consrdered candidate which IS then the drscourse 
referent assigned to the expressron m question, or whether the search must be 
contmued. More restrrctrve lexical specrficatron mcreases the potentral of the 
expression for relectmg candidate antecedents offered m the search process, and 
therefore rt has the effect of reducmg compehtion between candidate antecedents, 
thereby allowmg for the retrreval of less accessible antecedents. 
2.3.2. The Grammar of Referential Coherence 
Givon (199213) argues strongly agamst the notion of toprcality as a scalar property 
(in opposmon to the vrews emphatrcally expressed m Grvon 1989) of drscourse and 
advocates the view that It IS a discrete process of attenhonal activation guided by 
the - equally discrete - “grammar of referential coherence” Only one toprc can be 
achve at a tune and the currently achve toprc serves as the ‘file label’ under which 
mcommg mformahon 1s to be stored. The process that decides whether current 
activahon IS to be contmued and rf not whether a new file should be opened or an 
old one reactivated, 1s rendered as a decrsron tree. At each node m the tree, 
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grammatrcal cues are used to determme the path to be chosen for further search, 
until finally a decrsron can be made. 
In view of tlus, rt may not be surprrsmg that referential drstance IS deemed to be 
“drstortrve” and an “arhfact of scalarrty” It IS, however, still used for the purpose 
of dlvrdmg the common topic-coding devices mto the four groups m Table 2 
below, and rt appears to play a secondary role m definmg at least some of them. 
Even rf gaps and differences m gaps are irrelevant to grammatrcal codmg because 
of then scalarrty, they are fairly consistent between different studies, and the 
drstributrons for most types of expression are not anywhere near categorral. In 
Grvon’s data zero anaphora IS the only type that shows real categorral drstribuhon, 
but one suspects that the reason 1s that they rely upon “lexical-selectronal 
restrlctrons WITHIN the clause” (1992b: 15), which means that because they are 
bound syntactrcally, as well as semanucally, then range IS limrted to the 
constructron m which they occur (or rather. from whrch they are mlssmg), lust as 
the reflexive pronouns m Damsh. Unstressed pronouns are close to havmg 
categorlal dlstributron, but some of them do deviate from that norm. So categorral 
drstributron with respect to referential distances cannot be what IS coded by the 
grammar, and therefore, If grammar IS indeed a drscretrzmg device, the differences 
m mean referential distances or drstributron profiles can not result dnectly or 
solely from grammatrcally coded mental processmg mstructrons. 
Table 2: Common topic-coding devrces , mean Referentral Drstance (in number 
II mmmal-gap devices: CONTINUING toprcs 
small-gap devxes 
NON-CONTINUING toprcs, 
antecedence m text 
gap-irrelevant devxes 
NON-CONTINUING toprcs, 
heterogeneous antecedence 
(mrx of situational, generrc, 
and textual sources) 
long-gap deuces 
NON-CO-G topics, 
drstant antecedence m text 
la1 drstributron (Givon 1992b: 21) 
CONSTRUCTION MEAN DEGREE OF 
RD CATEGORIAL 
DISTRIEWTON 
zero anaphora 1.0 100 % at mean 
unstressed pronouns 1.0 95 % at mean 
stressed pronouns 2,5 90% between 2-3 
Y-moved nommals 2,5 90% between 2-3 
full defimte nommals 7.0 25% at 1.0 
35% scatter 5.0 -19.1 
40% at 20+ 
full definite nommals 10.0 55% scatter 5.0 -19.1 
wrth modifier(s) 45% at 20+ 
left-dislocated 15.0 60% at 20+ 
defimte nommals (25% at 49) 
(13% at 10-19) 
repeated 17.0 75% at 20+ 
defimte nommals (18% at 3-8) 
(6% at 15-19) 
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The primary distmction m Givon’s characterrzation of the topic-codmg devices is 
between contmuauon and discontmuation of current topic activation. Minimal-gap 
devices always gap mammal distances because they always contmue topic 
activatron, and topics will always have been recently mentioned. The other topic- 
codmg devices (relevant or irrelevant to gaps) may be used also to change topics 
and therefore their mean referential distances will be longer, even though many of 
the antecedents found may have been quite recently mentioned. 
The procedures Giv6n proposes for retrievmg antecedents with the small-gap and 
long-gap devices, mvolve skippmg back over the currently active referent (small- 
gap) or paragraph node (long-gap) and reachvahon of referents that were 
previously active. 
So, even though grammar is mdeed a discrehzmg device, and attenhonal 
achvation may be limited to one item, it appears that discourse referents m the 
underlymg representation that are currently out of or at the periphery of attenhon 
are not equally accessible, i.e. they must somehow have different levels of 
achvations or actlvahon potentials. Files, or paragraph nodes that were more 
recently achve are more easily reactivated than more distant ones, and referents 
that were previously fully achve (at the center of attenhon) are more easily 
reachvated than more peripheral ones. If the referents m discourse representahons 
are really so ordered, it IS difficult to imagme that this ordermg is functional only 
for some of the topic-codmg devices, the gap-relevant ones. 
The “small-gap devices” (stressed pronouns and Y-moved nommals) are both 
marked, so are Ariel’s “Intermediate Accessibility Markers” demonstrahve 
pronouns and nommals with demonstrahve determmers. Pronouns and 
determmers are mdeed discretizmg devices m Givon’s sense, mvolvmg a choice 
from a closed class of lmgmstic elements. So is stress, and smce there is only one 
position m the topology of a sentence for a constituent to move to, and it has room 
for only one constituent, Y-movement as well. What the “small-gap” devices 
signal, however, is not that the antecedent is a small distance away, but rather that 
a non-default retrieval is mtended. 
For a demonstrative or otherwise marked (stressed) pronoun, findmg a non- 
default antecedent may mvolve skippmg over the topic, which IS the default 
referent for pronouns, thereby somewhat mcreasmg the referential distance that 
may be gapped. And the relahon of demonstrative full nommals to their 
antecedents is non-default m the sense that they do not lust identify the 
antecedents, but mcrement their representation m various ways (Maes 1992). 
Givon’s “long-gap devices” (primarily left-dislocahon and repehtion, but right- 
dislocahon and pausmg before nommals are menhoned also) appear to be 
reflechons of conversational, rather than strictly grammahcal mformation 
structurmg. 
They are more or less restricted to spoken language and their function appears to 
be the followmg: if a speaker anticipates problems with the idenhfiabihty of a 
referent to the hearer, she may tentatively mtroduce a referrmg expression m 
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isolation and use feedback from the hearer to see if it worked. If the reference 
appears to have been successful, the referent may be represented withm the 
grammahcal structure of the sentence by a pronoun (left-dislocation), If not, a full 
nommal, possibly further modified m order to mcrease its lexical specificity, may 
be used to represent it (repehtion). 
Or the speaker may hesitate before a nommal (pausmg), not m order to guide the 
hearer, but because the cognitive load of encodmg IS lugher for referents with low 
accessibility, especially if she is not sure what degree of lexical specificity the 
hearer needs for lus end of the processmg. Likewise, if the mtended reference for 
an expressron withm the grammahcal structure of a sentence appears to have been 
unsuccessful, a different formulation may be offered as repair, either immediately 
(repehtion) or after the sentence has been syntachcally completed (nght- 
dislocation). 
In that perspective, the “long-gap devices” have the advantage of makmg it 
possible for the speaker to support and repair the understandmg of the hearer on 
the fly, without too much disruption of the grammatical structure of sentences or 
the smooth flow of conversahon. But they work by mampulatmg lexical 
specifications, not by offermg grammatically coded guidance for the search for 
antecedents. Dislocation or repehtion of a nommal will not get a hearer to prolong 
the search for an antecedent by relectmg the first one found that matches the 
specificahon. Unlike the contrastive “small-gap devices” they do not defer the 
search from the default antecedent designated by the lexical specification of the 
nommal. 
2.3.2.1. “Geography” 
There IS another criterion mvolved m Giv6n’s distmction between gap-relevant 
and gap-irrelevant devices than the difference m mean referential distance and 
categorial distribution. In contradistmction to Anel, Given proposes that it is not 
only possible, but necessary for assignmg reference to definite expressions that the 
hearer must “determme the source of definiteness among the three dqunchve 
ophons” of situation, generic knowledge, and text, on the basis of grammahcal 
clues, and that they are accessed m that order, which IS the exact opposite of the 
one proposed by Sperber & Wilson (1986), and, followmg them, by Ariel(l990). 
Gap-irrelevant devices are clalmed to have “heterogeneous antecedence (mix of 
srtuahonal, genem, and textual sources)“, while gap-relevant ones have 
“antecedence m text” 
While it is fairly obvious and commonplace that these three knowledge sources are 
relevant to reference assignment, it IS not always easy (and perhaps not necessary) 
to dlstmgmsh them m practice, either m everyday understandmg of text and 
speech, or m the analysis. 
The codmg devices purported to be specific to the speech situahon are the 
common deichc ones: 1st and 2nd person pronouns, demonstratives, and spatial 
and temporal adverbs. The problem is that, with the possible exception of 1st and 
2nd person pronouns, these devices have text-deichc as well as situation-deichc 
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uses, and that other expressions (the “gap-irrelevant” ones at least) are also used 
with situation-delchc reference. So, even though there are devices that are 
prototyplcally used for reference grounded directly m the speech situation, they 
are not grammatical clues that direct the hearer to the situation m his search for 
antecedents. 
Grammatical codmg of the genenc or cultural-lexical context IS also weak. Even the 
possessive construction that commonly codes “frame-based reference” by 
syntactically combmmg an antecedent (conveyed by the determmer, the 
“possessor“) with an mtended referent (conveyed by the head, the “possessed”) 
may be used for the other contexts as well. And lust as it 1s the case with situation- 
based reference, other devices (the “gap-irrelevant” ones) are m common use also 
m culture-based reference. 
Because of such problems, Givon (in a footnote) admits that his assumption “that 
determmmg the source of defimteness and searchmg for reference are two distinct 
processes - may not hold”, and that searches m the discourse representation may 
be “a necessary sub-component of decldmg the source of defimteness” (Givon 
1992b: 50, fn. 39), at least If reference 1s not situation-based. 
For some reason, he reframs from puttmg his susplclons m the text itself and from 
drawmg the full conclusion: there are no grammatical clues to the sources of 
definiteness. If It 1s necessary to determme the source at all, the decision must be 
made on the basis of lexical specifications, and one may suspect that even thus 1s 
only possible postfesttcm, by findmg a referent and asslgnmg It to the expression. 
2.3.3. Glvenness Hierarchy 
With a sunilar aim, but from a different perspective and with a different empirical 
basis, Gundel et al. have devoted a series of papers (Gundel et al. 1988,1989,1990, 
1993) to the presentation and development of a Givenness Hierarchy (Table 3) of 
the six cogmtlve statuses of referents that are clauned to be relevant for the choice 
of referrmg expressions m discourse. 
Table 3: The Glvenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993: 275) 
m focus > activated > familiar > umquely We 
identifiable > referen’a1 ’ identifiable 
that mdefirute 
it thrs thatN theN this N aN 
this N 
Each of these statuses form the necessary and sufficient condltlons for the use of 
particular forms of expresslon, as mdlcated m the table by prototypical examples. 
These forms are used by the speaker to mdlcate hs assumptions about the 
addressee’s knowledge of and tittentlon to the mtended referent. Each of them 
entails all of the lower statuses (those to the right m the table). Tlus means, that 
smce a referent m focus 1s also uniquely Identifiable, a full defimte nommal (the N) 
may be used to refer to it, whereas an unstressed pronoun (zt), which requires that 
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the mtended referent IS m focus can not be used for referents of lower level 
cognhve status. 
Gundel et al. (1993) characterrze the statuses as follows: 
Type Identifiable: 
The addressee has access to a representatron of the type of the mtended referent. 
Necessary for nommal expressions and sufficrent for the mdefimte determmer a. 
Referential: 
Beyond the type rdentrficahon, the addressee must retrieve or construct a 
representatron of a partrcular, but (as yet) unspecrfic referent. Necessary for all 
defirute expressrons, and necessary and sufficient for the colloqmal mdefinrte 
determmer this. 
Uniquely ldentlfiable: 
The addressee can rdenhfy the mtended referent on the basis of the nommal alone. 
Necessary for all definite reference, and necessary and sufficrent for the definite 
artrcle the. 
Famihar: 
The addressee can rdentrfy the mtended referent because rt IS already represented 
m hrs (long-term or short-term) memory Necessary for all personal pronouns and 
defimte demonstratrves, and sufficient for the demonstrahve determmer that. 
Activated: 
The referent IS assumed to be represented m current short-term memory The 
partrcrpants m the speech event are always actrvated. Necessary for all 
pronommal forms and for the demonstratrve determmer th, and sufficrent for the 
demonstratrve pronoun that and for stressed personal pronouns. Determmer as 
well as pronommal th requrres that the mtended referent has been actrvated by 
the speaker 
In focus: 
The referent IS at the current center of attenhon. Necessary for zero, chtrcrzed and 
unstressed pronommals. 
In the experunent that forms the emprrrcal basis for the hrerarchy, tramed sublects 
were asked to score expressrons by these statuses, and the drstributron of the 
different forms accordmg to the highest possible cogmtrve status of the mtended 
referent was studied usmg a corpus of spoken and wrrtten discourses m five 
different languages: English, Sparush, Russran, Chmese, and Japanese (Gundel et 
al. 1993). English and Spamsh have definite as well as mdefimte artrcles, Chmese 
appears to be developmg a sort of ophonal mdefimte arhcle, and Russurn and 
Japanese do not encode definiteness at all. All of them have pronouns (personal as 
well as demonstrative), and demonstratrve determmers. 
The three most Important findmgs were: 
1. m English and Sparush (the languages m the sample m which defimteness IS 
overtly expressed) mdefimte nommals are not used for statuses above 
referentral, although these statuses entail referentrahty as well as type 
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of the specrficatron IS related to the potentral for resrstmg a match: schematrc 
specificahons are less resistant than more concrete ones, pronouns, e.g., are less 
resistant than full defimte nommals, and personal pronouns (that take only human 
or ammate referents are more resistant than pronouns reserved for non-animate 
referents. 
This IS of partrcular unportance for brrdgmg references, because they are not 
marked specrfically. on the face of them, the expressrons used m brrdgmg are 
exactly like other defitute expressions, with no mdlcatron that they should be 
processed m some special way Accordmg to Gundel et al. (and Arrel) brrdgmg IS 
not a cogmtrve status of its own, even though the antecedent which anchors the 
bridge will of course have a status. But as rt was demonstrated m the previous 
sectron, antecedents of defimte expressrons that require brrdgmg are much more 
recent (almost on the same order as for pronouns), 1.e. they are more focused, than 
IS the case with identical referents. 
The reason must be that the antecedent basis for the match IS hrghly schematic, and 
hence of a low degree of actlvatron, because rt forms part of the default 
specrficatrons for aspects of oblects and participants of events that constram 
mstantratrons of these aspects and partrcrpants whereas wrth identity this basis IS 
already mstantrated. For pronouns and other expressrons whose lexrcal 
specrficatrons are highly schematic, the prcture IS reversed. here the schematrcrty IS 
on the side of the expression, not the antecedent. Therefore Its actrvatmg force IS 
low and rt takes only highly actrvated antecedents. And therefore brrdgmg 
references are uncommon with pronouns: they appear to require farrly concrete 
speafications. 
Furthermore, there are languages, such as Danish (and, I believe, the other 
Scandmavran languages as well), m which the difference between defimte and 
(distal) demonstrative IS not lexrcahzed (as m English), but prosodrc: stress makes 
the difference. 
As described m sec. 2.1, Darush has two defimte determmers: one IS a suffix on the 
head noun (-en, -et, -ne, dependmg on gender and number), hrstorrcally derived 
from the now extmct medial demonstrahve, and used only when there are no 
modrfiers precedmg the head noun. The other (den, det, de, dependmg on gender 
and number) IS preposed (like determmers m English, German and French), used 
m its unstressed form to mdrcate defimteness when there are modifiers before the 
head noun. When stressed, rrrespectrve of premodrfiers, rt IS the distal 
demonstratrve determiner And, when rt occurs alone, dependmg on stress, rt IS the 
definite pronoun or distal demonstratrve used for non-ammate referents. Likewrse, 
as m English, the personal pronouns may be used as a kmd of personal 
demonstratrves rf they are stressed, and, unlike English, 3rd person personal 
pronouns (ham , hende (‘bun, her’), can be used colloqmally as determmers of 
proper names (in the oblique form, as IS usual m colloqmal Darush when personal 
pronouns are components of a complex nommal). 
Furthermore, rt appears that either the boundaries between the statuses above 
uruquely ldent$able are less than clear-cut, or the mtmhons of language users, even 
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when they have been tramed to make the distmchons, do not properly match the 
defimhons of the statuses: Not only did the two tramed coders that assessed the 
statuses m the analysis partly on the basis of oblective criteria, agree on only about 
90% of the cases, but “most disagreements were between famihar vs. activated or 
actrvated vs. m focus” (Gundel et al 1993: 291, fn. 21). 
Therefore I propose to view the Givenness Hierarchy as havmg the three 
unmarked levels of rnficus, unrquely rdentifiable, and type rdentlfuble, expressed by 
unstressed and non-demonstrative pronouns and determmers each with a marked 
companion correspondmg to uctrvuted,fumiZiur, and referentud, and expressed by a 
stressed pronoun or determmer or by a lexicalized demonstrative. 
Definite expressions, whether pronouns or full nommals, would then 
conventionally mdicate at least umque ufent$iubiZlty and mdefimte expressions 
would conventionally mdlcate type zdent$iubiZrty, but exclude unique ldenhfiabihty 
As usual, the unmarked members of the paradigm extend also to the uses of the 
marked members m the non-contrastive cases. Intmnvely, and from the evidence 
cited by Gundel et al. this boundary appears to be a sharp one m the languages 
that encode it: the only possible counter-example IS one smgle mstance of an 
“indefimte this N” with referential status m the English sample. No other 
grammahcahzed item ever crosses the border between definite and mdefimte, or 
unique and type idennfiabihty 
The referents of unmarked pronouns are usually ~nfocus , though not necessarily 
conventionally or by unphcature. Rather, their lugh degree of schematicity makes 
them promiscuous: they will match almost any specification offered as antecedent, 
and will therefore find antecedents among the candidates that are suggested very 
early m the search, 1.e. the most highly focused ones. And, to ludge from the 
coders’ difficulties, the statuses above unquely zdentzjiuble are not clearly different; 
umquely zdent$ubZe and znfocus appear to be the end-pomts of a scale. 
Table 4: 3 Levels of Gwenness + Markedness 
m focus umquely ldentlfiable type Identifiable 
mmarked den den <mod> N enN 
hall N-en 
(ham) Prop 
narked: DEN, DENN QUANT (<mod>) N 
stressed HAN DEN /I-JAM Prop QUANT (<mod>) EN 
QUANT (<mod>) 0 
demon- spoken ham der spoken. den der N 
stratlve den der ham der Prop 
(+ her/ded written denne written denne N 
spoken ham 
den(ne) her 
spoken den (ne) her N 
(activated) (familiar) (referential) 
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3. The Role of Lexical Specifications 
A fairly detailed, empmcally based taxonomy of anaphorrc relations, especially 
brldgmg relatrons, has been one of the ams of the current study, because it 
provides a wmdow to the types of knowledge that language users draw upon m 
discourse comprehension. 
In the first section of this chapter, I review some taxonomres of anaphorrc 
relationshrps as a background for suggestmg my own which IS based on the 
empirical study reported and presented m the second half of section 3.1. Se&on 
3.2 presents the frequencies of the different types of relations found with different 
types of definite expressions and the distributions of expressions with different 
relatrons over referential distance. Finally, sechon 3.3 discusses the way different 
theories account for brldgmg references. 
3.1. Types of Anaphoric Relationshlps 
Taxonomies of anaphoric relations are made mamly m text lmgmstlcs, and those 
used m AI procedures for the resolution of anaphora are usually based on text 
lmgu~~cs. Thus, i.e., Carter (1987) bases his procedure mamly on Halhday & 
Hasan (1976). Text lmgu~shcs 1s concerned with textual cohesion, not specifically 
with referential contmmty or the mental representation or processmg of discourse. 
But the “cohesrve tres” or relationships that make texts hang together form part of 
the basis on which such processes operate to create and develop the mental 
representatrons. 
Here I shall take a closer look at the taxonomies of cohesrve relationships proposed 
by Halhday & Hasan (1976), by Kallgren (1979) which mcorporates Enkvrst’s 
(1974), and by Togeby (1979,1993) which is based on Enkvrst (1974 and Lyons 
(1968,1977). Togeby (1993) also proposes a set of rules for buildmg mental models 
of discourse. Clark (1977) and Clark & Haviland (1977) address the problem of 
referential contmuity specrfically m terms of cognihve processmg. The taxonomies 
are sumrnarlzed m Table 1 below wluch formed a heuristrc basis for the 
categorrzatron used m the empirical study 
Halhday & Hasan 
Halhday & Hasan (1976) see texts as semantic units, not umts of form. Texts are 
realized by sentences but they do not consrst of them. Therefore, the parts of a text 
are not mtegrated structurally the way the parts of a sentence are. Rather, 
“Cohesion occurs where the INTERPRETATION of some element m the discourse IS 
dependent on that of another. The one PRESUPPOSES the other, m the sense that it 
cannot be decoded except by recourse to it” (p 4). Cohesion - or texture - cannot be 
described m terms of conshtuent structures above the level of the sentence. 
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Two malor kmds of cohesion are dlstmgmshed: grammatical and lexical. 
Grammatical cohesion IS achieved by grammatical means, i.e. closed class (or zero) 
elements and comprises reference (identrty of the thmgs bemg talked about), 
substitutzon (where antecedents are lingmst~ expressions, not referents), and ellzpsls 
(substitution by zero). LexrcuI coheszon 1s achieved by the use of repeated or 
semantrcally related words. 
By reference anaphors derive their reference from antecedents. Three types are 
dlstmgulshed (p. 37): 
Personal reference by means of dews, or function m the speech situation, 
realized through the category of person m personal and possessive 
pronouns. Normally the antecedent IS explicit and there IS agreement m 
gender, sex, person and number In some cases, though, anaphors may be 
“stramed”, with imphclt antecedents and loose agreement. 
Demonstrative reference by means of location, i.e. proximity in terms of 
space, time or association with the speaker and hearer m the speech 
situation or m the text. 
Comparative reference by means of identity or sunilarrty Comparative 
reference is mduect, i.e. anaphor and antecedent are not (necessarily, at 
least) coreferentlal. General comparison is realized by words such as: samme, 
sadan, anden (same, such, other) and parhcular comparison by comparatives 
and quantifiers. 
By substltutlon and elhpsls “descriptional” anaphors derive their sense or 
“description” (what I have called spec$icatlon, followmg Langacker 1987), but not 
their reference from antecedents. Subshtuhon (includmg elhpsls which IS simply 
substituhon by zero), is seen as a relahon between lingmshc items, rather than 
then meanmgs or referents. Subshtuhon and ellipsis occur at the nomznal, verbal 
and clausal levels. 
In Damsh, nommal substitution IS used far less than m English, while pronouns 
and nommal elhpses are used far more commonly with the same function, 
especially m definite nommals. Also, articles and adjechves are marked for number 
and gender (like pronouns), which might mdlcate that the resolutron processes for 
reference and subshtutlon/ellipsis could be more alike after all. As for verbal and 
clausal subshtutlon, Danish uses personal and demonstrahve pronouns to 
substitute for the arguments and modrfiers of verbs as well for clauses. Agam, rf 
this is not reference proper, it is certamly very much like it. Verbs are subshtuted 
by gere (do), and by the modals and auxiliarres. 
Lexical cohesron is achieved by repeatmg words or by usmg semanhcally related 
words. It IS unportant to note that lexical cohesion 1s not necessarily anaphoric m 
the proper sense. Definite nommals are referential anaphors by their definiteness 
(which belongs with the pronouns m the reference category), not by their lexical- 
semantic relation to other words m the text. Therefore mdefimte nommals may be 
cohesive without contributmg directly to the referential contmmty of the text. TWO 
mam types of lexical cohesion are dlstmgmshed: 
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Relteratlon 1s the use of repetition, synonyms or near synonyms, 
superordmates or ‘general’ words to remtroduce a lexical item. I.e., the 
words used are of the same or a lugher degree of abstraction. The borderlme 
to reference which mvolves pronouns 1s by no means clear-cut. Pronouns 
are snnply the next hgher level of abstractlon. When relteratlon 1s used the 
mtended referent IS identical to the antecedent -lust as it IS the case for 
pronouns. 
Collocation IS all lexical cohesion that 1s not covered by reiteration. 
Collocation “results from the co-occurrence of lexical items that are m some 
way or another typically associated with one another, because they tend to 
occur m sunilar environments” (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 287). The meanmg 
relations mvolved are “not easy to class@ m systematic semantic terms” - 
and the attempt IS not made. Some prototypical examples of the meanmg (or 
sense) relations are part-whole and oblect-property; but other, less easily 
definable relations are by no means rare. 
K%Ilgren 
Like Halhday & Hasan, K;illgren (1979) sees the cohesive relatlonslups m texts 
primarily as semantic content relations. They are what changes sequences of 
sentences mto coherent text. Her taxonomy of referential bmdmgs 1s based on 
Enkvlst (1974). She attempts to “provide crlterla for each relation, and to the 
degree the crltena for a relation are mcluded m the crltena for another, the former 
relation 1s regarded as bemg weaker than the latter”’ whch enables her to 
mtroduce the followmg luerarchcal ordermg of the types (p 81) whch, I unagme, 
should reflect the default order m which the relatlonshps are attempted m 
resolution, if there are no clues to overrule It: 
modified 3 
companso* 
Identity -Oldentity *contrast 3 speclf~cahon ~ -t> hyponomy 4 inference 
A short summary of the crlterla are 
Idenhty’ the anaphor and antecedent have semanhc and formal IdentIty, 
with the sole exceptlon of the alternahon between defimte and mdefixute 
form m nouns; they have ldentlcal reference; 
Modified Identity altemahon between parts of speech IS accepted, as well 
as addlhon, subtraction and change of determmers and modifiers, provided 
the head 1s unchanged, the anaphor and antecedent have idenhcal 
reference; 
1 “ange kriterw f6r var~e relation, och I den dn kritenema fiir en relation mkluderas I kritenema 
f6r en annan anse~ den f6rre relationen vara underordnad den senate” (p. 81). 
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Hyponymy The relation between a specific and a more general term so that 
a sentence with the specific term imphes the one m which the general term 
is substituted. 
Co-hyponymy. The relation between two terms that are both hyponyms of 
the same term. 
Antonymy. Two terms are antonyms if substitution results m mcompatible 
sentences. Antonymy always unplies a comparison. 
Complementarrty~ Two terms are complementary if a sentence with one of 
them lmphes a negation of the one m which the other 1s substituted. 
A number of other relations are lust mentioned and exemplified. It is characteristic 
of them that they allow reference from one term to the other with a defimte 
nommal: 
part-whole, oblect-material, set-element, space-contents, cause-effect, 
means-ends, relator-relatum, obJect-functron. 
Togeby (1993) recapitulates all of these together with a few more (apparently based 
on Clark 1977) under the headmg of ennblement, the common characteristic 1s now 
viewed as one of enablement: a mention of the first term enables mention of the 
second by a definite nommal. The added relations are 
action-roles, action-intentron, event-cause, event-consequences, category- 
evaluatron, category name-eprthet, srgn-desrgnated. 
Carter 
Carter (1987), which is based on Halliday & Hasan (1976) and Sidner (1979), 
dlstmgulshes between six different relationships between the references of an 
anaphor and its antecedent. I use the term reference, rather than Carter’s and 
Sidner’s spec$icutmn, smce what they mtend IS what is usually called reference, and 
I use spec~ficatmn m a different sense. 
Only m Reference (1) and (2) do the anaphor and antecedent have identical 
reference, and pronouns participate only m Reference (1). 
Reference (1): A definite nommal corefers with an element if the nommal 
has the same head as the element and mtroduces no new mformauon; a 
pronoun corefers with the element if they match by selectional and 
configurational criteria, 
Reference (2): A definite nommal corefers with an element if the head noun 
of the nommal lexically generalizes the head noun of the element and has 
no restrichve post-modifiers; 
Assocrated Reference: If the definite nommal names an element associated 
with the focus by analytic mference, it refers to that element; 
Inferred Reference: Like Associated Specificahon, but with non-analytic 
mference (Sidner) or a relaxed mforrnation constramt (Carter); 
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Set-Element Reference: If the candidate antecedent is a set and the definite 
nommal is smgular, has the same head as the antecedent, but with modifiers 
added, it refers to an element of the focus; 
Computed Reference: If the defitute nommal has an ordmal modifier, same 
head as the candrdate antecedent, and no relative clause modifiers, Its 
reference can be computed from that of the antecedent. 
Carter does not discuss substitution and ellipsis m any detail. The mam reason IS 
that there are many ways m which an expression may be ellipttcal, and his parser 
does not accept them as grammatical. 
Clark 
The taxonomy proposed m Clark’s semmal paper on Bridgmg (1977) IS the one that 
most directly forms the basis for the one used here: 
Direct reference is reference to an already mentioned entity Identity 
between the antecedent and the mtended referent can be achieved by 
repeatmg an expression, or by usmg a synonym, a pronoun, or an epithet. A 
member or subset of a set may be picked out umquely by various types of 
expressions that quantify or specify wlthm the antecedent set. 
Indirect reference by assoclatlon IS reference to parts and properties of 
antecedents that have varymg degrees of predlctabihty, rangmg from 
necessary to mducible. 
Indlrect reference by charactenzatlon is reference to necessary and optional 
roles m previously mentioned events usmg relational words. 
Reasons, causes, consequences, and concurrences of previously mentioned 
events. 
Like KQlgren, Clark emphasizes that even the establishment of an identical 
reference reqmres a bridgmg mference, however trivial it may be, and that 
brldgmg mferences draw on knowledge of oblects and events beyond the 
knowledge of language. 
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kntity 
lronomlnal- 
&ion 
pith& 
KZllgren 1979 
Enkv1st 1974 
Identity 
V=OV=Y~ 
modified 
ldenhty 
pronormnal & 
adverbial 
reference 
W-w=y 
generalization 
Halliday & Togeby 1979, Carter 1987 
Hasan 1976 1993 
reference (1): 
same item same head 
synonym or near synonymy 
Sy”~“ym 
personal & reference (1): 
demonstxatwe pronoun 
reference 
superordinate ‘wo*ymy reference (2): 
generalizat1on 
general’ item 
genenc (7) 
category name- reference (2): 
epithet t@WtS 
categoly- 
evaluation 
et-member set-element set-element 
hypw-‘y hyPow=y hwwv 
arts (necessary, speclficatlon part-whole part-whole 
robable, & 
Iducible) 
co-hyponymy co-hypvv c*hyponymy 
co-specification P&-P& 
comparation 
comparative 
contrast 
nzference 
complementaity antonymy 
Aes (necessary lllflXt?lXe cause-effect; assoclahon & 
: optional) ends-means; mference 
lasOns, causes, 
tbmg-material; 
contalner- 
xsequences, ordered senes 
JnMenceS 
contamed, 
computahon 
relator-relahun; 
oblect-km&ion; 
achon-roles; 
achon-mtenhon; 
event-cause; 
event- 
consequences; 
sqn-designated 
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definitely with an explicit antecedent. In the present study no pronouns with 
generic reference were encountered. 
En anden kvmde, der havde et mere akademlsk syn pr4 sagen, kunnefortzlle, at 
kvmdeklovnen nok m&e mere hen z retnmg af det selvudleverende, hvor svwt det 
end matte vzre 
(‘Another woman who had a more academic view of the matter, could tell 
[us] that the female clown would probably have to move more m the 
direction of self-disclosure, however difficult that might be.‘) 
3.1.1.3. Idioms 
In idiomatic expressions rt IS not easy to determme the source of defimteness. I 
take it for granted that idioms are motivated, but not m ways that are of immediate 
concern here. Idioms are separated out as anomahes, not to be sublected to further 
analysis. 
hakke I det (‘chop m it’ - “stutter”) 
vzre pa sporet (‘be on the track/scent’ - “understand”) 
3.1.2. Direct reference 
3.1.2.1. Identical Reference 
With identical reference there is identity between the antecedent and the currently 
mtended referent. Identical reference is the overwhelmmg norm for pronouns and 
proper names that have explicit antecedents, whereas less than half of the full 
nommals exhibit rdenncal reference. 
In some cases (with pronouns as well as full nommals) the term “identical 
reference” IS rather stramed because identity appears to be retamed over radical 
changes m the real world referents m question (cookmg recipes give the paradigm 
examples for this, m the literature, as well as m the corpus studied here): 
Skrzl zblerne, skzr I.&WI bade, fiem kernehus og wr zblerne 1 gryden. Lad detn 
svrtse med til de er bltide. 
(‘Peel the apples, cut them mto boat[-shaped pieceIs, remove core, and shr 
the apples III the pot. Let them fry [lightly] until they are soft.‘) 
Identical, text based reference for a definite nommal can be achieved m a variety of 
ways, at least with full nommals: by repeatmg the word used to mtroduce the 
referent, by usmg a synonym of the mtroducmg expression or a word wluch 1s 
more abstract than the one used m first mention, More colorful terms are used also: 
rdenuty of reference may be achieved by epithets, metaphors, and metonymles as 
well. Pronouns are of course highly abstract terms with respect to the 
specifications of the antecedents they are used to retrieve. Proper names depend 
almost solely on repetition. 
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The head of the definite nommal is a repetition of the head of a previous 
expression. Nommahzauons of explicit verbs are mcluded as well as changes m 
(attributive) modifications of the nommal. This means that although the referent is 
the same, new mformation about it may be added by mtroducmg new modifiers. It 
also means that even with repetition, reference may actually be accomplished by a 
more abstract nommal than the mtroducmg one because it may have been stripped 
of modifiers without changmg the head. Repetition means repetition of the head, 
not the whole nommal. 
brtferne <- briferne, (‘the British <- the British’) 
de filsfedevzrende -c- de filsfedevmende, 
(‘the present [persons] <- the present [persons]‘) 
Chnsfzne <- Chnsfzne 
The head of the defirute nommal is a word with a specification that is identical or 
overlappmg to a very high degree with a previously mtroduced specification. The 
borderlme to other relations is quite fuzzy, especially to abstraction and 
metonymy 
DET fyske filsagn -x- den fyske mvifaf~on 
(‘The German promise c- the German mvitauon’) 
brlferne <- Sforbrifamen 
(‘the British <- Great Britam’) 
AbstractIon and Pronommallzatlon 
A head noun with a more abstract or schematic specification than m the 
mtroducmg expression may be used m reference to a previously mentioned 
antecedent with a more concrete specification. 
DET fyske filsagn <- Tyskernes udspil 
(‘The German promise <- the uuuative of the Germans’) 
Obtammg identical reference with pronouns is m many ways like usmg 
abstractions with full nommals. Pronouns form the top end of the abstraction or 
schematlzauon hierarchy of lexical specification, and because of their schematicity 
they appear to mvolve a “quantum lump” m the referential distances covered as 
well: pronouns are restricted to antecedents that are at or close to the current 
center of attention, full nommals are not. 
beboerne 1 de pszne villaer nedenfor <- de 
(‘the mhabitants of the ruce mansions below <- they’) 
Demonstrauves (includmg 3rd person definite pronouns) may have many different 
kmds of antecedents, mcludmg facts, verbal complements, and propositions: 
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Man kan ogsd mult om sommeren tage skud af malurt og lade dem t&&e 12-15 
timer og begynde pravesmagntngen. 
Det krzver omhu og opmrerksomhed. 
(‘One can also m the middle of the summer take shots of wormwood and let 
them draw for 12-15 hours and start test tastmg. 
That demands care and attention.‘) 
Trope: Epithet and Metaphor 
Epithets are abstract words that carry extra mformahon about the athtude of the 
speaker towards the mtended referent, but ths does not affect the reference for the 
expression. 
Edward Saksehand <- det saksende og sky punkmonster 
(‘Edward ScIssorhands <- the sclssormg and shy punkmonster’) 
Metaphors are not necessarily abstract words, but with respect to reference, the 
match does not concern all items m the speclficatlons. 
denne retnmg c- famihen (‘thus trend c- the family’) 
3.1.2.2. Set/Element Reference 
In set/element reference the antecedent IS a previously mtroduced set of referents, 
and the defimte nommal IS used to pick out a subset or element of the presupposed 
set, e&her by quanhfymg mto it, or by addmg to the speclficatlon ongmally used to 
mtroduce It, so that only some (or one) of Its elements conform to the new, 
narrower speclficatlon. The orlgmal speclficatlon IS quite often presupposed as 
well as the referent itself so that only the contrastlve element IS explicit m the 
defimte nommal: In English one-substitution 1s very common m this funchon, and 
m Darush elhpsls 1s often used If one of the contrastive elements IS expressed m a 
premodlfier, while pronouns are used If there are only postmodlfiers. Nommals 
with distal determmers (those that allow premodlfiers) are also common m ths 
funchon. 
specificahon: 
kzrlzghedens handler, den redelge, kaldet prostttutlon, og den fordzkte, kaldet 
qteskab 
(‘the bargams of love, the honest [one], called proshtuhon, and the covert 
[one], called marriage’) 
quanticahon 
35 g afimeltetfjerkrzfedt/smer 
<- halvdelen affedstoffet <- resten affedtstoffet 
(‘35 g rendered poultry fat/butter 
<- [the] half of the fat <- the rest of the fat’) 
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3.1.3. Object Based Reference 
3.1.3.1. Parts 
A definite nommal may be used with reference to a constrtuent part of some 
prevrously mtroduced oblect, 1.e. the parts of an oblect can be presupposed as well 
as the obfect itself. In referenhal chams, as the example below, referential drstance 
1s not counted all the way back to the latest mention of the whole, but only to the 
latest mention of a member of the entire complex, rrrespecnve of whether the 
relatronshrp IS whole <- part or part <- part. Reference for a defirute nommal 
cannot be based on part (E- whole relatlonshps. 
ahen <- WI hand c- hmdeme <- anslgtet <- blikket <-hagen <- qnene G msen 
<- munden c- den mzegtfge tykke underlazbe 
(‘the lady <-her hand <- the hands <- the face <- the gaze <- the chm <- the 
eyes <- the nose c- the mouth C- the enormous thick lower lip’) 
3.1.3.2. Properties 
Likewise, rf an oblect has been mtroduced, a definite nommal may be used with 
reference to propertres of that oblect. As with parts, distances m referentral chains 
are counted back to the latest mention of member of a complex: oblect <- property 
as well as property <-property relatronshrps occur, but not property <- oblect. 
Malurtsnapsen vmder ved lagrmg, gerne f et par ar eller mere. Smagen bltver 
hldfgere, mere afrundet. Farven er svagt gr&g, nazsten klar, senere fdr den en 
svag gdhg tone. 
(‘The wormwood dram gams from storage, preferably for a couple of years 
or more. The taste gets more body, more roundness. The colour IS famtly 
greenish, almost clear, later rt gets a famt yellowish tone.‘) 
Stedbestemmelse ved ikke-samtrdige stedhmer <- 
Denne stedbestemmelses palrdelrghed a+mger ikke alene af pejlmgernes 
nqagtlghed, men ogsa af hvor nqagtzgt man har bestemt den beholdne kurs og 
distance mellem pejhngerne; det stwste usikkerhedsmoment er stwmmen, som 
man t reglen km kan sktinne stg til. 
(‘Fixmg of posrtron by non-sunultaneous bearmgs C- 
The rellabihty of this fix depends not only upon the accuracy of the 
bearmgs, but also upon how accurately the course and drstance over the 
ground between the bearmgs has been determmed, the greatest element of 
uncertamty IS the current which can usually only be estrmated.‘) 
3.1.3.3. Matenal 
Once an oblect has been mtroduced, the material, or mgredrents, of whrch rt 
consists can be referred to by a~ defirute nommal. 
klzdt I sort <- det sorte klzde 
(‘dressed m black <- the black cloth’) 
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buddmgen c- hvtderne, de]gen 
(‘the puddmg <- the whites [of eggs], the dough’) 
skdlenes metal 
(‘the metal of the cups’) 
3.1.3.4. Function 
Likewise, the function of an oblect may be referenced by a defirute nommal if the 
oblect is already salient: 
skibets sejlads 
(‘the ship’s sailmg’) 
3.1.4. Event Based Reference 
Reference which is based on knowledge of the structure of events, does not lend 
itself to hard and fast categorization. Current research m lexical semantics 
(Pustelovsky 1991,1992, Jackendoff 1990,1992, Talmy 1985) mdicates that there IS a 
mulhtude of highly specific relations between events and participants of events, 
and that the coarse-gramed distmctions which are possible with case grammar 
(Fillmore 1968, Ruus 1979) are not sufficient to account for them. With regard to 
buildmg a taxonomy it is a problem that event-based reference exhibits a confusmg 
amount of relationships that occur rarely 
The most frequent types of event based reference have been identified and labeled, 
but many others remam m the trash can of “inferentially related” It appears that 
further categorization of such relationships will have to await the analysis of many 
more types of events than are available currently 
It may be noteworthy m this respect that while the subevents and parhcipants m 
causative events, as described by Talmy (1976,1985) are frequently expressed by 
definite nommals and presuppose one another as antecedents m a variety of 
different relations, this is not the case for the participants m the motion event, 
similarly analyzed by Talmy (1975,1985), apparently not even with relahonal 
words. It is not easy to see why the two types of events should differ with respect 
to their capacity for furmshmg a basis for bndgmg references, but they do. 
3.1.4.1. Kinship and Other Lexlcally Specified Relations 
The lexical specifications of many nouns require that possible referents stand m a 
parhcular relahon to some other thmg, or, rather, they specify a particular role m 
an event. Such relations are very often expressed by nommals with possessive 
determmers m which the two terms are both exphcitly mentioned, with the 
presupposed reference pomt or anchor as possessor, and the currently mtended 
referent as possessed. But plam definite nommals with relahonal nouns as head 
and no menhon of any reference pomt also occur Kinship relahons are 
prototypical for this category. 
Armsfar (‘Anna’s father’) 
pm&ens dutter (‘The vicar’s daughter’) 
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leres rnors tank (‘your mother’s aunt’) 
forzldregeneruttonerne (‘the parent generatrons’) 
But there IS also an abundance of other relations that behave ImgulstrcaIly very 
much like km&p relations, even though they do not always form the same kmd of 
large, mterconnected category systems: 
hendes venmder (‘her [female] friends’) 
hurts przstehge modstundere (‘hrs clerical opponents’) 
harts (nu afdede) amerikanske mspzruttonskilde 
(‘hrs (now departed) Amerrcan source of msprrahon’) 
bans mattresse (Ilus maitresse’) 
tnoens leder (‘the leader of the trio’) 
sm svenske kollega (‘his Swedish colleague’) 
[a question expressed by the preceding sentence] <- svuret (‘the answer’) 
Relatronally specified nommals may also be constructed by modrficatron, rather 
than by usmg an mherently relahonal head noun: 
ethvert sted t kortet c- det tilsvarende sted pa]orden 
(‘any posmon m the map <- the correspondmg posrhon on Earth) 
Pilot Charts <- det p&eldende farvandsomrade 
(‘Pilot Charts <- the water m questron’) - covered by the chart, I.e. 
Det htstorzske opbrud, som de kommunzsttske diktaturers fald 2989-90 har udlpst 
(‘The hrstorrcal departure, that was triggered by the fall of the commumst 
dictatorships m 1989-90’) 
This category IS of course somewhat arbrtrary because nouns that clearly belong to 
some other, parhcular relation that 1s mdependently motrvated are put there 
together with words that one would not like to categorrze as relational by lexical 
speclficatron, but wluch bear this particular relatron to an antecedent m a 
parhcular context. Body parts, e.g., are taken to be m an oblect based relatron either 
to the body or to other, “superordmate” parts of the body, although rt can certamly 
be argued that they are relatronal because the relatron m question forms part of the 
lexical specrficatlon of the nouns used m reference to body parts. Likewise, 
relations that are expressed by words such as rfrsugen (‘the cause’) or fondlet (‘the 
purpose’) are put under causatron. 
3.1.4.2. Owner&p 
Thmgs that are owned by (or belong to) a known antecedent may be referred to by 
a defimte nommal without prevrous mention, not always m a possessive 
construction. 
den dnende skomugers alkove (‘the dymg shoemaker’s box bed’) 
mtt blommetrz (‘my plum tree’) 
cykhsterne <- cyklen (‘the cyclists <- the bicycle’) 
The last example may appear to be debatable: why IS the relatron between the 
cyclist and hrs bicycle not, say, an agent-mstrument relation? Admittedly, the 
decrsron 1s arbrtrary to some degree. One reason for rt IS that the bike 1s related to 
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the cyclist m more or less the same way as the pieces of clothmg she IS wearmg, 
and pieces of clothmg are commonly seen as possessed items m the narrow sense, 
and are often expressed by definite nommals without possessive determmers. 
3.1.4.3. Causatwe Relattons 
In Talmy’s (1976,1985) analysis of the basic causative event, it consists of a causmg 
and a resultmg event, and the causal relation between them. The moving element, 
the figure, of the causmg event may surface as the mstrument of the sentence that 
expresses the causative event. More complex causahve events also mvolve 
different types of agents. All of these may be referenced by usmg a defixute 
nommal, even without havmg been mentioned previously, if the causal event has 
been described or menhoned. 
Sometimes words with relational specifications are used. 
den besynderl~ge vzrknlng (‘the pecuhar effect’) 
strommens mrknmg (‘the effect of the current’) 
detsformil (‘its purpose’) 
result&et (‘the result’) 
hovedarsugen (‘the mam cause’) 
deres udsprmg (‘their source’) 
But thy certamly not always the case. Results may be referenced by definite 
nommals with processes or procedures (causmg events, I.e.) described m the 
precedmg text as antecedents. This 1s qmte common m cookmg recipes and other 
mstruchon texts: 
[procedure] <- delgen (‘the dough’) 
[procedure] <- buddmgen (‘the puddmg’) 
[procedure] c- lzvnmgen (‘the thlckenmg’) 
[procedure] <- gwden (‘the mush’) 
Or the agents of such processes may be antecedents for the results they brmg about. 
Most commonly, but not exclusively, this 1s expressed m a possessive construction: 
Paul Murtznsens udsendelse (‘Paul Martmsen’s programme’) 
DR TV’s serve (‘DR TV’s series’) 
Darwm’s Om Arternes Oprrndelse (‘Darwm’s On the Orlgm of Species’) 
Karl Marx’ natursyn (‘Karl Marx’ view of nature’) 
den kvantltatwe naturvrdenskabs vrtwl 
(‘the nonsense of quantitative natural saence’) 
trroen <- sammenspillet (‘the trio <- the ensemble playmg’) 
The relatlonshp may also be the other way round: Results may funchon as 
antecedents for agents, but only (at least m my corpus) if the defimte nommal 
expressmg the agent 1s relational: 
den umerikanske uujhzng~ghedserklwmgs hovedforfutter 
(‘the mam author of the American Declaration of Independence’) 
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[a book enntled] 30 sorter kyddat brinnvm <-forfatteren 
(‘30 sorts of seasoned brandy <-the author/wrrter’) 
koncerf c- musikerne (‘concert <- the musrcrans’) 
Instruments may be expressed by a defimte nommal wnhout previous mentron, as 
wrth results, the antecedent IS often the causmg event: a process or procedure 
described or mennoned m the text (especrally, but not exclusively m recipes) 
[procedure] <- vundet (‘the water’) 
[procedure] <- gyden (‘the pot’) 
ipredure] 5: ~~Zd,~’ fire’) 
<- paptref 
(‘write <- the machme (typewriter) <- the paper’) 
3.1.4.4. Other Inferential Relations 
A host of other, highly specific and very elusive relahons still remam under the 
headmg of “inferentral” Very often they are rendered by relatronal words, or by 
possessrve constructions. Nommals with referentral modifiers have been given a 
special category here, because referential modifiers IS a way to make a nommal 
relanonal by specrfymg m detail the relations and enntres that are necessary for the 
unique rdenhficatron of the mtended referent, and because referential drstance IS 
not a real issue. 
The semantic relatronshrps that were rdenhfied m the corpus as a basis for defimte 
reference are summarlzed m Table 2: 
No Antecedent Dnect Reference Oblect-based Event-based 
III Text Reference Reference 
exophor rdentrcal: parts causahve: 
generic repentron, propertres agent, 
synonymy, cause, 
tdrom abstract & pronoun, matenal result, 
trope fun&on mstrument 
set-element: ownershrp 
specificanon, 
quantification 
relanonal: 
bhp, 
mferenual, 
referential 
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3.2. Empirical Results 
3.2.1. Overview of Antecedent Relations 
From Table 1, it is obvious that proper names and pronouns contribute very little 
to oblect and event based reference. No proper names with oblect based reference 
were found, and of the two with event based reference, neither appears to be a 
good, prototypical mstance. The pronouns wtth oblect or event based reference 
either have referential modifiers or speciahzed lexical specifications. So do many of 
the full nommals with oblect and event based reference, but by no means all of 
them. 
Table 1. Frequency of Defimte Nommals 
by Antecedent Relatlon and Type of Expression 
N = % 
proper 455 = 12 274 = 29 179= 10 o= 0 2= 0 
pronoun 1057= 29 275 = 29 760 = 44 2= 0 20= 4 
full nommal 2140 = 59 407= 43 789 = 46 415 = 100 529 = 96 
total 3652 = 100 956 = 100 1728 = 100 417 = 100 551= 100 
Proper Names 
One of the two proper names wrth event based reference IS premzermrntster Mayor 
(‘Prune Minister Malor’) with a cham of synonyms for the British government as 
antecedent: Storbr~funten, bnterne, London (‘Great Britam, the British, London’). 
Since the views of Prune Minister Mayor are explicitly contrasted with those of hrs 
predecessor, tlus has not been counted as lust another synonym, which would 
have been the obvious alternative. 
The other 1s rnor (‘mother’) with define darner (‘the fashionable ladies’) as 
antecedent. It occurs m an ironic comment on the tradition (or myth?) of upper 
class young ladles meetmg wrth then mothers for tea when shoppmg m central 
Copenhagen. The bare form of the noun mdicates that it is bemg used as a proper 
name, while the lower case mrtral letter mrght seem to pomt m a drfferent 
due&on. 
In practrce, proper names are restricted to exophorrc and rdentrcal reference, and 
even these two are not always easily kept apart, because renewed, mdependent 
reference with an expressron that can always be used wrth wquely identifiable 
reference cannot be separated from repeated, dependent reference wrth the same 
expression, and proper names do not usually form the referentral chams one finds 
with other expressions. 
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Little more will need to be said about proper names m this section because their 
reference does not depend on lexical specifications generally available to language 
users. Rather, they appear to have umquely rdentifiable referents because they 
specify a set with lust one member as far as the particular discourse participants 
are concerned. When this condition does not obtain, modifiers (such as descriptors 
or first and last names if they happen to have been uuhally omitted) may be 
mtroduced to achieve unique identifiability But this IS not a signal to the hearer 
that the mtended referent should be looked for among the not so highly accessible 
ones. It IS simply a means of providmg him with the material necessary for the 
identificanon of the referent, i.e. with a criterion for stoppmg the search and for 
breakmg nes if several candidates are equally possible when the search 1s stopped. 
Pronouns 
Table 2 shows the frequency of the various types of defiite pronouns by different 
antecedent relations. It was noted above that pronouns with mdlrect or, more 
generally, non-identical reference either have referential modifiers, or speciahzed 
lexical specrficanons. The former IS the case for the 15 distal pronouns and the 3 
proximal pronouns, all with event based reference. 
Table 2: Frequency of Definite Pronouns 
by Anteced It Reiatlon and Type of Expresslon 
1) total 
381= 36 217= 75 164= 22 o= 0 o= c 
94= 9 37= 13 57= 8 o= 0 o= 0 
475 = 44 24= 8 436= 57 o= 0 15= 75 
15= 1 o= 0 12= 2 o= 0 3= 15 
82= 8 9= 3 71= 9 2 = 100 o= 0 
23= 2 l= 0 20= 3 o= 0 2= 10 
1070 = 100 288 = 100 760 = 100 2=100 20 = 100 
The two adverbs wrth event based reference have specialized semantic 
specifications: they are llgeledes (‘likewise’) and halvve~s (‘halfway’). Lrgeledes 1s 
used m a characterization of a decision bemg discussed, and with a 
characterlzahon of a previous decision of a similar kmd as antecedent. The 
antecedent of halwep is turen tiZ TeI Aw, (‘the trip to Tel Aviv’). 
The two pronouns with oblect based reference are two mstances of the reciprocal 
htnanden (‘each other’) - here counted as reflexives - with samtalen .(‘the dialogue’), 
as antecedent, but no previous menhon of the partiapants. 
Finally, among the pronouns with direct reference, there are three mstances of set- 
element specification by pronouns speclalized for that purpose: 
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de to opfattelser <- begge (‘the two conceptions <-both’) 
de to pludshalvdele <- hver srn (‘the two halves of the square <- each POSS-REFL') 
dejre plakats0jler <- hver szn (‘the four advertismg pillars <- each pass-REFL ) 
Full Defimte Nommals 
From Table 3 rt 1s evident that full definite nommals with suffixed head nouns, 
wrth distal determiners, or elliptical nommals, are used for all types of antecedent 
relations, but not with equal frequency 
Table 3: Frequency of Full Definite Nommals 
by Antecedent Relation and Type of Expression 
N = % Total NoAnte Direct Oblect Event 
suffix 1153= 54 236 = 58 567= 72 190 = 46 160= 3C 
distal 435 = 20 122 = 30 147= 19 46= 11 120 = 23 
proximal 53= 2 13= 3 40= 5 o= 0 o= c 
possessive 426= 20 lO= 2 o= 0 174 = 42 242 = 46 
ellipsis 73= 3 26= 6 35= 4 5= 1 7= 1 
total 2140 = 100 407 = 100 789 = 100 415 = 100 529 = 1oc 
Nommals with suffixed heads are used more with direct reference and less with 
oblect based reference and much less with event based reference than one would 
expect if one compares with the total. Nommals with distal determiners are used 
more without antecedents and less with oblect based reference than to be expected. 
Nommal ellipses are used more without antecedents or with direct reference 
(mainly set-element reference). 
Nommals with possessive determmers are almost exclusively used with oblect and 
event based reference; the 10 mstances without antecedents are all m idiomatic 
expressions. Proximal nommals are exclusively used with direct (actually 
idenncal) reference if they are not exophonc. 
Differences m the expressions themselves can not explain these differences m their 
use with different antecedent relations, because no type of expression 1s need to one 
type of relation only, and if some type of expression is not used with some relation, 
this is a question of its semantic spectficatron (except for demonstrahves). So, even 
though direct, oblect based and event based reference may be regarded as a sort of 
accessibihty hierarchy, the type of relation between the mtended referent and the 
antecedent 1s not slgnaled by the expression. It may be stated exphcitly m a 
referential modifier, but the general rule is that the relation must be mferred m the 
retrieval Itself, by finding the proper antecedent, rather than as a prerequisite for 
the search. The search 1s not guided by knowledge about the precise nature of the 
relation, only by the knowledge that some relation exists between the currently 
mtended referent and the presupposed antecedent. Sometunes, with possessive 
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determmers, the antecedent IS expllcltly mentioned wlthm the syntactic 
construction itself, but even there the particular type of relation between the 
antecedent and the mtended referent must usually be mferred. 
The differences m the preferences for parhcular expressions with particular 
relations reflect differences 111 the schematiaty of the lexical specificahons carried 
by the expressions. Unlike full nommals with preposed (distal, proxunal or 
possessive) determmers, nommals with suffixed head nouns do not have 
premodlfiers, so they are, ceterls paribus, more restricted m the degree of 
concreteness of speclficatlon that IS possible. Therefore, when they are used with 
direct reference, their speclficatlon IS quite often an abstrachon with respect to the 
one used m mtroducmg the referent m the first place (only the head noun IS 
repeated, modifications are left out). With mdlrect reference the representation of 
the mtended referents that IS presupposed IS highly abstract because the referents 
were not mtroduced exphcltly 
Nommals with possessive determmers are used only with non-direct reference. In 
fact, one might almost be tempted to accept that they signal non-direct reference. 
But actually, what they do 1s make exphclt that some unspecified relation other 
than identity obtams between the two entihes that are tied together m the 
construction, but It IS not explicit what that relahon IS. 
Figure 1. 
Dlstributlon of Full Defirute Nommals wrth Different Antecedent Relations 
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In Figure 1 IS shown the dlstribuhon of nommals with different antecedent 
relahons over the distances covered m the retrieval. It 1s evident that direct 
reference allows the retrieval of less accessible (or at least, more distant) 
antecedents than oblect based reference, which agam allows less accessible 
antecedents than event based reference. 
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Nommals with direct reference retrieve their antecedents from all distances, with 
the length of the text as maxunum, and the precedmg sentence as the preferred 
site. With oblect based reference, the maximum distance is 19 sentences, same 
sentence IS preferred, and only m 7 mstances (less than 2%) are antecedents 
retrieved from 5 or more sentences away Finally, with event based reference, the 
maxunum distance is 5 sentences, same sentence is preferred, with only 2 
antecedents (less than 1%) retrieved from beyond 3 sentences. If nommals with 
possessive determmers are disregarded (because then referential distance IS 
always 0), event based reference has same and precedmg sentence about equal 
(44% and 41%, respectively) while the change for oblect based reference is less 
dramatic. The antecedent events are often mtroduced “cncumstantrally” m the 
precedmg sentence, rather bemg mentioned by a smgle nommal. 
3.2.2. Reference Without Textual Antecedents 
Table 4 shows the frequency of full definite nommals without textual antecedents 
by the type of reference that accounts for their defimteness. The vast malorny are 
exophoric with a basis m general knowledge because the corpus consists of written 
texts, m wluch the “speech” situation is not so easily available as m face-to-face 
communication. A few are have generic reference, all of them suffixed nommals - 
modifications or possessive determmers are of course possible, but not common m 
words that designate a genus. Proxlmals, as might be expected, are used only with 
exophoric reference. Possessive construchons occur only m idioms: because there 
IS always an explicit antecedent m the determmer, they are not counted as 
exophoric. The possessive nommal m the determmer may of course have 
exophoric or generic reference. 
Table 4. Frequency of Full Definite Nommals wlthout Textual Antecedents 
by Type of Reference and Type of Expression 
I 
suffix 236 = 58 183 = 56 14 = 100 39 = 59 
distal 122= 30 llO= 34 o= 0 12= 18 
proximal 13= 3 13= 4 o= 0 o= 0 
possessive lO= 2 o= 0 o= 0 lO= 15 
ellipsis 26= 6 21= 6 o= 0 5= 8 
total II 407 = 100 327 = 100 14 = 100 66 = 1001 
Table 5 shows the frequencies of pronouns and proper names over types of 
reference with no textual antecedent. It is hardly surpnsmg that no generic 
reference was found with these expressions, or that exophoric reference IS very 
predommant. 
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Table 5: Frequency of Definite Pronouns and Proper Names wlthout Textual 
N = % Total Exophor Idiom 
personal 217= 79 217= 85 o= c 
possessive 37= 13 35 = 14 2= 1c 
drstal 241= 4 2= 1 9= 45 
proximal o= 0 o= 0 o= a 
reflexrve 9= 3 o= 0 9= 45 
adverb 8= 3 1= 0 o= a 
Pronouns 275 = 100 255 = 100 20 = 100 
Proper Names 274 274 0 
1. 13 mtances of det (‘it’) used as a “prowsmnal subyxt” have been mcluded m the 2.4 d&al 
pronouns without antecedents. 
3.2.3. Direct reference 
From Table 6 which shows the frequency of full definite nommals with identical 
and set-element reference, it is evident that elliptical nommals and nommals with 
distal determmers are preferred for set-element reference if one takes the total as 
the default expectation. The possibihty for mtroducmg contrastive specifications 
by means of premodifiers, which is absent for nommals with a suffixed head, 
explams this preference. 
Table 6: Frequency of Full Defimte Nommals with Direct Reference 
by Type of Antecedent Relation and Type of Expression 
N = % Direct Identity get-Element 
Suffix 567= 72 560 = 74 7= 20 
distal 147= 19 130 = 17 17= 49 
proximal 40= 5 40= 5 o= 0 
possessive o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 
ellipses 35= 4 24= 3 ll= 31 
total 789 = 100 754 = 100 35 = 100 
With definite nommals that are elhphcal m the narrow sense, i.e. where the head 
noun has actually been elided and the descriptor has not taken over the function of 
head, the descriptor is usually heard as contrasuve, or additive, with respect to the 
specification bemg retrreved with the antecedent. Therefore, one of the core 
functrons of elhptrcal nommals is set-element reference, not m the sense that the 
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type of expression is a signal of thrs, but because the construction is well suited for 
buildmg semantic specifications that accentuate the essential features needed for 
this particular purpose: the retrieval of an antecedent together with a contrastive or 
additive specification that smgles out the mtended referent from the antecedent 
set. 
From Figure 2 it IS evident that with identical reference the maximum referential 
distance is the length of the text. The precedmg sentence is the preferred location 
of antecedents, with the same sentence and 2 sentences away about even. Together 
these three drstances cover 64% of all defite nommals with idenhcal reference. 
With set-element reference no antecedents are retneved from beyond 4 sentences, 
and most antecedents are found withm the same sentence. 
Figure 2: Dlstributlon of Full Definite Nommals with Direct Reference 
over Distance to Antecedent 
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Table 7 shows the frequency of different types of nommal expressions by the 
different types of relations that occur m the retrieval of identical antecedents. 
Table F Frequency of Full Defimte Nommals with Identical Reference 
by Type of Lexical Relation and Type of ExpressIon. 
total N Identrty Repetition Synonymy Abstract Trope 
Sllffk 560 = 74 463 = 85 57= 60 33 = 35 7= 35 
distal 130= 17 62= 11 30= 32 28 = 29 lO= 50 
proximal 40= 5 13= 2 7= 7 18= 19 2= 10 
ellipsis 24= 3 6= 1 l= 1 16= 17 1= 5 
total 754 = 100 544 = 100 95 = 100 95 = 100 20 = 100 
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With repetition of the head noun, there 1s defimtely a preference for suffixed 
nommals, while the other types of expressions, because they allow premodlfiers to 
be introduced, are more favoured If synonyms, abstracts, or tropes are used. But all 
types of expression go everywhere, and the only explanation for the different 
preferences appears to be the different degrees of semantic speclficlty associated 
with the different expressions. With relations that are not based on previous 
mention of the expression itself, only of the mtended referent, more semantic 
speclficlty 1s needed for the retrieval of the antecedent. 
Figure 3: Dlstributlon of Full Definite Nommals with Identical Reference 
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Figure 3 shows that with Identity between the mtended referent and the 
antecedent, antecedents are predommantly m the unmedlately precedmg sentence, 
regardless of the lexical relation mvolved. 
The relations (abstract and trope: epithet, metaphor, and metonymy) that mvolve 
hgher schematlclty of lexical speclficatlon m the referrmg expression than m the 
one used m the previous mention of the antecedent have same sentence as the 
second choice. 
Of the relations that have more or less the same level of schematlclty m the two 
expressions, repetltlon (same head noun) has 2 sentences away as the second 
largest category while same sentence IS on the same level as 2 and 3 sentences 
away; synonymy has same sentence and 2 sentences away about even but with a 
slight preference for same sentence. 
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Tropes drop off qmckly, 4 sentences away bemg the longest distance; the other 
relatrons last longer, with maxlmal referentral distances beyond 20 sentences. But 
with abstract words only 6 (or 6%) of the antecedents are more than 5 sentences 
away; synonyms have 18 (19%) of their antecedents more than 5 sentences away, 
and repehtrons have 117 (22%) of therrs beyond 5 sentences. 69 (or 13%) of the 
repetrtrons have antecedents beyond 9 sentences. 
3.2.4. Oblect Based Reference 
Table 8 shows the frequency of different types of full nommals wrth drfferent types 
of oblect based antecedent relatrons. 
Table 8: Frequency of Full Defimte Nommals with Object Based Reference 
by Type of Antecedent Relation and Type of Expression 
IN=% Total Oblect Parts Properhes Materral Fun&on 
suffix 190= 46 155 = 58 31= 23 4= 57 o= 0 
~ distal 46= 11 35 = 13 9= 7 2= 29 o= 0 
proxunal o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 
possessive 174= 42 75 = 28 95 = 69 1= 14 3 = 100 
ellipsis 5= 1 3= 1 2= 1 o= 0 o= 0 
total 415 = 100 268 = 100 137 = 100 7=100 3 = 100 
With antecedent retrrevals based on part relahons, suffixed or distal nommals are 
preferred relative to nommals wrth possessrve determmers, and vice versa for 
property based references. But the drstributron IS far from categonal, and one 
cannot say that any type of expressron signals some partrcular relatron or IS 
exclusively designed for It. 
Figure 4 shows that with reference based on whole-part and part-part relatrons, the 
maxrmum distance covered m the retrieval of antecedents IS 19 sentences. 90% find 
their antecedents m the same or the precedmg sentence. With reference based on 
oblect-property relatronshrps the maxunum referential drstance 1s 10 sentences, 
and only 3 mstances need to look beyond the precedmg sentence for then 
antecedents. 
Parts and property based antecedent retrrevals are quite common, but there are too 
few references based on oblect-matenal and object-functron relatrons to warrant 
any safe conclusrons (7 and 3 mstances, respechvely). Nearly all of them have 
antecedents wrthm 2 sentences. Together with the scarcity, thrs might be taken as 
an mdrcatlon that these two relahons are cognmvely costly 
But one object-material based reference retrieves its antecedent at a referential 
distance of 19 sentences. The definite nommal m questron IS det sorte kkede (‘the 
black cloth’) and the antecedent IS mtroduced by klzdt I sort (‘dressed m black’). 
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Informal experrments confirm the susprcron that readers cannot retrieve 
antecedents based upon tlus relation at such distances wrthout retrrevmg them m 
the text Itself, rather than LII the representation of It III memory Possibly the two 
expressions have drifted apart because of revrslons of the text. Anyway, rt must be 
admitted that rf &us reference 1s not an anomaly, rt 1s a mmor nuisance for the 
analyst. 
Figure 4. Dlstributlon of Full Defimte Nommals with Oblect Based Reference 
over Distances to Antecedent 
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3.2.5. Event Based Reference 
Table 9 shows the frequency of the drfferent types of full nommals wrth drfferent 
event based antecedent relations. 
Table 9: Freauencv of Full Defimte Nommals Event Based Reference by Type of 
Antecedent 
.s _ _- 
elation and Type of Expresslon 
Total Owner- Causa- Infer- Refer- 
Event Kinshrp ship tron entral enhal 
160= 30 1= 3 l= 4 25= 24 48= 24 85= 50 
120= 23 o= 0 o= 0 4= 4 32= 16 84= 49 
o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 
242 = 46 30 = 97 25 = 96 76 = 72 111 = 57 o= c 
7= 1 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 5= 3 2= 1 
529=100 31=100 26=100 105=100 196=100 171=1OC 
N = % 
suffix 
distal 
proxunal 
possessrve 
ellipsis 
total 
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Proxunals do not contribute to event based reference. Kin&up and owner&p 
relatrons are found almost only m possessive constructrons, that comprrse both of 
the referents mvolved m the relation. Possessive constructions are also very 
dommant with causative and mferentlal relanons, but qmte absent from the group 
of nommals wrth referential modifiers, which nearly only consrsts of suffixed and 
distal nommals. Still, the prcture IS not that any type of expressron signals any 
parncular relatron. The differences m the drstributrons of expressrons reflect the 
need to provide the hearer with semantrc mformatron that IS sufficient to match 
only the proper antecedent m the retrieval, rather than procedural ‘price tags’ that 
tell ti its cognihve cost. 
Besides, the antecedents m event based reference are all close as IS evident from 
Figure 4, even those that are not syntachcally restricted m their referenhal scope. 
Figure 4: Drstributron of Full Defimte Nommals with Event Based Reference 
over Distances to Antecedent 
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The maxmum retrieval distance for any nommal wrth event based reference IS 5 
sentences. All antecedents m the kmshrp and ownership relatrons are m the same 
sentence, the vast malonty of them m possessive constructrons, of course. 
Nommals with referential modifiers are like possessrves, their antecedents are 
found wrthm the structure of the nommal itself. 3 (3%) of the causanon based 
nommals find their antecedents 2 or 3 sentences away, and none go beyond that. 
15 (8%) of the mference based ones have antecedents 2 or more sentences back, 
w&h 5 as the longest distance. Same sentence IS preferred wrth all event based 
relatrons. 
The numbers of nommals with the different causation based antecedent relatrons 
are too small to warrant any safe conclusions. The only large groups are agent C- 
result, and event <- result. The first IS only found with possessrve construcnons. 
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Most of the mstances are really author <- work-of-art, and the group is so large 
because a number of reviews of books, movies, etc. were mcluded m the corpus. 
With the other group, suffixed nommals are predommant. Most of the mstances 
come from recipes: the results result from the cookmg procedures described. 
Table 10: Frequency of Full Defimte Nommals with Causation Based 
Antecedent Relations 
Total Event <- Event <- Event <- Agent c- Result <- 
N = % Causation Cause Result Instr. Result Agent 
Suffix 25 = 24 3= 75 14= 82 6 = 100 o= 0 2= 67 
distal 4= 4 o= 0 4= 18 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 
proximal o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 
possessive 76 = 72 1= 25 2= 0 o= 0 72= 100 l= 33 
ellipsis o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 o= 0 
total 105 = 100 4 = 100 20 = 100 6 = 100 72 = 100 3 = 100 
3.2.6. Summary of Antecedent Relations 
Table 11 sums up the primary and secondary preferred referential distances as 
well as the maxima for the different antecedent relations. The most mterestmg 
findmg here are that identical reference is different from all the other bases for 
reference by havmg no maximum referential distance, and that the maxrma for 
oblect and event based reference are very different, for oblect based reference it is 
between 10 and 20 sentences, whereas event based reference does not exceed 5 
sentences. Identical reference, m contradistmchon to the other relations, does not 
prefer antecedents from the same sentence, obviously because mtrasentential 
identical reference 1s most often achieved by a pronoun. 
Another mterestmg findmg is that there IS a tendency that antecedent relahons that 
prefer short referential distances are often accomplished by the use of complex 
nommals with very concrete semantic specifications: only when the antecedent 
relation IS kept constant do more comprehensive specificahons retrieve over longer 
distances. Apparently speakers use semantic specificahons to create contexts m 
which the referents they mtend are sufficrently highly accessible, that the hearers 
can retrieve them, rather than mark them as bemg difficult to find. 
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Table 11. Summary of Antecedent Relations 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 
PREFERRED PREFERRED 
DISTANCES DISTANCES DISTANCE 
Dvect 1 f&2 co 
Identical 1 62 
Repehtlon 1 2 > 0,3-4 
Synonymy 1 0,2-5 co 
Abstract 1 0 
Trope 1 0 4m 
Set-Element 0 1 4 
3blect 0 1 19 
Part 0 1 19 
Property 0 1 10 
Matenal 1 0,2 (19) 2 (1% 
Function 0 0 
Event 0 1 5 
KillShlp 0 0 
Owner&up 0 0 
Referential 0 0 
Causation 0 1 3 
Inferential 0 1 5 
3.3 Discussion 
As demonstrated m the previous section, the same types of expressions are 
used with rdenncal as well as bridgmg references: the expressions as such do 
not contam mformation that could tell the hearer whether an identical or 
bridgmg reference IS mtended. Definiteness m itself only mdrcates that the 
referent IS taken to be uniquely identifiable to the hearer, but says nothmg 
about the actual means needed for the identification, much less the relationship 
between the mtended referent and the presupposed antecedent. 
And the referentral distances covered m bndgmg are shorter than with 
identical reference. There are fairly well defined maximal distances, for event 
based reference of the same order as with pronouns. 
Some grammatical constructions are more helpful m this respect than others, 
and some of those are used extensively, or even exclusively, m bridgmg: 
possessive constructions allow the mtended referent to be exphcrtly tied 
together with its antecedent, and referential modifiers may also give the 
relation exphcitly But they are not mandatory other constructions, notably 
plam definite nommals, are also used extensively m bridgmg. 
The reason that more complex nommals retrieve more remote antecedents IS 
not that their complexity or size mdicates the cognitive cost mvolved to the 
hearer The complexity 1s a result of the need for more precise semantic 
specrficahons m the retrieval of antecedents that are not highly salient m the 
current context. 
In the remamder of this section, I shall present and discuss some proposals for 
the treatment of bridgmg references, mcludmg the proposals m the studies 
mentioned m sec. 2.3. Most of these studies do not mvesugate bridgmg 
references as a special category But bridgmg references are discussed m order 
to show that the models they propose will account properly for them. All 
assume that referents that need bridgmg mferences for their establishment are 
less accessible than identical ones, but the empirical basis for this assumptron IS 
not estabhshed mdependently of the theories proposed. 
Togeby 1993 
In his description of the procedure for the construction of mental models of 
texts, Togeby (1993) develops a rule to account for oblect and event based 
reference assignment. First a preliminary version of the rule IS mtroduced to 
account for the fact that parts of wholes that are already m the mental model of 
the discourse may be introduced by a definite nommal. Then the rule IS 
generahzed to mcorporate “all discourse oblect and relations that are 
metonymically related to the existmg discourse oblect”, and a number of 
metonymical relauonshrps are enumerated and exemphfied (cf. Table 1 m sec. 
3.1). 
Togeby further observes that, smce It IS true of these relations that the first 
word m the relation enables the second one, because the second presupposes 
the first, the rule can be further generalized, but that rt is a problem that 
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enablement makes far too many discourse referents available for the addressee 
to mcorporate m l-us mental model. Therefore the rule is restricted m its 
apphcation to cases where it is needed, so that the final formulation of it 
becomes: 
“R.2.. If a discourse oblect or relation exists m the mental world, then all 
the oblects and relations enabled by them also potentrally exist; however, 
the potential oblects and relations are only reconstructed when the need 
arises later m the text.” (Togeby 1993: 327)r 
This rule IS not wrong, I thmk, but far too general to be really useful or 
mformauve: smce the crrcumstances that give rise to the need for the 
reconstruction of a referent by bndgmg, rather than lust the retneval of an 
ldenhcal antecedent, are left m the dark, and enablement is logrcally necessary 
for presupposition, the rule applies to all uses of definite nommals and snnply 
states the empirical fact that brldgmg between an antecedent and an mtended 
referent is possible, but says nothmg about how rt IS possible. 
Anell 
Ariel(l990) notes that although there IS no correspondmg unit m the discourse 
representatron, mferred discourse referents are marked as accessible, i.e. 
definite nommals are used m reference to them. She classifies such referents as 
havmg low accessibihty, because auxihary assumptions retrieved from long- 
term memory are mvolved m the hearer’s mferrmg of the referent. In her view, 
the reason that pronouns do not retrieve mferred referents is that they mark 
high accessibihty, and “the need to actually produce a new mental entity 
necessarily lowers the degree of Accessibihty which a speaker can attribute to 
the entity” (Ariell990: 185). But as noted m sec. 3.2 (cf. also Gundel et al. 1993), 
there are special circumstances m which nommals that consist solely of a 
pronoun or have a pronoun as head, are actually used m reference to mferred 
referents. This IS possible when the semantic specification (derived from the 
lexical specification of the pronoun, possibly extended by modifiers) of such a 
nommal 1s sufficient m the context to yield a referent for the expression. The 
choice of grammatical category m itself is not a signal. 
Anel further claims that speakers dlstmgmsh two degrees of predictability for 
mferred referents: with script or frame based referents, such as a language m a 
human commumty or rooms m houses, the probability IS close to 100% and a 
plam definite description IS sufficient for reference; with mferences based on 
stereotypic assumptions (“Although, for example, many women have 
husbands, children, cars, etc., not all women necessarily have all or any of the 
above” Ariel1990: 187) the probability is lower, and the referents to be mferred 
must be explicitly anchored to the antecedent m a possessive construction. 
It is a problem, Arlel concedes, “that although the prmciples suggested ( ) are 
universal, smce they are based on cogrutive considerations employed m 
processmg, there are some language-specific factors mtervenmg”, because it is 
1 “R.2.. Ekslsterer en motwgenstand eller et motivforhold I den mentale verden, ekslsterer 
potentielt ogsA alle de genstande og forhold de muliggm; de potenhelle genstande og forhold 
rekonshweres dog kun n&r der senere I teksten bliver brug for det.” 
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unlikely that “body parts are frame-based for Hebrew speakers and regular 
lower-probability mferences for English speakers.” (Anel1990: 190). It 1s 
probably even more unlikely that for Danish speakers not only body parts, but 
wives, husbands and cars, appear to be sometimes based on frames and 
sometimes on stereotypic assumptions, smce they are often, but not always 
anchored m a possessive construction, as for mstance m the traditional Danish 
children’s rhyme: 
Der var engang en mand. (‘Once there was a man. 
Han bo’de I en spand. He lived m a bucket. 
Og spanden var af ler And the bucket was of clay 
Og konen vasked’ ble’r And the wife was washmg drapers. 
og smnen var barber And the son was a barber. 
Nu ?&leg ikke mer Now I don’t know any more.‘) 
or m the slogan used on several occasions and m slightly different versions by 
the Damsh anti-EC movement: 
Holger og konen si’r neJ til umonen 
(‘Holger and the wife say no to the muon’) 
So if there IS an obvrous antecedent m the neighbourhood, possessives are not 
necessary; rf there IS not, they are very useful for mtroducmg one. The speaker 
does not choose possessive construction as a ‘price tag’, but as a means of 
conveymg the mformahon that, m the view of the speaker, 1s sufficient for the 
hearer m retrieving the mtended referent. Once the determmer 1s established, 
there IS a lughly accessible antecedent, and when the head has been spoken, 
there 1s a type specification for the mtended referent as well, all that remams is 
to find the fit between them. 
Gundel et al. 1993 
In the theory proposed by Gundel et al. s (1993), reference by mference 1s not a 
separate cogmtrve status, but a way m wluch the mtended referent achieves 
some status by association with an antecedent. Therefore mferrable (or 
bndgmg) referents have different statuses and may be coded by different 
forms. Inferrables can not usually be referenced by pronouns or demonstrative 
determmers, m accordance with the observation that they are usually umquely 
rdenhfiable at most, and not yet represented m memory, which would give 
them the status of familiar If the link between an mferrable referent and its 
antecedent IS sufficiently strong to create or achvate a representation of the 
mferrable, higher statuses and, thereby, reference by pronouns and 
demonstrahves, become possible after all. That IS, the speaker’s task IS to 
provide the hearer with the necessary means for estabhshmg the mtended 
referent: a sufficiently precise semanhc specificahon to estabhsh the type of 
referent, and the mformatron that the referent 1s also umquely Identifiable. 
Givon 
In a similar vem, Givon (1992b) describes bndgmg reference as double- 
grounded frame-based reference m which reference is assigned to a definite 
nommal by recourse to an antecedent referent m the precedmg text or m the 
speech situation, as well as to generic lexical knowledge of a frame or script 
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connected with that referent and of the sub-components of that frame. Thrs 
type of reference IS often accomphshed through conventronal knowledge of 
whole-part or possessor-possessed relations. The basis for frame-based 
reference 1s generrcally shared knowledge whrch IS hrerarchrcally organrzed, 
with subframes fittmg mto larger frames, and these agam mto metaframes 
(Givon 1992a). Actrvahon of a frame spreads to Its subframes, mcludmg 
potential referents, so that they are also achvated, though to drfferent degrees. 
Whole-part reference IS a specral, restricted case m which “the frame ITSELF - 
the WHOLE - 1s a text-based referent [wluch] then evokes (“actrvates”) its parts, 
Its relahons, or Its possessrons” (Giv6n 1992b: 33). 
The source for tlus conceptron of frame-based reference 1s Walker and Yekovrch 
(1987) who observe that unmentroned central concepts m frames are available 
as antecedents regardless of the text’s features whereas peripheral concepts 
depend on the text for then availability 
In the model proposed by Walker and Yekovrch (1987), frame-based 
knowledge 1s represented as a network of related concepts. Central concepts 
are those that are connected wrth many other concepts m the network, while 
peripheral ones have fewer connechons. Thus means that central concepts will 
usually have higher actrvatron levels than perrpheral ones even rf they have not 
been mentioned, because they recerve relahvely more mdrrect actrvatron passed 
over from neighbours that have been activated directly (by bemg expbcrtly 
menhoned). 
As noted also m set 2.3, the major problem with this conceptron IS, m Givon’s 
own words, that rt “[remams unclear] what triggers the choice of a PARTICULAR 
frame for a PARTICULAR task of reference.” (Givon 199213: 33). Givon concedes 
that - after all - “grammatrcal clues are only mmrmally mvolved m markmg a 
defimte referent as culture-based (1992b: 31) and that the need for parallel, 
mteractrve text-based and frame-based search Implies that determmmg the 
source of defiruteness and searchmg for reference are not drstmct: that the 
hearer can only determme the source by findmg a referent (1992a: 50, fn. 39). 
More generally, the problem appears to be same (or another versron of) 
Togeby’s problem that enablement tout court yields an mdefimte, but too large 
number of possible referents. 
Clark & Haviland 1977, Clark 1977 
In then account of drscourse comprehensron, Clark & Haviland (1977) propose 
a Maxrm of Antecedence, a general cooperatrve norm for speakers that they 
should make sure that hsteners actually know the mformatron that 1s conveyed 
as grven: 
“Maxtm of Antecedence: 
Try to construct your utterance such that the listener has one and only 
one drrect antecedent for any grven mformatton and that IS the mtended 
antecedent.” (p 4) 
Like vrolatrons of Grrcean maxuns, vrolahons of the Maxrm of Antecedence can 
be used by speakers to convey special types of mformatron or they may come 
about as a result of the speaker’s negligence or mqudgment of the listener’s 
knowledge. In the first case, listeners are mvrted to draw mferences that are not 
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explicrtly commumcated rf the vrolatlons are exphcrt, or they may be mislead or 
mrsmformed rf they are covert. In the second case mlsunderstandmgs or 
mcomprehensibility may result. 
The grven-new strategy for the understandmg of sentences presupposes a 
representation of the drscourse and other knowledge, partly mferred from the 
drscourse and the extralingmstrc context. The representauon 1s a knowledge 
base with mdrcatlons of what entitles are Identical, among other mformatron. 
The strategy IS a three step procedure that relates utterances to the 
representation of the discourse. In the first step grven and new mformatlon m 
the utterance IS sorted out, m the second memory 1s searched for a drrect 
antecedent that matches the grven mformauon and m the thud the new 
mformatron 1s attached to the antecedent and thereby mtegrated mto the 
discourse representation. 
Violatrons of the Maxim of Antecedence lead the listener to apply the strategres 
of brrdpg and add&on that compute or add proper antecedents at step 2 of the 
strategy rf no direct ones can be found, and restructurnzg which rearranges the 
configuration of given and new at step 1 rf other strategies fail. 
With brldgzng the listener forms mdrrect antecedents by makmg rmphcatures 
that bridge between what he IS bemg told and what he already knows. If this 
strategy fails, the listener uses addition of new referents to the discourse 
representation to serve as antecedents. Narratrves that begm zlt medras res are 
the prototyprcal examples of contexts that reqmre thrs strategy of the hstener 
These strategres are based on the assumptron that the speaker IS trymg to be 
cooperatrve so that it IS possible to make plausible mferences m order to make 
new mformatron relevant m the context of grven mformatron. Violauons of the 
Maxim of Antecedence are not necessarily uncooperatrve, rf the listener 1s able 
to make the necessary mferences reliably on the basrs of mformatlon he IS 
known to have. If not he will be mislead, or will be unable to make sense of 
what he IS bemg told. Therefore Clark & Haviland (1977) formulate a Given- 
New Contract that deals with the applicahon of the maxnn, and what rt means 
if the speaker does adhere strictly to it: 
“Gxxn-New Contract. 
Try to construct the grven and the new mformatron of each utterance m 
context (a) so that the listener IS able to compute from memory the 
umque antecedent that was mtended for the grven mformatron, and (b) 
so that he will not already have the new mformatron attached to that 
antecedent.” (p 9 
In his classic paper on brrdgmg, Clark (1977) emphasrzes that estabhshmg 
rdentrty between the antecedent and the mtended referent reqmres mferencmg 
as much as estabhshmg other relahons between them. He offers an mventory of 
anaphonc relatrons (cf. Table 1, sec. 3.1) and clarms that the nnplicatures 
mvolved m brrdgmg are based on the Given-New Contract, that they draw on 
knowledge of natural oblects and events beyond the knowledge of language. 
He further observes that m natural drscourse bridges are always determmate m 
length because there IS a stoppmg rule for the mference chams that accomplish 
brrdgmg: 
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“Build the shortest possible bridge that is consistent with the Given-New 
Contract.” (Clark 1997 420). 
In other words: the mtended unplicature IS the one that requires the fewest 
assumptrons, all of them m accordance with the listener’s knowledge of the 
speaker, the srtuatron, and facts about the world. Inference chams can only be 
build ‘backwards’, from the mtended referent to the antecedent, not m the 
opposite direction, because ‘forward’ mferencmg 1s not determmate. 
In the final chapter, I shall propose a vrew of the representation of discourse 
and the process of discourse comprehension, that attempts to throw some light 
upon the problem of how It may be possible for the hearer to build the 
mtended bridge m his search for a referent. 
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4. Outline of a Process Model 
for Discourse Comprehension 
The view of drscourse comprehensron to be proposed here assumes that the 
mental representahon of drscourse from which antecedents are retrieved IS a 
dynamic network of drscourse referents, mstannated from lexrcal-encyclopedrc 
specrficatrons m long term memory, and representmg the oblects and events 
that are bemg talked about. Drscourse referents may be related to each other m 
a number of drfferent ways as demonstrated m chapter 3 Therr specrficatrons 
may have drfferent degrees of schematrcrty and parts of the specrficatrons may 
not be mstantrated discourse referents, but rather constramts on the possible 
mstantratron of referents that are as yet unmentroned, but nevertheless belong 
m the context m some way 
The drscourse referents may be drfferently actrvated for a number of reasons. 
The mrtral actrvatron of referents depends upon the source of their mtroduchon 
mto the representation, which mdrcates local topics and non-topics. Actrvatron 
decreases over time rf the discourse referent 1s not reachvated, apparently by 
drmmrshmg steps so that rt never reaches zero, smce for some types of defimte 
expressrons the maximum distance over which they may retrreve an antecedent 
1s the length of the text. 
The actrvahon of a referent may be mcreased either by subsequent mentron, or 
by actrvatron spreadmg from connected referents m the representatron. Thus 
means that larger parts of the network that are highly mterconnected (“spaces”) 
may be activated or deactrvated more or less as wholes. 
The process that resolves nommal anaphora attempts to match the 
specrficatrons for the type of entrty a defimte nommal can refer to agamst the 
network of drscourse referents m the mental representatron, more hrghly 
actrvated (or salient) candidate antecedents bemg tried first. The specrficahons 
are built from material retrieved from the lexrcon by means of the words that 
comprise the nommal. Full nommals yreld fairly concrete specrficatrons, while 
the specrficatrons for pronouns and determmers are lughly schematrc. Besrdes 
specrficatrons for the type of referent, pronouns and determmers carry 
mstruchons about the way m which the nommal should be processed. 
Three aspects of this process will be drscussed m the next sectrons: 
1. the lexical-encyclopedrc representahon of the concepts for ob)ects and 
events that are activated when an expressron that matches the label of 
the lexical entry 1s encountered or when a matchmg specrficatron has 
been constructed m the representatron of the drscourse or of a sentence 
bemg processed, 
2. the constructron of specrficatrons for oblects and events expressed by 
defimte nommals or more comprehensrve lingmstrc construchons; and 
3. the buildmg of a representatron of the drscourse as a network of oblect 
and event representatrons, with an emphases on the mformatron content, 
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specifically on mformation that 1s presupposed m the resolution of 
nommal anaphora. 
4.1. Representations: Lexicon to Discourse Model 
4.1.1. Lexical Representation of Objects and Events 
It 1s assumed that the mental lexicon 1s encyclopedlc (Haunan 1980, Langacker 
1987), I.e. It IS not possible (or useful) to draw any clear-cut borderline between 
knowledge of language and knowledge of the world. Or, alternatively, one 
must at least accept that both kmds of knowledge are heavily mvolved m 
discourse processmg and speclfically m the resolution of anaphora. 
4.1.1.1. The Representation of Concepts 
Cognitive Semantics regards the concepts that form the semantic content of 
words as schematic networks conslstmg of prototypical and schematic umts 
related by categorlzmg relatlonshps (Lakoff 1987, especially Case Study 2: 
Over, Langacker 1987,1988). Connected units with different degrees of 
schematlzatlon (from different levels of abstraction) may have schemat~at~on or 
elaboratlon/instantlatlon relations to one another And urnts that are different 
from one another but have shared subschemas are related by umdlrectlonal 
extension links or by bl-directional wnilarity lmks. Lmks may also be 
trunsfirmat~onal, if the units have related subschemas (such as a shft m focus 
from path to end-pomt). And - of course - metaphor and metonymy may 
further extend the network. 
Such networks are taken to have full speclficahon of all the schemas mvolved 
so that words m the context mafck speclficatlons that are already m store 
(Lakoff 1987 42Off). With mmlmal speclficatlon only the central schema would 
be represented m the lexicon, whereas all the others would result from 
speclficatlons added (generated) by words m the context. In that case, the lmks 
between different schemas should be stated as rules for the generation of 
schemas from the central prototype. But the non-central schemas are not 
predicted from the central prototype by rules for elaboration, extension, etc. 
Rather, they are motivated by lmks m the sense that one can understand and 
even explam them when they are encountered, but one cannot know what 
schemas will be mlssmg from the network even though they might be 
motivated. If the lmks were generative rules all the possible schemas would 
have to be generated, whether they were ever reahzed m the language or not. 
The unportant thmg about the concept of mohvatlon with respect to the 
retrieval of antecedents IS that it allows entlhes to belong to the same category 
while dlffermg slightly m certam aspects of then specifications, rather than 
requlrmg of them that the relation must be strict identity or abstraction. And by 
extension, one may see the bndgmg relahonshps between defirute nommals 
and their antecedents as motivated lmks, even m the sense that they are not 
mstanhated unless it IS necessary for the comprehension of an expression. 
4.1.1.2. LexrcaI Entrres 
Lexical entries must have a label that matches an expression so that the 
conceptual content of the entry can be activated when the proper expression is 
encountered. Or, vice versa, so that the conceptual content can be expressed 
when the need arises. Activation may result from a matchmg specification, 
rather than an expression. 
Furthermore, lexical entries must have a component that specifies what sort of 
real world entities can be referenced by usmg the expression m question. There 
are definitely other aspects to the conceptual content as well, e.g. components 
that are used m the perceptual recognition of entities, but they will not be 
discussed here. 
Finally, the lexical specifications of pronouns and determmers contam 
mstrucuons for the processmg of the nommal m question m terms of 
mdicanons of the cognmve status of the referent: if the nommal 1s definite the 
mtended referent should be uniquely identifiable, and if IS mdefirute it should 
be only type identifiable. If it is demonstrative either a non-default referent is 
mtended or a non-default relation besides identity of reference obtams between 
the mtended referent and the antecedent. 
For the sake of brevity and convenience, labels for entities are used m the 
examples, rather than specifications proper, m places where lexical 
specification deals with component entities. Tlus should not be taken as an 
mdicanon that such entines will or must be mstannated m the discourse 
representation. the labels are mtended to represent constrammg specifications 
for events or oblects, not the entities themselves. The entities will, however, be 
available for subsequent mention by a defimte nommal. 
Also, the framelike format m which specifications are given IS not mtended as a 
claun about the format of the mental representation, only its mformanon 
content: if there is a way to extract mforrnation about parts, properties, etc. 
from a 3D model, the specification of an oblect could be a 3D model; and if 
there IS a way to extract mformation about subevents and participants from an 
image schema, the specification of an event could be an image schema. And if 
my unagmation had been visual, rather than verbal, pictures like Langacker’s 
might have been useful. 
Grammatical gender, which IS of some unportance for the resolution of 
anaphora, especially if the definite nommal bemg processed IS a pronoun or 
elhpsis, has been put mto this specification because of its mteraction with sex 
which IS definitely a property of the possible referents and therefore belongs 
with the specification and which usually overrides gender m pronommal 
reference if it is applicable. This is a somewhat arbitrary decision, because 
gender, m Damsh anyway, does not appear to be necessarily related to 
properties of the possible referents m any perspicuous manner (cf. Mikkelsen 
1894. &j 74-79, Diderichsen 1966: 5 42). While there are tendencies and 
probabilities that particular types of thmgs are expressed with nouns of one or 
the other gender, there is also an abundance of exceptions to all of them, even 
m the one area where gender is productive to some degree m Danish: a shift 
between count and mass construal of a noun may be mdicated by a gender 
shrftz elIen (‘the [bottle of] beer’) vs. ellet (‘the [substance of] beer’). Mass nouns 
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may be common (~&WI (‘the [jug I substance of] milk’), and count nouns may 
be neuter (~errzet (‘the [tool I substance ofj Iron’), m both cases preventmg a shrft 
of expression to accompany the shaft of construal. So gender could also have 
been viewed as an aspect of the expressron and located wrth the label. 
Oblects 
In concepts for objects, the specrficahon has components that specify the parts 
of the type of object m questron and the material rt consrsts of (cf. Jackendoff’s 
(1992) PART, com( ammg), COhP(osed of), and a( mder) functrons, and 
Pustejovsky’s (1991,1992) constrtutrve role), as well as its propertres 
(Pustejovsky’s formal role), and the frmctrons that the object can be put to 
(Pustejovsky’s telic role). 
Lexical Speclficatlon of an Oblect 
label: KO (‘COW’) 
specificanon: 
gender common 
sex: < female I undefined > 
parts: head, tail, legs, body, 
properhes: colour, size, weight, smell 
material: beef; flesh, bones, 
funchon: milkmg, 
Events 
In concepts for events, the specrficatron has components that specify the 
subevents (that may sometrmes be objectrfied and expressed by a nommal) that 
compnse the event, and the (object) parhcrpants m the event m terms of their 
relahon to rt (cf. Talmy 1975,1976,1985). 
label: (causahon) 
specrficahon: 
gender: 
subevents: cause, result 
participants: agent, mstrument, 
Relational words designate the role of the mtended referent wrth respect to 
some other enhty 
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Lexical Speclficatlon of a Relational Concept 
label: VEN (TREND’) 
specrficatron: 
gender: common 
sex: < male I undefined > 
event: frrendsmp 
partrcrpants: FRIEND,, friend*, friend,, 
c 
label: ~SAG('CWSE) 
specrficatron: 
gender: common 
event: causahon 
subevents: CAUSE, result 
participants: agent, mstrument, 
c 
label: FARVE ('COLOUR') 
specrficatron: 
gender common 
sex: 
parts: 
properhes: COLOUR, srze, werght, smell 
material: 
function: 
Pronouns and Determiners 
With pronouns and determmers quantrficatron and cogmtrve status IS 
lexrcahzed together with gender/sex. Quantrficatron mteracts with gender/sex: 
rf the referent 1s specified as plural, the drstmctrons between the genders and 
sexes are suppressed m the expression. 
Lexical Speclficatlon of a Singular Definlte/Dlstal PronounlDetemuner 
label: DET('IT) 
specrficatron: 
gender: neuter 
sex: 
quantrficatron: smgular 
status: uruaue 
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Lexical Specification of a Singular Personal Pronoun 
label: HAN (‘HE’) 
specification: 
gender: . . . 
sex: male 
quantification: 
status: 
singular 
unique 
Lexical Specification of a Plural Definite/Distal Pronoun/Determiner 
label: DE ('THEY) 
specification: 
gender: . . . 
sex: . . . 
quantification: 
status: 
plural 
unique 
4.1.2. Specifications for Nominals in Discourse 
Nouns schematically provide lexical specifications for the types of things 
(prototypically: physical objects) they can be used to refer to. The incorporation 
of a noun as head in a nominal may be used to narrow down such 
specifications by adding modifiers to the noun. By means of grammaticalized 
devices (quantifiers and determiners), nominals further indicate the quantity 
and cognitive status of the intended referents. 
Pronouns also function as heads of nominals, but they are restricted in their 
capacity for modification, because they take only postmodifiers and most often 
they are not modified at all. The lexical specifications provided by pronouns are 
of a very schematic nature, in the most frequent pronouns it is restricted to 
gender/sex/number and cognitive status of the intended referent, all of them 
inherent in the lexical specification from which the specification of the nominal 
is derived. 
Full Nominals 
Nominals prototypically designate instantiations of things, whose specification 
is provided by the head along with the modifiers (adjectives etc.) that make the 
specification more precise (Langacker 1987). Type specifications narrow down 
the set of instances (the reference mass) that can be referenced by the nominal. 
But only in special cases (most notably with proper names and 1st and 2nd 
person pronouns) do they single out only one possible referent without 
recourse to the representation of the discourse. 
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Specification for a Definite Nominal (den rerde ko (‘the red cow’)) 
specification: 
gender: common 
sex: < female I undefined > 
parts: 
properties: 
material: 
function: 
quantification: 
status: 
head, tail, legs, body, . . . 
colour: red, size, weight, smell . . . 
beef; flesh, bones, . . . 
milking, . . . 
singular 
unique 
Nominals further incorporate some specification of the quantity of the intended 
referents, in absolute terms or relative to the specified reference mass, and they 
effect the grounding of instances, relating them to the speech event and its 
participants, or to some reference point which is already grounded and salient 
in the discourse. 
Type specifications are built out of lexical material, whereas the specifications 
of quantification and cognitive status are indicated by grammaticalized devices. 
As demonstrated, lexical and grammatical cues both have important roles to 
play in the retrieval of antecedents for the intended referents of definite 
nominals. 
The main function of grammatical cues is to guide hearers in the choice 
between establishing a new discourse referent of the specified type or searching 
for a referent in the representation of the discourse which can be used in 
assigning reference to the definite nominal. 
The main function of the lexicon-based type specification is the establishment 
of a discourse referent in accordance with-the-mdication of cognitive status. If 
the referent is already grounded, as it should be when a definite nominal is 
used, the type specification is used for assessing candidate antecedents, which 
must conform to the specified type; and if the referent is marked as new (as 
with indefinite nominals) the specification is used for establishing the new 
referent in the discourse representation, which also must conform to the type* 
Events are prototypically expressed by verbs or more complex expressions, but 
if they are construed as things, nouns and nominalizations can be used as well. 
And the components of events may be objects as well as subevents. 
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Speclficatlon for a Definite Nommal 
(strommens vuknmg (‘the effect of the current’)) 
specrficatron: 
gender: common 
event: causation 
subevents: CAUSE. stremmen (‘the current’), 
RESULT. vlrknmgen (‘the effect’) 
participants: agent, mstrument, 
quantrficatron: smgnlar 
status: unique 
Elliptical Nommals 
Because of the mrssmg head, a full specrficatron can not be built directly from 
an elliptical nommal. Like a pronoun, the determmer provides a schematrc 
specification of gender/number and cogmtrve status, but the mam bulk of the 
specrficatron must be retrieved from the discourse representatron. If the ellrpsis 
1s definite, the specification 1s usually retrieved from the antecedent that 
anchors its reference, but, as m the only elhptrcal long distance retriever m the 
corpus, “reference antecedents” may be different from “specification 
antecedents” And with an mdefimte ellipsis there will not be any “reference 
antecedent”, of course. 
Speclficatlon for an Elhptlcal Nommal (den rode (’ the red [one]‘)) 
specrfication: 
gender: common 
sex: 
parts: 
properties: colour: red, 
material: 
function: 
quantrfication: smgular 
status: umque 
Pronouns 
The specrficatron for nommals that consist only of a pronoun IS srmply a copy 
of the pronoun’s lexical specrficatron. 
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Speclficatlon For a Nommal Conslstmg of a Pronoun (det (‘it’)) 
spectiicahon: 
gender. neuter 
sex: 
quantification: smgular 
status: umque 
4.1.3. Representation of Drscourse Referents 
The representation of discourse referents 1s derived from the specifications for 
defimte nommals. From them they retam type and quantification speclficahons, 
but mformahon about cogmhve status, wh& 1s used as an mstruchon for the 
processmg 1s omitted, and an achvatlon level 1s added. The uuhal level of 
achvahon depends upon the saliency or toplcality of the referent (Sidner 1983, 
Grosz and Sidner 1986, Carter 1987). The actlvatlon decreases m dunuushmg 
steps over tune, and “space builders” (Fauconmer 1985, Kamp 1982,1988) may 
be used to mcrease or decrease the activation of connected complexes of 
referents (mental spaces) as wholes. 
In the presentation, I shall confine myself to lust three levels of activation: hz& 
mid, and low (sometunes mdlcated by gvmg the labels for entlhes m small caps 
and boldface letters: HIGH, nud, low). These are lust labels and are used only as 
a matter of convemence and are not mtended to mdlcate that there are m reality 
only three levels of activation: With respect to its reflectlons m language use, 
activation 1s a scalar phenomenon. It may be that It 1s discrete at some level of 
lmplementatlon, but then it has far more levels than those that are expressed. 
Tlus does not necessarily contradict Givon’s claun that attention 1s limited to 
one item: Attention may be a “wmner takes all” device, applied to the non- 
discrete actlvatlons m the mental representation of the discourse. 
When an mdefimte nommal1s encountered m discourse, a new referent 1s 
mtroduced mto the discourse representation by mserhon of the type and 
quanhfication speclficatlon for the mdefirute nommal as a representation of the 
referent at the currently active node. The referent 1s then achvated at a level 
correspondmg to processmg mstruchons derived from the mtroducmg 
expression. 
When a defimte nommal IS encountered, the speclficatlon of Its type and 
quanhficahon is merged with the antecedent’s speclficahon, so that mformahon 
already present m the representation 1s retamed and new mformahon IS added 
to it at the proper locahon. The referent 1s then achvated If It was not 
previously mstanhated, or reachvated If the mstance was already there, i.e., Its 
achvahon level is adjusted accordmg to the processmg mstruchons. 
Achvahon spreads to other discourse referents that are connected with 
currently activated or reactivated referents, accordmg to the actlvatlon level 
and the ties between the referents m questlon (Walker & Yekovlch). 
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(en flok koer (‘a herd of cows’)) 
specrfication: 
gender: common 
sex: < female I undefined > 
parts: head, tail, legs, body, 
properhes: colour, srze, weight, smell 
matenal: beef; flesh, bones, 
funchon: milkmg, 
quanhficahon: plural 
achvahon: 
4.2. Retrieving Antecedents and Establishing 
Discourse Referents. 
4.2.1. Searchmg for Antecedents 
When a definite nommal IS encountered m discourse mdlcahng that the 
speaker beheves the mtended referent to be uniquely identifiable to the hearer, 
a search for an antecedent that matches the speclficatlon of the nommal IS 
conducted among the discourse referents III the discourse representahon. 
In computahonal linguistics, discourse referents are usually taken to be 
parhally or completely ordered by various prmcrples so that the search may 
proceed by that order and stopped as soon as a match IS found, thus makmg 
the search determmate while keepmg the cost of computahon at a m-urn. 
Psychologically orrented studies more commonly talk about the referents as 
bemg differently activated as a funchon of the same or sunilar factors. 
Arlel sums up the factors that contribute to Accessibility, 1.e. to the achvahon or 
ordermg of the possible antecedents, m the followmg manner: 
“a Distance: The drstance between the antecedent and the anaphor (relevant 
to subsequent menhons only). 
b Competmon: The number of compeutors on the role of antecedent. 
C Saliency The antecedent bemg a sahent referent, mamly whether rt IS a 
topic or non-topic. 
d Unity The antecedent bemg w~thm vs. without the same 
frame/world/pomt of view/segment or paragraph as the anaphor ” 
(Anell990: 28). 
With a direct vrew to computer Implementahon, Grosz and Sidner (1986) 
propose an attenhonal structure, separate from other structures m the discourse 
representahon, and specrfically dedxated to the search for antecedents. It 
consists of Focus Spaces (correspondmg to Anel’s umty factor), each 
comprrsmg the referents that are relevant to a parhcufar Discourse Segment 
Purpose, ordered by salience accordmg to sentence-level centermg devices and 
more global focusmg mechanisms. 
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The spaces are pushed onto a Focus Stack when they are uutiated, and popped 
from it when new spaces contribute to lugher order purposes (in prachce 
apparently when an antecedent IS requested that IS not m the topmost space). 
Tlus can be seen as an Implementahon of Anel’s distance factor, but it IS 
actually more complex than that, because the possibihty of poppmg a space 
from the stack means not only that non-current spaces and the referents they 
contam may be ultimately available, but momentarily maccessible. Spaces may 
be removed from the stack enhrely, so that the referents are no longer available 
as antecedents, even though they are retamed m the other structures m the 
representation of discourse. 
Anel’s mclusion of compehhon among the factors that contribute to 
accessibility mdicates that there IS somethmg wrong with her concephon of the 
process that assigns reference to definite nommals. While compehhon between 
candidate antecedents obviously makes it more difficult to find the mtended 
one (and therefore mcreases the cognitive cost of the retrieval), it cannot 
contribute to the ordermg or achvahon of antecedents, and there can be no 
competihon between candidates that are not equally accessible. 
While important, the ordermg of referents by accessibility is but one means of 
reducing competition. It ensures that it will not be necessary to decide among 
all previously mtroduced referents at the same hme. But the ordering unposed 
by accessibihty is not necessarily complete, so that even if the reduchon of 
compehtion may be radical, it will not always be quite sufficient. 
Remammg competition can be further reduced by usmg expressions whose 
type specificahons are concrete enough to make them choosy about their 
matches; and if that is not sufficient, further reduction can be obtamed by 
pragmahc mferences based on relevance considerations (Matsul1993), often 
assisted by the use of marked expressions such as stress and demonstrahves. 
But accessibihty has to be a property of the representation of the antecedents, it 
cannot depend on the specifications used m the retrieval. 
So the funchon of accessibihty is to reduce the number of candidates offered at 
any pomt m the search for an antecedent, the funchon of the type specification 
is to relect non-matching candidates. The result of the mteraction between these 
two processes (if it succeeds) is the achievement of definite reference by the 
specificahon of a set which has lust one member considermg the speech 
situation and the previous discourse. The function of pragmahc mferences IS to 
relect implausible discourse models that results from possible reference 
assignments, especially if the set of candidate antecedents has more than one 
member. 
4.2.2. Actlvatmg a Referent 
The reachvation of a referent or mstantiahon of a new one specified by a 
definite nommal depends on two factors: there must be a match between the 
specificahon of an antecedent m the representahon of the previous discourse 
and the specificahon constructed from the nommal, and the achvahon that 
results from the match must exceed a trlggermg level. 
Matchmg between the two specifications mvolved is achieved by 
supenmposmg the specificahon conveyed by the definite expression upon the 
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specification of candidate antecedents m the representahon of the discourse. If 
there is sufficient overlap between the specificahons, accordmg to the criteria 
listed below, and the resultmg activation is above the triggermg level, the 
match succeeds, and the merged specifications are activated or reactivated. 
Pragmahc criteria may be used to decide between equally achvated referents if 
more than one matches the type specification. And they may prolong the search 
or give rise to requests for repair if the result is mcomprehensible (not 
plausible). 
The resultmg activation comes about as a funchon of the achvation of the 
antecedent and the mcrementmg force of the definite nommal wluch is related 
to its degree of specificahon, because the greater the overlap between the 
specificahons III terms of items matched, the greater the mcrementmg force. 
Nommals with highly schemahc specificahons, such as pronouns, contribute 
little more than the match itself to the resultmg activation, because there are 
few items m their specificahons. Therefore they will be unable to trigger a 
match with a low achvahon antecedent. On the other hand, pronouns are 
promiscuous: the schemahc specification that limits then referential scope, does 
not provide them with any high potential for resistmg a match, and therefore 
they will usually find one among the most l-ughly activated antecedents. 
Nommals with high specificity, either from the head noun alone, but often 
augmented by modifiers as well, contribute many items that can be matched 
and may therefore contribute considerably to the activahon as well. Such 
nommals can effect a match relahvely mdependently of the achvahon of the 
antecedent. And they are not promiscuous: the high specificity gives them a 
high potenhal for relectmg a proposed match. For these two reasons, they are 
capable of retrievmg very distant antecedents. 
Direct Reference 
With direct reference, the antecedent is always an mstanhated referent with a 
full specification. If the reference is mtended to be idenhcal, all sorts of definite 
nommals except possessive construchons are used. When set-element reference 
IS mtended only suffixed, distal and elliphcal nommals occur m the corpus. 
Matchmg cntena for identical reference: 
1.1 all items m the type and quanhfication specification of the nommal have 
counterparts m the specification of an mstanhated antecedent, or 
1.2 if there are extra items they are either 
a. msigmficant for reference (peripheral or attribuhve), or 
b. mohvated (in the sense of Langacker and Lakoff). 
The first criterion yields ldenhcal reference by repehtion of the head noun and 
by the use of exact synonyms (if they exist), abstract words and pronouns, and 
rt excludes the use of a more concrete word when the mtended referent is 
idenhcal to the antecedent. 
The second criterion will yield identical reference even m cases were the 
specificahon of the nommal is not enhrely mcluded m the specificahon of the 
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antecedent. If identical reference results from the use of synonyms or near 
synonyms, the extra items m the specificahon are seen as peripheral. If 
modifiers are added, they are understood as attributive. And if ldenhcal 
reference comes about by the use of epithets and metaphors, extra items will be 
seen as mohvated - and as mformahon that 1s more to do with the speaker’s 
attitude to or view of the referent than the referent itself and its prototypical 
properhes. 
Matchmg cntena for set-element reference: 
2. some items m the type or quantificahon specificahon from the nommal 
are added and/or contrastive with respect to the specificahon of an 
mstanhated antecedent, and 
the antecedent can be construed as plural, and 
a. the quanhficahon specified m the nommal quanhfies withm the 
antecedent set, and/or 
b. the added or contrastive item m the type specificahon of the 
nommal specifies a subset with a parhcular property withm the 
antecedent set. 
These criteria yield a referent which is a subset or element of the antecedent set. 
As noted, the corpus has only suffixed, distal, and elliptical nommals with set- 
element reference; no pronouns with postmodifiers were found with this 
funchon, nonetheless, they are possible. In all of these construchons 
postmodifiers may express the items that sets off the mtended subset withm the 
antecedent set. With distal and elhptical nommals the contrashve items can be 
expressed by a premodifier, with non-modified, suffixed nommals it is mherent 
m the lexical specification of the noun, i.e. either a relahonal word or a more 
concrete word is used. Qimnhfication may be added or changed by a quantifier 
or a smgular determmer. 
Object and Event Based Reference 
With oblect and event based reference, the antecedent is not an mstance, but an 
unmstanhated component of the specificahon of an mstanhated discourse 
referent. 
Matching Cntena for Oblect and Event Based Reference 
3. the specificahon of the antecedent wluch constrams possible 
mstantiations IS a non-mstantiated component of the specificahon of an 
mstantiated discourse referent, and 
the specificahon of the nommal sahsfies those constraints 
With object based reference the antecedent specifies either a part, property or 
function of the oblect m queshon, or the material or mgredients of which it 
consorts, and the mtended referent IS an mstance that conforms to that 
specification. If the mtended referent is not a part or mgredient, most often a 
relahonal concept IS used and possessive constructions are more than averagely 
common. 
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With event based reference the antecedent specifies erther a subevent or a 
parhcipant m the event, and the mtended referent IS an mstance that sahsfies 
the constramts grven. Relational concepts are used a lot and so are possessrve 
construchons. 
Such unmstantlated antecedents may have different achvahons, dependmg on 
the actrvahon of the specrficatlon of the mstance of wluch they are components, 
and on their centrality m that speclficahon. Agents, e.g., are more central m 
causahve events than mstruments, and therefore agents are more highly 
activated than mstruments, even when they are unmstanhated, and more 
probable as future mstanhahons. 
But unmstantlated antecedents do not usually have a high level of activahon, 
and will depend more on the achvahon potential provided by the specificahon 
bemg matched. Therefore rt nearly always takes a full nommal to effect an 
mstanhahon by a bndgmg reference. 
Instanhated referents have a fairly high level of actlvatlon at the tune of then 
mtroductlon, and therefore they will usually have a much lugher potential for 
reactlvatron rf they have not “faded” too much over tune, or have ended up 
behmd unpermeable or semi-permeable borders. In such a case matchmg 
depends less on the actrvatron potential of the specrficahon from the defimte 
nommal bemg processed, any match will suffice to achvate the antecedent. 
4.2.4. Classic Example 
To illustrate thrs sketch, consider the followmg examples, msplred by the 
classic one m (Clark 1977): 
Context 1. 
John died yesterday 
* a. Paul got away 
* b. Hegotaway 
* c. The man got away 
* d. The bastard got away 
77 e. The man who did rt got away 
7 f. The murderer got away 
g. His murderer got away 
Context 2: 
John was murdered yesterday 
a. Paul got away 
* b. Hegotaway 
77 c. The man got away 
7 d. The bastard got away 
e The man who did rt got away 
f. The murderer got away 
g. His murderer got away 
In Context l., contmuatrons a. - d. do not connect to the precedmg sentence, 
while e. and f. may be connected, but appear somewhat odd. In Context 2., 
contmuatlons a., e., and f. connect to the context, but m different ways; b. does 
not connect, while c. and d. may, but are odd. Contmuahon g. connects m both 
contexts. The prcture IS like the one you get when lookmg at the corpus: 
nommals wrth less schemahc specrficahons (e., f. and g.) take referents that 
require bndgmg mferences more easily than more schemahc ones (c. and d.); 
pronouns - which are the most schemahc ones - have difficulhes wrth such 
referents; and, of course, proper names behave m special ways. 
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The two context sentences may describe the same event m some cases, but rf 
they do the perspectives or construals are very different. With the mtransihve 
verb die, the expenencer, John, IS the figure of the event and surfaces as the 
sublect of the sentence. The cause of death IS not an internal event: rf rt IS 
mentioned at all rt IS a peripheral parhcipant, which can only be explicated m a 
preposmonal phrase. Even when the cause 1s explicit it must be construed as 
manunate: if agents are mvolved other verbs must be chosen, even If the 
causmg act is seen as unmtentional. 
John dted 
John dzed of old age/a kmfe wound 
*John died ofmurderla murderer 
*John died of an accident/a Jaywalker 
Accordmgly, m the mental representahon of a dymg event, the experlencer (the 
person dymg) will have a hrgh level of actlvatlon, while the cause of death will 
be of a very low degree of actlvatron, unless It IS specrfically menhoned. 
Discourse Representation of Context 1 (‘John died yesterday’) 
event: dymg 
partlclpants: EXPERIENCER: John (male, smplar) 
With the transmve murder, not only the experlencer (figure of the resultmg 
event and surface oblect m achve sentences), but also the agent (figure of the 
causmg event and surface sublect m achve sentences) are central participants, 
and both are high m the ammacy hierarchy. rf the act of killmg IS not construed 
as illegal (intenhonal and mfhcted by a human upon another human with 
rrghts to protect bun or her), the proper word IS kiZZ, not murder Likewlse, rt IS 
only with kiZZ, not with murder that mstruments can surface as sublects or be 
attached by by 
John was killed by a bon 
*John was murdered by a iron 
The pzg was killed by fhe butcher 
7% pug was murdered by the butcher 
The bullet killed John 
me bullet murdered John 
John was killed by a bullet 
*John was murdered by a buZZet 
Therefore, even when the agent IS left unmenhoned and no referent can be 
assigned munedrately, the mental representanon will have an activated “slot” 
for the acceptance of thrs assrgnment. Bemg low on the ammacy hrerarchy, the 
mstrument IS a peripheral partlclpant: it can be mentioned only m a 
preposihonal phrase, or it can be left out enhrely, even m an unmarked 
construchon. If no experlencer IS mentroned (as m “Paul murders”) the 
unplicahon IS that there IS not a smgle murder event, but that Paul 1s a habitual 
murderer (or a professional one?). 
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Discourse Representation of Context 2 (‘John was murdered yesterday’) 
event: (‘murder’) 
subevents: result: dying 
participants: EXPERIENCER: John (male, smgular) 
cause: (‘agent act upon experrencer with mstrument ) 
subevents: result: (‘instr. mfhct upon exp ‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
parhcipants: agent, 
EXPERIENCER: John (male, smg,), 
mstrument 
parhcipants: agent 
E~PERIENCER: John (male, smgular), 
mstrument 
Besides thrs construal that highlights the experlencer (due to the passive 
constructron), the murder event has several others m whrch the partlclpants are 
drfferently sahent: 
Paul murdered John with a knife [AGENT, INSTR, EXI’] 
John was murdered by Paul wtth a knzfe [AGENT, INSTR, EM’] 
Paul murdered John [AGENT, Instr, FXF] 
John was murdered by Paul [AGENT, Instr, Ew] 
John was murdered w&h a kntfe [Agent, INSTR, EXF’] 
John was murdered [Agent, In&r, EXF] 
In neither of the two context sentences IS there an exphcrt referent for the role of 
agent or cause. The difference IS that m Context 1. the cause IS an external event 
that does not figure (at least not prommently) m the representahon of the dymg 
event which m consequence does not have the parhcipant role of agent either 
In Context 2. the representahon of the murder event has a speclficatlon of the 
causmg event and its agent as necessary components. Therefore the 
representation IS prepared for an mstanhation of the agent, even if the agent IS 
unknown or unmenhoned for other reasons. An mstrument can be mferred as 
well, but rt 1s not a central parhcipant. ‘flus difference provides one reason for 
the drfference m the possibihty of connectmg the contmuahons m the examples 
to their contexts. Another promment one IS the specrficlty of the referrmg 
nommal. And a thud 1s to do with relevance conslderatrons. 
Discourse Representation of Contmuatlon a. (‘Paul got away’) 
event: escapmg from [ EWhT] 
aarhcimnts: AGENT’ Paul (male, smeular) 
In Context 1. the problem with contmuatron a., Paul got away, 1s not to establish 
a referent for Paul Paul has no Identical antecedent m Context l., but Paul 1s a 
proper name and a referent can and will be assigned nrespechve of the textual 
context. Rather, the problem IS to establish a connectron between the 
representahons of the two sentences either by assrgnmg a partrclpant role for 
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Paul m the context or by findmg an event for hrm to get away from. Context 1. 
does not specify any partrcrpant roles that are not filled and the death of 
somebody else IS not commonly construed as an event that one escapes from. 
So contmuatron a. can not connect to Context 1. because Paul refers to someone 
else than John and there IS nerther a role for Paul, nor an event to get away 
from. 
Discourse representation of 2 + a. 
event: escapmg from [event (‘murder’): 
I 
subevents: result: dymg 
parhcipants: EXPERIENCER: John (male, smg.) 
cause: (‘agent act upon experrencer with mstrument ) 
subevents: result: (5nstr mfhct upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
parncrpants: agent 
EXPERIENCER: John (male, smg.), 
Paul (male, smg.) 
mstrument 
participants: agent, 
EXPERIENCER: John (male, smg.), Pad (mk!, sang.), 
mstrument] 
parhcipants: AGENT’ Paul (male, smg.) 
In Context 2. the connectron IS established via the murder event, whrch 1s 
mdeed an event to try and get away from, for agents as well as mtended 
expenencers. If the sentences are read as connected, Paul takes the same role as 
John m the murder event, as experrencer, with the drfference that the attempt 
on his hfe was not successful because he escaped. The specrficatrons for Paul 
can not of their own prevent the merge between Paul and the agent role of 
murderer, but consrderatrons of mformatrveness should get the speaker to state 
exphcrtly that Paul murdered John If thrs was known to be the case, and 
therefore PAUL-ASAGENT IS not the preferred readmg. 
Discourse Representation of Contmuatlon b. (‘He got away’) 
event: escapmg from [EVENT] 
parhcipants: AGENT’ (male, smgular) 
Contmuatron b., He got away, does not connect m erther context, because rt IS 
not possible to assign reference to he. Because rt IS a pronoun, he must find an 
antecedent m the context, John IS the only candidate, and the specrficatrons 
match. But smce he drd not get away from the event he was expenencmg, 
relevance consrderatrons prevents John from bemg assigned as the referent of 
he and thereby the sentence from connectmg to the contexts. 
Because pronouns have hrghly schematrc specrficatrons, they are not restramed 
by detailed demands on matchmg, and they will match almost any antecedent 
specrficatron. Therefore, pronouns will usually find then match among the 
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most lughly achvated candidate antecedents, those m focus, as it 1s mdeed the 
case m the corpus. Pragmatic conslderahons may prevent matchmg, as m the 
example above, but then the pronoun can not be matched, It has no referent m 
either of the two contexts. 
In discourse that 1s not carefully planned, pronouns are often misunderstood, 
1.e. not matched m accordance with the mtentlons of the speaker; or they can 
not be matched at all, m spite of their referential promlsculty This IS very 
evident m spoken dialogues where It 1s usual that a large amount of effort IS 
directed at the prevention and repalr of mlsunderstandmg and lack of 
understandmg. 
The lack of a match occurs when the pronoun can not be matched with any of 
the most lughly activated antecedents. The schemahclty of the lexical 
specification imposes a restrlctlon on pronouns that ensures that if they are not 
matched quickly, they are not matched at all, which IS necessary because their 
referential promlsculty may otherwise give rise to mlsunderstandmgs. Since 
pronouns carry low achvahon potential, mversely related to their schematlclty 
most of the tnggermg force must be provided by the antecedent, and only the 
most highly activated ones will carry sufficient achvatlon for that. Antecedents 
that are too much out of focus (or generally. not recently menhoned) will 
usually not be sufficiently highly activated for the combmed actlvatlons to 
reach the threshold, even If the speclficatlons match. 
The speclficatlons of full nommals are less schematic than those of pronouns. 
Therefore, they have a hgher achvatlon potential and are capable of trlggermg 
antecedents with much lower achvahon levels than pronouns. At the same 
tune, the relatively low schematlclty of full nommals enables them to resist 
suggested matches that are less than perfect. Taken together, this means that 
the search for a match may proceed much longer than with pronouns, because 
of the low degree of schemahclty of the speclficatlon, and may still succeed, 
because this also gives them high activation potential. 
With bndgmg references, the antecedent speclficatlons are hghly schematic, 
and hence of a relatively low degree of achvahon, because they are mtroduced 
by means of the default specifications for objects and events, not by exphcit 
menhon. Therefore brldgmg references most usually require that the anaphorlc 
expression 1s a full nommal with a hgh achvahon potenhal and they are 
uncommon with pronouns which have low potenhals. And therefore, with 
brldgmg references, the antecedents are less distant than with ldenhcal 
references. The difference m the dlstribuhon of anaphorlc nommals with 
brldgmg and identical reference over distances to the antecedents cannot be 
due to procedural mformahon mherent m the type of anaphorlc expression 
selected by the speaker because they are the same m the two cases, but must be 
explamed m terms of properhes on the side of the discourse representation. 
Discourse Representation of Conhnuahon c. (‘The man got away’) 
event: escapmg from [EVENT] 
partlapants: AGENT. the man (male, smgular) 
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Discourse Representation of Contmuatlon d. (‘The bastard got away’) 
event: escapmg from [EVENT] 
partmpants: agent: the bastard (male (9, smg., of low morals) 
For contmuatlons c. and d. m Context 1. the same argument as for b. IS valid: 
the only candidate antecedent for the man or the bastard IS John, and John IS 
excluded for the same pragmatic reasons as with b. 
In Context 2., contmuatlons c. and d. are odd, but not quite unacceptable m the 
sense that, rf uttered at all, they will be understood as connected, with the 
murderer as referent for the man or the bastard, which mdrcates that there IS an 
unmstanhated specrficatron of the murderer m the representatron already, 
awartmg the assrgnment of reference, and the speclficatrons of the man and the 
bastard are not sufficrent to reject the proposed match. What makes these 
contmuatrons odd m the context IS relevance conslderahons: they are too 
abstract to be quite sufficrently mformatlve, but on the other hand, connectmg 
them to the context IS the only way of mamtammg referentral contmmty 
Contmuatron d. 1s better than c. m Context 2. because bastard 1s (nearly) always 
used as a derogatory epithet, and IS therefore not mapproprlate for a crrmmal, 
while man, like other abstracts, has this use only m certam contexts - certamly 
m thrs one, If the connection IS estabhshed. Even the snake got away which, on 
the face of it, should rule out a human antecedent by Its lexical specrficatlon, 
would nnply a human rather than a cobra m the context; with kill thus would be 
different. 
In sum: the murder event mtroduced by the verb m Context 2. has the three 
parttcrpants of agent, experrencer and mstrument. Agent and experrencer are 
highly achvated because the lexrcal specificahon construes them as central 
parhcipants, while mstrument IS peripheral. In the discourse representahon, 
experrencer IS mstantrated, because of the exphcrt menhon, while the others are 
not, but because of the hrgher activahon, an mstanhation of agent IS expected to 
a much lugher degree than of mstrument, and thrs forms the basrs for 
connectmg the two sentences by assrgnmg the role of agent to the referent of the 
man or the bastard. In shorthand notation the supernnposrhon and mergmg of 
the specificahon might come out like thrs: 
2. John was murdered yesterday [AG => INSTR => EXP- John] & 
c. The man pot away not [man # AGl & h3tI f W&hn] 
2. + c. [AG: man => IIWF. => ~‘1 
2. John was murdered yesterday [AG => INSTR => EXP John] & 
d. The bastard Pot awau not [bastard # AG] & Jbastard + ~~~*.lohnl 
2. + d. [AG: bastard => INSTR => EXP- John] 
A more extended version of the resultmg representatron IS grven below 
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4. Outline of a Process Model 
Discourse representation of 2 + c/d. 
event: escapmg from [event (‘murder’): 
subevents: result: dymg 
participants: EXPERIENCER: John (male. smg.) 
cause: (‘agent act upon expenencer with mstrument ) 
subevents: result: (5nstr mfhct upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
participants: 
agent: the man/bastard (male, smg.) 
EXPERIENCER: John (male, smg.) 
mstrument 
partlclpants: agent: the man/bastard, 
EXPERIENCER: John (male, smg.), 
mstrument] 
participants: AGENT' the man/bastard 
Contmuatlon e. connects m both contexts, but m 1 it IS somewhat odd. The 
expression the man who did it specifies “a person who caused an event” 
Discourse Representation of Contmuatlon e. (‘The man who did it got away’) 
event: escapmg from [event: (causation) 
subevents: cause, result 
participants: AGENT. the man (male, smg.), ,. 1, 
parhcipants: AGENT' the man (male, smg., ) 
In 1. there IS mdeed an event for zt to be matched with, and smce that event 
may have an agent If It IS construed as the resultmg event of a kill or murder 
event, the man may be matched also. But for reasons of mformahveness, the 
speaker should have chosen a different expresslon than Context 1. If he was 
aware that John’s death was caused by a person - or there should be 
mtervenmg sentences to establish that. 
1. John dzed yesterday [D(P. John] & 
% The man who dtd zt pot away IAG: the man => LkxlmU 
l.+e. [AG: the man => [EVENT. EXP* John] 
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4. Outline of a Process Model 
Discourse Representahon of 1+ e. 
svent: escapmg from [event (‘murder’): 
subevents: result: dymg 
partlclpants: expenencer: John 
cause: (‘agent act upon expenencer with mstrument ) 
subevents: result: (‘in&r mflict upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr.‘) 
participants: AGENT' the man who did it 
EXPERIENCER: John 
mstrument 
participants: AGENT' the man who did it 
FXPERIENCER: John 
mstrument] 
participants: AGENT' the man who did [EVENT. CAUSE, RESULT] 
In 2. there is also an event for zt to match, but there the event is specified as a 
murder event with an agent and Nze ntan is matched with AG without drfficulty 
2. John was murdered yesterday [AG => INSTR => D(p- John] & 
% The man who did tt Pot awau [AG:theWEiUT=> 
2. + e. [ AG: the man .=> INSIX => D(p* John] 
Discourse Representation of 2 + e. 
1 event: escapmg from [event (‘murder’): 
subevents: result: dymg 
parhcipants: EXPERIENCER: John 
cause: (‘agent act upon experiencer with mstrument ) 
subevents: result: (3nstr. mflict upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
parhcipants: AGENT' the man who did it 
EXPERIENCER: John 
mstrument 
parhcipants: AGENT' the man who did it 
EXPERIENCER: John 
mstrument] 
parhcipants: AGENT' the man who did [BLENT’ CAUSE, RESULT] 
It is part of the lexical specification of murderer that It refers to “a person who 
illegally caused the death of some other person”, that IS, it is a relahonal 
concept that mvokes a specification of the whole murder event with high 
activahon of the agent role: 
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4. Outline of a Process Model 
Lexical Reuresentatlon of ‘murderer’ 
label: MURDERER 
sex: undefined (person) 
event: (‘murder’) 
subevents: result: dymg 
participants: expenencer 
cause: (‘agent act upon experiencer with mstrument’) 
subevents: result: (kstr. mflict upon exp ‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
participants: AGENT' ‘murderer’, 
expenencer, 
mstrument 
participants: AGENT' ‘murderer’, expenencer, mstrument] 
Thus means that part of the representation off. IS a representation of a murder 
event, mcludmg the resultmg dymg event: 
Discourse Representation of Contmuatlon f. (‘The murderer got away’) 
event: escapmg from [event: (‘murder’) 
subevents: result: dymg 
participants: expenencer 
cause: (‘agent act upon experiencer with mstrument’) 
subevents: result: (kstr mfhct upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
partlclpants: AGENT. murderer, 
expenencer, 
mstrument 
parhapants: AGENT' murderer, expenencer, mstrument] 
participants: AGENT' murderer 
In Context 1. there IS a dymg event to match the resultmg event of the 
specification of murderer, so the murderer will be connected via the dymg event 
even though no agent IS necessarily presupposed m It: 
1. John died yesterday [EXF- John] & 
L The murderer Pot awau IAG: the murderer=>ImST’R => D(pl 
1. + f. [AG: the murderer => [INSTR => EXP’ John]] 
And m Context 2., the specifications of the two murder events overlap 
completely, only the actlvatlons and mstanhahons of the parklpants IS 
different: 
2. John was murdered yesterday [AG => INSTR => EXP- John] & 
L The murderer Pot awau IAG: the murderer => INSTR =>l 
2. + f. [AG: the murderer => INSTR => EXP* John] 
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If the connections are made, the resultmg discourse representahons will be very 
srmilar m the two contexts m terms of activated and mstantrated parhcrpants. 
But actually, the connection will be stronger m Context 2, because of the 
complete overlap between the specificahons mvolved. In Context I., the causal 
relahonshrp between the resultmg and causmg events must be mferred on a 
more sketchy basis than m 2. This means that the representahon with 2.1s more 
tightly kmt, and the resultmg activahon of the complex as a whole should be 
lugher 
Dmourse Representation of 112 + f. 
event: escapmg from [event: (‘murder’) 
subevents: result: dymg 
parhcipants: EXPERIENCER: John 
cause: (‘agent act upon expenencer with mstrument’) 
subevents: result: (5nstr mflict upon exp,‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
participants: AGENT- murderer, 
EXPERIENCER: John, 
mstrument 
parhcipants: AGENT’ the murderer, 
EXFERIENCER: John, 
mstrument] 
participants: AGENT. the murderer 
In contmuahon g. the possessive construchon anchors the referent of murderer 
to the referent of hts,, whrch can only be John - the only male, smgular 
antecedent, and plausible, too. 
Contmuahon g. will defirutely connect m both contexts, but the COMeChOn IS 
stronger than wrth any other contmuahon: both contexts provide antecedent 
events that fit mto the specification of murderer as before, but m g. there is also 
an explrcit, however schematically specrfied, expenencer of that event with 
only one possible antecedent m the context. In Context 1. the mformatron that 
John died m a murder event 1s added as a result of the merge between the 
specificahons. 
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Discourse Representation of Contmuatlon g. (‘His murderer got away’) 
event: escapmg from [event: (‘murder’) 
subevents: result: dymg 
parhclpants: EXPERIENCER: (male, smg.) 
cause: (‘agent act upon experlencer with mshument’) 
subevents: result: (‘insti mfhct upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr.‘) 
parhcipants: AGENT' his murderer, 
EXPERIENCER: (male,smg.), 
mstrument 
parhcipants: AGENT' his murderer, 
EXPERIENCER: (male,smg.), 
mshument] 
parhciuants: AGENT' lus murderer 
Schemahcally, the superlmposlhon and mergmg IS like this: 
1. John died yesterday [EW John] & 
& His murderer pot awav IAG: his murderer=>Imsm => EL(E’ (male, smd 
1. + g. [ AG: his murderer => [ INSTR => EW John]] 
2. ]ohn was murdered yesterday [AG =7 INSTR => EXF- John ] & 
l2 [AG: his murderer => JNSTR => m. male, smg.)] His murderer got away 
2. + g. [ AG: his murderer => INSTR =7 EXP- John] 
And tlus 1s the resultmg discourse representahon: 
Discourse Representation of ‘IL? + g. 
event: escapmg from [event: (‘murder’) 
subevents: result: dymg 
parhcipants: FXPERIENCER: John 
cause: (‘agent act upon experiencer with mstrument’) 
subevents: result: (5nstr. mflict upon exp.‘) 
cause: (‘agent act upon mstr ‘) 
parhcipants: AGENT' John’s murderer, 
EXPERIENCER: John, 
mshument 
participants: AGENT' John’s murderer, 
EXPERIENCER: John, 
mshument] 
parhcipants: AGENT' John’s murderer 
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1. Introduction: Defimte Nommals m Dwcourse Comprehension 
Two major problems are consrdered m the present study of defimte nommals and 
then relatlonshrp to antecedents: 
1. what IS the mformahon content of the mental representahon of drscourse 
that hearers draw upon m the comprehensron of definite nommals, and 
2. how IS that content structured. 
The assumphon underlymg the study IS that the presupposmg relauonshrps that 
obtam between definite nommals and then antecedents provide a wmdow to the 
content and structure of the mental representation of drscourse, whrch IS tacit 
knowledge, not directly accessible by mtrospectron. 
The presentatron of some theoretrcal approaches to drscourse and anaphora m the 
mtroductron focuses on how these approaches view drscourse comprehensron and 
discourse representanon generally, more specrfically on how they view the 
resolutron of anaphora, and most specifically on the treatment of brrdgmg 
references m which the mtended referent of an anaphor IS not rdentlcal to the 
antecedent, even though It depends on It. The final section mtroduces the empmcal 
study 
1.1. An AI Approach to Drscourse 
Grosz & Sidner (1986) describe the structure of a discourse as a composrte of three 
mteractmg components: 
The Zmgu~strc structure represents the discourse m terms of segmentation and of 
coordmahon and subordmatlon of segments. The znfenfzonal structure provrdes a 
complete history of the discourse purposes estabhshed so far and the relatrons 
between them, whereas the aftentlonal structure IS related only to currently 
unresolved purposes, but with a built-m structurmg of its elements (discourse 
referents) that depends on the lmgmshc structures and expressions that provrded 
Its basis and determmes the accessibihty of the referents as antecedents. At the end 
of a discourse there will be a fully developed mtentronal structure, whereas the 
attenhonal structure will be empty 
The mam contributron of thus and similar theories of discourse comprehensron IS 
the mvestrgatron of the focusmg structures that determme the varratron of the 
sahence or accessibihty of the drscourse referents m then role as candrdate 
antecedents for anaphors at the hme when they are mtroduced m the 
representanon of the drscourse, and the mvestrgatron of possible computer 
nnplementatrons. 
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1.2. Mental Models as Discourse Representations 
Mental models theory (Johnson-Lalrd 1983, Garnham 1987) sees discourse 
comprehension as the construction of one smgle mental model from the discourse, 
the context, and general background knowledge. The two prmclpal factors that 
contribute to this are semantic connectedness, or referential coherence, between 
sentences, and pragmatic pluusibiltfy with respect to world knowledge. Sentences 
m a discourse are seen as mstruchons for buildmg representations of the content of 
the discourse. 
But two claims that are central to theory of mental models as discourse 
representations (at least m Garnham’s version) appear to be problematic: 
1. the psychologically unportant representations of discourse are mental 
models, 
2. representations should center around tokens standmg for thmgs that the 
discourse IS about, rather than for expresslons m It. 
However, m the general theory, propositional representations are as important 
psychologlcally as mental models because it IS necessary to check the consistency 
of the model under construction agamst the proposlhons that furnished the 
blueprmts. And even though referents should certamly be represented mentally, 
mere tokens with no mtemal structure are not sufficient, at least If they cannot be 
used to access the mental lexlcon/encyclopedla. Also, the resolution of anaphora 
appears to access features that are usually attributed to expressions (grammatical 
gender IS not a property of the referent). Finally, mental models can not account for 
the dlfferenhatlon of accessibility of antecedents that appear to be of Importance 111 
the resoluhon of anaphora, because the history of the discourse must be 
represented outslde the models. 
1.3. Cognhve Lmgulstlcs 
Similarly, cogmtlve lingmst~cs, takes discourse to be represented as mental spaces 
(Fauconmer 1985) or ldeulzzed cognztlve models (Lakoff 1987) that are constructed as 
the discourse proceeds. Lmgulstlc expressions do not refer to oblects m the real 
world: they provide gmdelmes for settmg up, pomtmg to, etc., mental spaces and 
elements m mental spaces. These elements, then, may have reference. Mental 
spaces are contmually modified to mcorporate new spaces, elements and relations 
that are added m the discourse. Spaces may be mcluded m each other and 
relahonshlps may hold between elements belongmg to different spaces. 
One such space, the current discourse space, comprises the spaces, elements and 
relahons that are taken to be shared by the speaker and hearer as the current basis 
for commumcatlon. These shared enhtles may figure directly m the awareness of 
the speaker and hearer, or they may be readily elicited by assoclatlon or sunple 
mference. (Langacker 1991). 
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1.4. Relevance Theory 
Relevance Theory (Sperber & Wilson 1986) sees drscourse comprehension as a 
form of mference whrch works because the processes mvolved are smtably 
constramed by relevance conslderatrons wmch strike a balance between the 
contextual effects that can be obtamed by processmg a piece of mformatron and the 
cogmtrve effort that IS needed to process it. The processmg effort 1s muumrzed 
because the contexts that must be accessed are ordered m such a way that 
sufficiently large contextual effects will be obtained early m the process of 
contextuallzmg new mformation. 
The available contexts for thts process are the memory of the deductwe dewce which 
holds the results of the rmmedrately precedmg deduchon together wrth the 
assumpnons used m derrvmg them, general-purpose short-temz memory which holds 
those results of previously performed deduchons that were not used m the 
immediately precedmg one; the encyclopedx entries ofconcepts that are present 
either m the context or m the assumptron bemg processed, and finally the 
observable physrcal envzronment m which the discourse takes place. 
So the representation of discourse IS partmoned mto an rmmedlate context of 
currently or recently processed mformatron and some more remote contexts wrth 
mformahon that IS not currently bemg processed, and from whrch general 
knowledge may be accessed as well as mformatlon derived from the settmg of the 
speech event. The order m which they are accessed corresponds to the order of 
mclusron between them and the effort needed to access them: the current context IS 
mmrmal and highly accessible, while the more remote ones are larger and more 
difficult to access. 
Contextual effects are the result of the processmg of utterances m still larger and 
less accessible contexts as long as the relevance IS hrgh enough, 1.e. as long as the 
contextual effects ylelded outweigh the effort of processmg. Mira Arlel has 
proposed to view the resolutron of anaphors m thrs perspective: antecedents are 
ordered by accessibilrty, and the forms used to express referents depend on the 
accessibihty 
1.5. The Emplncal Study 
The corpus studied consists of 22 short Danish texts and excerpts sampled from 
different sources: novels, formal and mformal cook books, newspapers, and 
techmcal and non-techrucal mstruchon texts and manuals, mcludmg the discourse 
funchons of narratrve, mstructron, argumentatron, and descrrphon. The corpus 
contams a httle more than 18000 words; the longest text has 2564 words, the 
shortest 307, and the average IS 834. The corpus has more than 3500 definrte 
nommals m it. 
All defimte nommals m the corpus were Identified together with then 
antecedents (the referents presupposed by the defimte nommals for the 
assqgnment of a referent). The defimte nommals were coded for the type of 
expression used (the mam focus m chapter 2), the semantic relation between 
anaphor and antecedent: whether the mtended referent IS ldentml to the 
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antecedent or some form of brzdgmg mference 1s needed (the mam focus m chapter 
3), and for the distance (by number of mtervenmg sentences) between the nommal 
and the last mentron of the antecedent rf that was mtroduced textually 
2. Grammatxal Cues 
The first sectron mtroduces the types of nommal expressions that were studied, the 
second one presents the results m terms of the frequencres of different expressrons 
wrth exophorlc, rdentrcal, and brrdgmg reference and their drstributrons over 
textual distances to the antecedents; the last one discusses some theorres that have 
been proposed to account for the role of grammatrcal cues m the assignment of 
reference to defimte nommals and finally proposes a reformulatron of the 
GIVFNNESS HIERARCHY proposed by Gundel et al. (1993). 
2.1. Types of Nommals 
Nommals were classified accordmg to form mto full definite nommals, definite 
pronouns, and proper names. Full nommals were further subdivided by type of 
determmer sujj%x, d&al, pro.wnaI, possessme. .E/l~pt~caI nommals (without a head 
noun) were separated as a particular group; no attempt was made to drstmgmsh 
those m which the descriptor functrons as a head from those m whrch the head 
norm has been elided. Nommals with postmodifiers (preposrtronal phrases, relahve 
clauses) were marked. 
Defimte and demonstratrve pronouns comprrse the followmg (mcludmg oblique 
and gemtrve forms where relevant): 
personal leg, du, bun, hun , vz, 1, De 
possesswe rrun, dm, sm (reflexive also); vor 
reflexive % 
distal den, det, de 
proximal denne, dette, dzsse; den her, den der 
adverb adverbrals with her-, der- + preposrtron (such as hertil, dertil) 
Proper names are names of persons, places, etc. 
2.2. Emprrrcaf Results 
Perhaps the most surprrsmg findmg (consrdermg the literature) 1s the negative one: 
While categories of expressrons do differ m mean referential drstance, they are not 
(not even approxrmately) restricted to mutually exclusrve mtervals of referentral 
drstances. Some exhibit a maxrmum drstance (it IS possible that all categories 
would rf the texts had been longer), but up to then maxunum, all types can be used 
at any distance. Besides the possibihty of a maxlmum, the mam difference between 
the categories IS m the drstributrons over drstances: whether they prefer findmg 
then antecedents m the same or the precedmg sentence, and rf the precedmg 
sentence IS preferred, whether same sentence or 2 sentences away IS second. 
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Full definite nommals are used with long or short referenhal distances, and do not 
have a maxrmum. But a smaller proportron of them cover long distances than 
proper names. Like pronouns, they are quite often used wrth reference outside the 
text, but rather more with reference based on general knowledge. 
More than half of the full nommals reqmre bndgmg for reference assrgnment, and 
the profile of the referential distances covered m brrdgmg IS very different from the 
one for rdentrcal references. Nommals wrth brrdgmg references exhibrt a strong 
preference for short distances, and while rt IS uncertam whether they have a real 
maxunum, rt IS noteworthy that less than 1% go beyond 10 sentences as opposed to 
10% of the full nommals with rdenncal reference. 
Pronouns retrieve textual antecedents only at short referential drstances (94% m 
the same or the precedmg sentence) and have a maximum (in the corpus) of 7 
sentences. They are often used with reference to the speech srtuatron, especially 1st 
and 2nd person pronouns. Only few pronouns reqmre brrdgmg mferences for 
reference assignment, and most of those that do have referential postmodrfiers. 
Proper names can be used at any referentral distance. Like the other categories, 
they show a preference for short drstances, but they cover very long drstances also 
and no maximum can be established. They are, however, most often used wrth 
referents that have not been menhoned before, and their defmrteness never 
depends on previous mention only 
Pronommal adverbs, proximal pronouns and proximal full nommals show a 
strong preference for retrrevmg then antecedents m the precedmg sentence, and 
demonstratrve full nommals, 111 contradlstmchon to most other types of full 
nommals have a maximum referentral distance: for the distal demonstratrve 
nommals (the subset without premodrfiers) rt IS 6 sentences and for the proxunals 
it is 3 sentences. 
Elhptrcal nommals prefer same sentence and (wrth one excephon) they have 
referential antecedents wrthm 3 sentences. 
2.3. Dlscusslon 
Expressrons are not used to mark or srgnal the accessibihty of antecedents on a 
more or less contmuous scale (as proposed by Arrel1988,1990). The overlap 
between the referential distances covered by different types of expressrons IS far 
too great for that. Rather, the differences m the mean referential distance over 
which expressrons retrieve antecedents result from differences m their lexical 
specrficatrons: the more specific they are, the more candidate antecedents they can 
reject, and therefore they can keep the search contmumg over longer drstances. In 
the unmarked case, rf a discourse referent that matches the lexical specrficatron of 
an expression 1s encountered m the search, then that referent 1s the antecedent; the 
search IS not prolonged because the cognmve cost allegedly associated wrth 
expression has not yet been paid, or abandoned before an antecedent 1s found 
because rt has. But marked expressrons (stress, demonstratmeness) are used wrth 
non-default retrreval. 
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Besides his persistence m usmg mean referential distance m spite of a theoretrcal 
refutation of rt as dlstortive, the mam problem m Givon (1992) 1s the claim that rt IS 
necessary (and possible) to establish the source of definiteness either m the 
situatron, m generic knowledge or m the text on the basis of grammatrcal clues, 
mdependently of the search for a referent. But even though the devices suggested 
may have their prototypical base m one of the contexts, they are also used with the 
others to some degree, and no type of expression is excluded from any of the 
contexts. So it appears that if the source context IS determmed at all, this happens 
only as a result of findmg the referent. 
But expressions do have a procedural role. Definite nommals mark referents as 
uruquely identifiable to the hearer while mdefimte nommals mark them as not 
uniquely identifiable. Type identifiability does not need specific grammatical 
markmg, because it depends on the lexical specifications that are always present 
with full nommals. Demonstratrves and other marked expressions mdrcate non- 
default retrieval, either m terms of the identification of the referent, or the 
mformatlon added to its specification. 
Therefore I propose to view the Givenness Hierarchy proposed by Gundel et al 
1992 as havmg the three unmarked levels of M@US, uniquely zdentifiable, and type 
zdentzfiuble, expressed by unstressed and non-demonstrative pronouns and 
determmers each with a marked companion correspondmg to uctmted,famiZzar, 
and referentrul, and expressed by a stressed pronoun or determmer or by a 
lexlcahzed demonstrative. 
Definite expressions, whether pronouns or full nommals, then conventionally 
mdicate unzque ldentzjubillty and mdefimte expressions mdlcate type rdenftfiubihty, 
but exclude umque ldentrfiabihty The unmarked members of the paradigm extend 
also to the uses of the marked members m the non-contrastive cases. 
The referents of unmarked pronouns are usually znfocus The high degree of 
schematicity makes them promiscuous: they will match almost any specification 
offered as antecedent, and will therefore find antecedents among the candidates 
that are suggested very early m the search. 
3. The Role of Lexical Speclficatlons 
The first sectron summanses some taxonomles that have been proposed for the 
types of anaphorlc relationships, and mtroduces those found m the corpus m some 
detail. The second sectron presents further results of the study m terms of the 
frequencies of the different relatronsmps with different expression types and the 
dlstributrons of nommals with different relations to the antecedents over 
referential distances. The final sechon discusses the results with respect to theories 
that have been proposed to account for the role of lexrcal specifications m reference 
assignment. 
3.1 Types of Anaphonc RelatIonshIps 
The semantic relationships that were identified m the corpus as a basis for definite 
reference can be summarrzed as follows: 
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Some defimte nommals have no textually mtroduced antecedent: they may be 
exophorlc (with reference m the speech situation), or generz (with reference to a 
class rather than any mdlvldual member); or the expression may be zd~omutzc 
Other definite nommals have drrect reference: their antecedents were mtroduced 
explicitly The mtended reference may be tdentwd to the ongmal one, which can 
obtamed by repetkon of the head, by synonymy or abstructlon (includmg pronouns), 
or by usmg a trope (epithet, metaphor, or metonymy). Or the new reference may 
comprise only an element or subset of the orlgmal set; thy IS obtamed by 
quantlficut~on or spectficat~on mto a previously mtroduced set of referents. 
And still others have indirect reference: their antecedents were not mtroduced by 
exphclt mention but are related to explicit referents by lexical speaficatlon. 
Defirute nommals may refer to umquely Identifiable parts, properties, mater& (or 
mgredlents), andfunctzons of established discourse referents, relymg on oblect-bused 
reference. Or they may refer to uniquely ldentlfiable participants and subevents m a 
variety of event-bused references, not always easily definable. This mcludes reference 
based on cuusatmlty, kmsh~p, and other relationally defined concepts. The relations 
are not always lexlcally defined on the word level, but may come out of a variety 
of syntactic constructions. 
3.2. Emplncal Results 
Pronouns and proper names contribute almost only to direct reference. The same 
types of full nommal expressions are used with identical as well as brldgmg 
references: the expressions as such do not tell the hearer whether an ldentlcal or 
bndgmg reference was mtended. Definiteness m itself only mdlcates that the 
referent 1s taken to be umquely identifiable, but says nothmg about the means 
needed for the Identification, much less the relatlonslup between the intended 
referent and the presupposed antecedent. 
With respect to referential distance, the most mterestmg findmgs are that ldentlcal 
reference 1s different from the other bases for reference by havmg no maxlmum 
referential distance m the corpus, and that the maxlma for oblect- and event-based 
reference are very different. For oblect-based reference it IS 19 sentences, and for 
event-based reference it 1s 5 sentences. Identical reference, m contradlstmchon to 
the other relations, does not prefer antecedents from the same sentence, because 
mtrasentenhal identical reference 1s most often acheved by a pronoun. 
The antecedent relations that prefer short referential distances are often 
accomplished by the use of complex nommals with very concrete semantic 
specifications: only when the antecedent relation IS kept constant do more 
comprehenslve specifications retrieve over longer distances. What speakers do, 1s 
use semantic specifications to create contexts m wluch the referents they mtend are 
sufficiently highly accessible for the hearers to identify them umquely, rather than 
use long constructions to mark them as bemg difficult to retrieve. 
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3.3 Drscussron 
Some grammatical constructrons are more helpful m thus respect than others, and 
some of those are used extensively, or even exclusrvely, m bndgmg: possessive 
constructrons allow the mtended referent to be exphcltly ned together wrth Its 
antecedent, and referentral modifiers may also grve the relatron explicitly But they 
are not mandatory other constructrons, notably plam defimte nommals, are also 
used extensrvely m brrdgmg. 
So, rf there 1s an obvrous antecedent m the neighbourhood, possessives or other 
complex constructrons are not necessary; rf there IS not, they are very useful for 
mtroducmg one. The speaker uses lmgmstrc expressrons to convey the mformatron 
that, m his vrew, IS sufficient for the hearer to retrieve the mtended referent. The 
possessrve determmer provides a highly accessible antecedent, and the head 
conveys a type specrficatron for the mtended referent. Rather than srgnal~cognltrve 
cost, a nommal with a possessive determmer mmrmrzes it. 
4. Outline of a Process Model 
Chapter 4 outlmes a process model for discourse comprehensron. Three aspects of 
the process are drscussed: 
1. the lexical-encyclopedrc representatron of the concepts for objects and 
events that are actrvated when an expressron that matches the label of the 
lexical entry IS encountered or when a matchmg specrficatron has been 
constructed m the representatron of the discourse or of a sentence bemg 
processed, 
2. the constructron of specrficatrons for ob)ects and events expressed by 
defimte nommals or more comprehensive lmgmstrc construchons; and 
3. the buildmg of a representahon of the discourse as a network of ob)ect and 
event representahons. 
4.1. Representations: Lexicon to Discourse Model 
Lexical entnes 
Lexrcal entries are labeled so that their conceptual content can be evoked by an 
expression (and vice versa for the expressron of the content). Nouns and pronouns 
have mformatron about grammatical gender which IS relevant for retrreval by 
pronouns. 
In concepts for persons and other amrnate oblects (amrnals, teddy bears, etc.), sex 
(real or rmagmed) IS or may be unportant for the choice of pronoun. In concepts for 
objects (includmg persons), the specrficanon has components that specrfy the parts 
of the type of ob)ect m queshon and the matenal lt consists of, as well as its 
propertres and thefunct~ons that the oblect can be put to. In concepts for events, the 
specrficatron has components that specify the subevents (sometnnes expressed by a 
nommal) that comprise the event, and the (oblect) partrczpants m the event m terms 
of then relahon to It. Relational words (murderer, kmshrp terms) specify the 
mtended referent m terms of its role as a partrcrpant m an event, related to the 
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event itself, or to other parhcrpants m it. The component parts of oblect and event 
specificahons are not necessarily mstantiated m the representation, but should be 
present as constramts on such mstantlatlons. 
Pronouns specify the mtended referents only schemahcally. definite and 
demonstrative pronouns specify for gender and number, and personal pronouns 
for sex and number (for ammate or “personal” referents). Therefore their referents 
must be sufficiently salient m the speech situahon or sufficiently recently 
menhoned (and thereby salient) m the discourse to allow uruque idenhficahon. 
Determiners specify m the same abstract manner, but the rest of the nommal will 
provide a fuller specificahon. 
Nommals 
Nommals are constructed from such lexical entries. Prototypically, they designate 
mstantiahons of thmgs, whose specificahon is provided by the head along with the 
modifiers (adlectives etc.) that make the specrficahon more precise. Such type 
specifications narrow down the set of mstances that can be referenced by the 
nommal. But only m special cases do they smgle out only one possible referent 
without recourse to the discourse. At this stage, specifications of quanhty and 
cognitive status (definiteness) are added. 
Because of the mlssmg head, a full specification can not be built directly from an 
elhphcal nommal. Like a pronoun, the determmer provides a schematic 
specification of gender/number and cogmhve status, but the mam bulk of the 
specificahon must be retneved from the discourse representahon. If the ellipsis is 
definite, the specification is usually retrieved from the antecedent that anchors I& 
reference, but, as m the only elhptlcal long distance retriever m the corpus, 
“reference antecedents” may be different from “specificahon antecedents” 
The specification for nommals that consist only of a pronoun IS simply a copy of 
the pronoun’s lexical specification. Postmodifiers may be added m order to achieve 
unique identifiabihty 
Drscourse referents 
The representation of discourse referents is derived from the specificahons for 
nommals. From them they retam type and quantification specificahons, but 
mformatlon about cognitive status, which is used as an mstructron for the 
processmg is omitted, and an achvahon level is added as the referent IS 
mcorporated m the discourse representation. Initially, the level of achvahon 
depends upon the saliency or toplcality of the referent. Activahon decreases over 
tune, and “space builders” may mcrease or decrease the activation of connected 
complexes of referents (mental spaces) as wholes. 
When an mdefimte nommal IS encountered, a new referent is mtroduced mto the 
discourse representation by msertmg its type and quanhfication specificahon as a 
representation of the referent at the currently active node. 
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When a definite nommal is encountered, the representation IS searched for an 
antecedent, more highly activated discourse referents bemg tried first. The 
nommal’s specification of type and quantification is merged with the antecedent’s 
specification, so that mformation already present m the representation IS retamed 
and new mformanon IS added to it at the proper location. The referent IS then 
activated if it was not previously mstantiated, or reactivated if the mstance was 
already there. 
4.2. Retievmg Antecedents and Estabhshmg Dlscourse Referents 
The reactivation of a referent or mstannanon of a new one specified by a definite 
nommal depends on two factors: there must be a match between the specification 
of an antecedent m the representation of the previous discourse and the 
specification constructed from the nommal, and the activation that results from the 
match must exceed a triggermg level. 
If there IS sufficient overlap between the specifications, accordmg to the criteria 
listed below, and the resultmg activation IS above the trlggermg level, the match 
succeeds. Pragmatic criteria may relect the match if the result is mcomprehensible 
(not plausible). 
Pronouns and other nommals with a highly schematic specification contribute little 
more than the match itself to the activation because the overlap is small. Therefore 
they can not trigger a match with an antecedent with low activation. But smce they 
will match almost anythmg, their antecedents will be found quickly, among the 
hrghly activated candidates. Less schematic nommals contribute more because the 
overlap IS greater, and they can reactivate antecedents relatively mdependently of 
their previous achvanon. 
Cntena for matching 
Direct Reference 
With direct reference, the antecedent is an mstannated referent with a full 
specification. If the reference is mtended to be identical, all sorts of definite 
nommals except possessive constructions are used. When set-element reference IS 
mtended only suffixed, distal and elliptical nommals occur m the corpus. 
Matchmg crlterla for zdentlcal reference: 
1.1 all items m the type and quantification specification of the nommal have 
counterparts m the specification of an mstantiated antecedent, or 
1.2 if there are extra items they are either 
a. mslgnlficant for reference (peripheral or attributive), or 
b. motivated. 
The first criterion yields identical reference by repetition of the head noun and by 
the use of exact synonyms (if they exist), abstract words and pronouns, and it 
excludes the use of a more concrete word when the mtended referent is identical to 
the antecedent. 
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The second crlterlon will yield identical reference even m cases were the 
speclficahon of the nommal 1s not entirely mcluded m the speclficahon of the 
antecedent. With synonyms or near synonyms, extra Items m the speclficatlon are 
seen as peripheral. If modifiers are added, they are understood as attributive. And 
if epithets and metaphors are used, extra items will be seen as motivated, usually 
by the speaker’s athtude, rather than the referent itself. 
Matckmg criteria for set-element reference: 
2. some items m the type or quantification speclficatlon from the nommal are 
added and/or contrashve W&I respect to the speaficahon of an mstantlated 
antecedent, and 
the antecedent can be construed as plural, and 
a. 
b. 
the quantlficatlon specified m the nommal quantifies wlthm the 
antecedent set, and/or 
the added or contrastlve Item m the type speclficatlon of the 
nommal specifies a subset with a particular property wlthm the 
antecedent set. 
These criteria yield a referent which 1s a subset or element of the antecedent set. 
The extra quantlficatlon or speclficahon may be expressed by an added modifier or 
it may be mherent m the lexical speclficahon of the noun, i.e., elther a relahonal 
word or a more concrete word 1s used. 
Oblect and Event Based Reference 
With object and event based reference, the antecedent 1s not an mstance, but an 
unmstantlated component of the speclficahon of an mstantlated discourse referent. 
Because such antecedents are unmstantlated, they have fairly low actlvatlon, 
dependmg to some degree on the centrality of the component m the complex. 
Therefore it usually takes a full nommal to effect an mstantlahon by a brldgmg 
mference. 
Matcklng crtferla for oblect and event based reference 
3. the speclficatlon of the antecedent wluch constrams possible mstanhatlons IS 
a non-mstantlated component of the speclficatlon of an mstanhated 
discourse referent, and 
the specification of the nommal sahsfies those constramts 
With oblect-based reference the antecedent specifies either a part, property or 
fun&on of the object 111 question, or the material or mgredlents of whch It 
consists, and the mtended referent 1s an mstance that conforms to that 
speclficatlon. With event-based reference the antecedent specifies either a subevent 
or a partlclpant m the event, and the mtended referent 1s an mstance that satisfies 
the constramts Qven. 
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Resum6 pii dansk 
1. Indlednmg: bestemte nommaler I dlskursforstaelse 
De to vazsenthgste problemer som behandles I denne undersergelse af bestemte 
nommaler og de relatloner de har til deres antecedenter er 
1. hvilken mformatlon mdeholder den mentale representation af dlskurs som 
modtagere benytter slg af I forstAelsen af bestemte nommaler, og 
2. hvordan er dette mdhold struktureret. 
Deter en grundlaeggende antagelse I underssgelsen at de foruds&nmgsforhold 
der findes mellem bestemte nommaler og deres antecedenter gwer en mdlrekte 
adgang til strukturen og mdholdet I den mentale reprsesentatlon af dlskursen, som 
er “tavs wden”, ikke duekte tilgamgehg ved hlielp af mtrospektlon. 
Przesentatlonen af nogle teoretlske opfattelser af dlskurs og anaforl 1 mdlednmgen 
fokuserer generelt pA deres opfattelse af dlskursforst&else og -reprazsentatlon, mere 
speclfikt pA deres opfattelse af anaforopkwung og ls;er pA behandlmgen af 
“bndgmg” hvor den mtenderede referent for et anaforlsk udtryk ikke er ldentlsk 
med antecedenten selvom referencen afhaenger af den og hvor der derfor skal 
“bygges bro” lmellem referenceme. Det sldste afsmt mtroducerer den empmske 
undersragelse. 
1.1. En AI opfattelse af diskurs 
Grosz & Sidner (1986) beskrwer strukturen 1 en dlskurs som sammensat af tre 
samvlrkende komponenter: 
Den sprogllge struktur reprresenterer dlskursens segmenter og deres mdbyrdes 
side- og underordnmgsforhold. Den wztentlonelIe struktur gwer en komplet 
hstorlsk overslgt over de hldtil etablerede dlskursformA1 og forholdene mellem 
dem, mens opmzrksomhedsstrukturen kun forholder slg til de form% som 1 det 
gwne qeblik ikke er opfyldt. Den har en mdbygget strukturermg af dlskursens 
elementer (dlskursreferenterne) som afhaenger af den sproghge struktur og de 
udtryk den bygger p& og den bestemmer dlskursreferentemes tilgrengelighed som 
antecedenter N&r en dlskurs slutter vi1 der were en fuldt udbygget mtentionel 
struktur, hvorunod opmzerksomhedsstrukturen vi1 vaere tom. 
Det vaesenthgste bldrag fra denne og hgnende teorler om dlskursforstAelse er 
undersegelsen af de fokusermgsstrukturer som afgsr hvor fremtrazdende eller 
tilgzengehge referenter er I deres rolle som mulige antecedenter for anaforer pa det 
tldspunkt hvor de mdferres I dlskursen. Desuden har man undersergt forskellige 
muligheder for computer-unplementermg. 
1.2. Mentale modeller som repraesentatlon af dlskurs 
Teonen om mentale modeller (Johnson-Lalrd 1983, Garnham 1987) ser dlskurs- 
fost&else som opbygnmg af en enkelt mental model ud fra dlskursen selv, dens 
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kontext og generel baggnmdsvrden. De to vrgtrgste faktorer der brdrager til dette 
er den semannske sammenlzzng, eller referentrelle kohazrens, mellem szetnmger og 
den pragmatrske pluusibi2ztet r forhold til vrden om verdens beskaffenhed. 
Scetnmgeme I en drskurs ses som mstruktroner for opbygnmgen af 
reprsesentahoner af drskursens mdhold. 
Men der er to centrale pastande denne teorr (i hvert 1 Garnhams version af den) 
som er tvivlsomme: 
1. de psykologrsk vrghge reprsesentatroner af drskurs er mentale modeller, og 
2. repraesentahoner bestar af tegn (“tokens”) som star for tmg som drskursen 
handler om, ikke for udtryk 1 den. 
Men 1 den generelle teorr er proposrtronelle repraesentatroner lige vrgtrge som 
mentale modeller ford1 det er nodvendrgt at kontrollere at den model som 
opbygges er konsrstent med de proposmoner som gav blatrykkene. Og selv om 
referenter bestemt skal reprmsenteres, sA er “tokens” uden mtern struktur ikke 
tilstraekkehge, eller I hvert fald kun hvrs de ogsa kan anvendes til opslag I den 
mentale ordbog/encyclop;edr. Endvrdere ser det ud som om anaforoplosnmgen 
har adgang til track som normalt henfores til udtryk (grammatrsk ken er ikke en 
egenskab ved referenter). Endelig kan mentale modeller ikke gore rede for den 
drfferentrermg I antecedenters tilgaengehghed som er vaesenthg for anafor- 
oplosnmgen, ford1 drskursens hrstone kun kan repraesenteres uden for modelleme. 
1.3. Kognhv lingvlstik 
PA hgnende mAde opfatter den kognmve lmgvrstik drskursrepraesentatronen som 
bestaende af mentale rum (Fauconmer 1985) eller tdealzserede koptme modeller 
(Lakoff 1987) som konstrueres efterhanden som drskursen &rider frem. Sproghge 
udtryk henvrser ikke til genstande I den vrrkehge verden, men grver retnmgslmler 
for opbygmngen, udpegnmgen osv af mentale rum og elementer 1 mentale rum. 
Dlsse elementer kan SC+ have reference. De mentale rum sendres lobende for at 
kunne optage nye rum, elementer og relatroner som tilfqes 1 drskursen. Rum kan 
were mdeholdt 1 hmanden, og der kan were relatroner mellem elementer der borer 
til forskelbge rum. 
Et af drsse rum, det aktuelle drskursrum, omfatter de rum, elementer og relatroner 
der regnes som falles for afsender og modtager som det aktuelle grundlag for 
kommunikatronen. Drsse faelles entrteter kan optrcede dnekte I afsenderens og 
modtagerens opmmrksomhed eller de kan let fremkaldes ved assocratron eller 
simple mferenser. 
1.4. Relevansteorl 
Relevansteorren (Sperber & Wilson 1986) ser drskursforst&else som en form for 
mferens som vnker ford1 de mvolverede processer er begrzenset s?i de passer til 
formAlet. Relevanshensyn afstedkommer en balance mellem de kontekstuelle 
effekter der kan opnas ved at forarbelde en given mformatron og den kogmtwe 
mdsats forarbeldnmgen kraever. Forarbeldnmgsmdsatsen mmrmeres ved at de 
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kontekster den skal have adgang til er ordnet p& en sadan m&de at tilstwkkehg 
store kontekstuelle effekter opn& tldhgt I forabeldnmgen. 
De kontekster der bruges 1 denne forarbeldnmg er hukommelsen I den deduktzve 
mekanzsme som mdeholder resultateme af den umlddelbart foregdende deduktlon 
sammen med de antagelser der mdgik 1 aflednmgen af dem, den generelle korttlds- 
hukommelse som mdeholder resultateme af tidhgere deduktioner som ikke blev 
anvendt 1 den umlddelbart foregiende; de encyclopd&e Zeksikonmdgunge for 
begreber som er tilstede enten 1 konteksten eller 1 den antagelse der forarbeldes; og 
endehg de observerbarej#ske omgwelser hvor dlskursen finder sted. 
Repraesentatlonen af dlskursen er altsi opdelt 1 en umlddelbar kontekst besthende 
af mformation der er under forarbeldmng eller hge har weret det og nogle fjemere 
kontekster med mformahon som ikke forarbeldes 1 qeblikket og hvorfra der er 
adgang til generel vlden og til mformahon der stammer fra omgwelseme. Den 
ra&kefBlge hvorl dlsse kontekster anvendes 1 forarbeldnmgen svarer til den 
razkkef0lge hvorl de mdeholdt 1 hmanden og til den mdsats der skal til for at Sbne 
dem: den aktuelle kontekst er mmunal og meget tilgrengehg, de fjemere er mere 
omfattende og vanskehgt tilgazngehge. 
Kontekstuelle effekter opn& ved at forarbelde ytrmger 1 stadlg mere omfattende 
og mmdre tilgamgehge kontekster s& laenge relevansen er tilstwkkehg stor, dvs S?I 
lamge de kontekstuelle effekter opvejer forarbeldnmgsmdsatsen. Mira Arlel har 
foresUet at oplersnmgen af anaforer skal ses 1 dette perspektw antecedenter er 
ordnet efter tilgzengehghed og de former som anvendes til at udtrykke referenter 
afhamger af deres tilgazngehghed. 
1.5. Den empuwke undersegelse 
Det underwgte korpus best&r af 22 korte danske tekster og uddrag samlet fra 
forskelhge kilder: romaner, formelle og uformelle kogebrager, avwer og tekmske og 
ikke tekmske mstruktlonsbsger og manualer. De omfatter dlskursfunktlonerne 
fortrellmg, mstruktlon, argumentation og besknvelse. Korpus mdeholder lidt over 
18000 ord, den laengste tekst er p& 2564 ord, den korteste pB 307 ord og gennem- 
smttet er 834. Korpus mdeholder mere end 3500 bestemte nommaler 
Alle bestemte nommaler 1 korpus blev IdenQiceret tillige med deres antecedenter 
(de referenter som foruds&tes for at det bestemte nommal kan tilskrlves 
reference). De bestemte nommaler blev kodet for type af udtryk (fokus 1 kapltel Z), 
den semanhske relation mellem anafor og antecedent om den mtenderede 
referent er zdenttsk med antecedenten, eller en eller anden form for brobygmng 
(“bndgmg”) er nsdvendlg (fokus I kapltel3) og for afstanden (i antal mellem- 
liggende sretnmger) mellem nommalet og den seneste omtale af antecedenten hvls 
den er blevet mtroduceret eksphclt. 
2. Grammatlske track som “stikord” 
Det ferrste afsmt praesenterer de typer af nommale udtryk som blev undersagt; det 
andet gennemgar resultateme I form af hypplgheder af forskelhge typer af udtryk 
med exofonske, ldentlske og “brobyggende” referencer, og fordelmgen af dem 
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over forskelhge afstande til antecedenterne; det srdste drskuterer nogle teoretrske 
redegerelser for den rolle som grammatrske track spiller for tilskrwnmgen af 
reference til bestemte nommaler og fores& en omformulermg af det 
“bekendthedshrerarkr” (gwenness hierarchy) som Gundel et al. (1993) har 
foresl&et. 
2.1. Typer af nommaler 
Nommaleme blev klassrficeret efter deres form 1 bestemte helnommaler, bestemte 
pronommer og egennavne. Helnommalerne blev undermddelt efter bestemmer- 
leddets type: sujix, drstal, proxnnal, possessrv. Elhptzske nommaler (uden substanhv 
som kemeled) udgor en gruppe for srg; der er ikke glort forsog pa at skelne mellem 
de egenthg ellipnske (med elideret kerneled) og dem hvor en beskrrver fungerer 
som keme. Nommaler med efterhamgte modrfikatorer (prmposrhonsled og 
relatwszetnmger) blev markeret. 
Bestemte og demonstrahve pronommer omfatter de folgende (inklusrve oblike og 
genihve former hvor de forekommer): 
personhge leg, du, han, hun, VI, I, De 
possessive mm, din, sm (og.4 reflekswt), un 
refleksive S% 
drstale den, det, de 
proxrmale denne, dette, dlsse, den her, den der 
adverbrer adverbrer med her-, der- + praeposrhon (som hertil, dertil). 
Egennavne er navne pi personer, steder osv 
2.2. Emplnske resultater 
Det mest overraskende fund (i betragtnmg af litteraturen) er miske det negative: 
selvom forskelhge kategorrer af udtryk har forskellige gennemsnrt for referentrel 
afstand, SA er de ikke (ikke engang tilnzermelsesvrs) bundet til gensrdrgt~ekslusrve 
mtervaller af referennel afstand. Nogle har en maxrmumsafstand (og det er muhgt 
at alle ville have haft det hvrs teksterne havde vazret lamgere), men op til dette 
maximum kan alle typer anvendes med en hvilken som helst afstand. Udover 
muhgheden af et maxrmum findes den vrgtrgste forskel mellem kategorreme 1 
fordelmgen over afstande: om de fortrmsvrs finder deres antecedenter I den 
samme eller den foregAende saetnmg, og hvrs den foregfiende scetnmg er den 
foretrukne, om samme szetnmg eller 2 saetnmger vmk er nummer to. 
Bestemte helnommaler anvendes med b&de lange og korte referentrelle afstande og 
har ikke noget maxnnum. Men en mmdre andel af dem diekker lange afstande end 
ved egennavne. Lrgesom pronommer bruges de ofte med reference uden for 
teksten, men mest med reference baseret pa generel vrden. 
Ved mere end halvdelen af helnommaleme m& der bygges bro for at tilskrrve 
reference, og profilen for de referenhelle afstande der daakkes 1 s&danne tilfaelde er 
meget forskellrg fra den man finder med rdentrsk reference. Nommaler der kraever 
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brobygnmg har en stcerk prceference for korte afstande, og selv om deter usikkert 
om de har et egenthgt maximum sa er det vaerd at bemaerke at mmdre end 1% gar 
ud over 10 ssetnmger I modsaetnmg til 10% af dem der har identisk reference. 
Pronommer finder kun deres antecedenter p& korte distancer (94% i samme eller 
foreg&ende ssetnmg) og har et maximum (i korpus) p& 7 ssetnmger De bruges ofte 
med reference til talesituahonen, isa?r 1. og 2. persons pronommer. Kun ganske fa 
pronommer kraever brobygnmg og de fleste af dem har referennelle modifikatorer 
Egennavne kan bruges pa alle afstande. Ligesom de andre kategorier har de en 
praesference for korte afstande, men de daekker ogsA meget lange afstande og har 
ikke noget maximum. Men de bruges mest om referenter der ikke har vzeret naevnt 
hdligere, og deres bestemthed afhamger aldrig af tidhgere omtale alene. 
Pronommelle adverbier, proximale pronommer og proxunale helnommaler 
foretraekker klart antecedenter 1 den foregaende saetnmg, og til forskel fra de fleste 
andre typer af helnommaler har de demonstrative et maximum: for de distale (den 
gruppe der ikke har et foranstillet beskriverled) er det pB 6 saztnmger, og for de 
proximale er det 3 sastnmger 
Elhpnske nommaler foretrakker samme s&rung og har (med en enkelt 
undtagelse) et maxunum pii 3 smtnmger 
2.3. Diskussion 
Udtryk anvendes ikke til at markere eller signalere antecedenters tilgamgehghed 
p% en mere eller mmdre kontmuert skala (som foreslaet af Ariell988,1990). 
Overlappet mellem de referentielle afstande der dcekkes af forskelhge typer af 
udtryk er alt for stort til det. Forskellene imellem de gennemsmtlige referenhelle 
afstande som forskelhge typer af udtryk henter deres antecedenter over er snarere 
et resultat af forskellene mellem udtrykkenes leksikalske specifikahon: JO mere 
specifikke de er, lo flere foreslaede antecedenter kan de afvise, og derfor kan de 
holde ssgnmgen 1 gang over lmngere afstande. I umarkerede tilfzelde vi1 den fsrste 
referent der antrceffes under sognmgen og som matcher den leksikalske 
specifikahon for et udtryk, blwe taget som antecedent. Sognmgen bhver ikke 
forlamget fordi den kognmve omkostnmg som udtrykket hazvdes at angwe endnu 
ikke er blevet betalt; eller opgivet for der er fundet en antecedent ford1 den er 
betalt. Men markerede udtryk (tryk, demonstratwer) kan anvendes n&r 
genfindmgsproceduren afviger fra det normale. 
Det vighgste problem 1 Givon (1992) - bortset fra at han blwer at anvende den 
gennemsmtlige referentielle distance p& trods af at han teoretisk afvlser den som 
forvramgende - er p&&widen om at det er nodvendigt (og muligt) ved hlmlp af 
grammanske trek at afgere om kilden til et udtryks bestemthed er talesituahonen, 
almen viden eller teksten, uafhamgigt af sognmgen efter en referent. Men selv om 
de mekamsmer der foreslas har deres prototypiske udgangspunkt 1 en af disse 
kontekster, sa bruges de ogsa 1 et vist omfang i de andre, og der synes ikke at viere 
nogen typer af udtryk der er udelukket 1 nogen af konteksteme. S& hvis 
kildekonteksten overhovedet bestemmes, sa ma det ske som resultat af at der 
findes en referent. 
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Men udtryk spiller alhgevel en procedural rolle. Bestemte nommaler markerer 
referenter som unikt ldentificerbare for modtageren, mens ubestemte nommaler 
markerer dem som ikke unikt ldentlficerbare. Type-ldentlficerbarhed forudszetter 
ikke speclfik grammatisk markermg, ford1 den afhzenger af de leksikalske 
speclfikationer der altid er til stede 1 helnommaler. Demonstratwer og andre 
markerede udtryk mdlcerer at genfindmgen ikke foregAr efter den normale 
procedure, enten 1 forhold til ldentlfikatlonen af referenten eller den mformahon 
der tilfqes til dens speclfikatlon. 
Derfor foreslsr leg at Gundel et a1.s (1993) “bekendtheds-hlerarkl” (gwenness 
herarchy) ommebleres S?I det har tre umarkerede nweauer: fokuseret, unikt 
ldentl$cerbar og type-ldenttficerbar der udtrykkes med tryklerse og ikke- 
demonstrative pronommer og bestemmere, og at hvert af dlsse mveauer har en 
markeret makker, svarende til aktmeret, bekendt og referenkel, der udtrykkes ved 
hlaelp af trykstaerke pronommer og bestemmere eller leksikahserede 
demonstrahver 
Bestemte udtryk, pronommer eller helnommaler, vi1 sa konventlonelt udtrykke 
unikf zdenfzfcerbure referenter, mens ubestemte bruges til at udtrykke fype- 
tdent$cerbare referenter I ikke-kontrastwe tilfaelde dtekker de umarkerede led 1 
paradlgmet ogsa de markeredes anvendelser 
Referenteme for umarkerede pronommer er normalt ~fikus. Den hqe grad af 
skematlcltet gor dem promlskwse: de matcher stort set enhver speafikahon der 
tilbydes som antecedent og finder derfor antecedenter blandt de kandldater der 
tilbydes tldhgt 1 sergnmgen. 
3. Leksikalske speclfikatloners rolle 
Det ferrste afsrut sammenfatter nogle taksonomler for typer af anaforlske relatloner 
som er blevet foresBet I htteraturen, og mtroducerer de typer der blev fundet I 
korpus naermere. Det andet afsmt prazsenterer yderligere resultater af 
undersergelsen 1 form af hypplgheder af de forskelhge typer af relationer 1 forhold 
til forskellige typer af udtryk og fordelmgen af nommaler med forskelhge 
relatloner over referenhelle afstande. Det sldste afsmt dlskuterer resultaterne I 
forhold til teorler som er blevet foresUet for at gsre rede for den rolle som 
leksikalske speclfikahoner spiller I tilskrnmmgen af reference. 
3.1. Typer af anafonske relationer 
De semanfiske relahoner som fandtes 1 korpus som grundlag for bestemt reference 
kan opsummeres som farlger 
Nogle bestemte nommaler har ikke nogen tekstuelt mdferrt antecedent: de kan 
vzere exofirAe (med reference 1 talesltuatlonen), eller generlske (med reference til en 
klasse, snarere end noget enkelt medlem af den); eller udtrykket kan viere 
tdiornatlsk 
Andre bestemte nommaler har dwekte reference: deres antecedenter er blevet mdferrt 
eksphclt. Den mtenderede reference kan vaere ldentlsk med den oprmdehge, hvilket 
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opnas ved gentagelse af kemesubstannvet, ved synonymr eller abstraktlon (inkluswe 
pronommer), eller ved h@p af troper (eprteter, metaforer eller metonymrer). Eller 
den nye reference omfatter kun et enkelt element eller en delmzngde af den 
oprmdehge mamgde. Det opnAs ved kvunt$ikat~on eller specrficutzon mden for en 
trdligere mdfsrt maengde af referenter 
Andre rgen har mdnekte reference: deres antecedenter er ikke blevet mdfort ved at 
blive nzevnt eksphcrt men er relateret til eksphcrtte referenter gennem deres 
leksikalske specrfikatron. Bestemte nommaler kan referere til unikt rdentrficerbare 
dele, egenskuber, matermler (eller mgredrenser) ogfunktzoner ved oblektbuseret 
refeence Eller de kan referere til unikt rdentrficerbare deltagere og delhzendelser I 
forskelligartede hzndelsesbaserede references, ikke altrd lige til at definere. Herunder 
borer reference baseret p& kausatwitet, slzgtskab og andre relatronelt definerede 
begreber Drsse relahoner er ikke altrd leksikalsk definerede pa ordmveau, men 
kan were resultat af forskelhge syntaktrske konstrukhoner 
3.2. Emplrlske resultater 
Pronommer og egennavne brdrager naesten kun til drrekte reference. De samme 
typer af hele nommale udtryk bruges med rdentrsk save1 som brobyggende 
referencer: udtrykkene som sadan fortaaller ikke modtageren om den mtenderede 
reference er rdentrsk eller brobyggende. Bestemtheden selv vrser kun at referenten 
regnes for unikt rdenhficerbar, men sager ikke noget om hvilke mrdler der skal 
bruges til rdentrfikatronen, og slet ikke om relanonen mellem den mtenderede 
referent og den forudsatte antecedent. 
Hvad angar den referenhelle afstand, sa er de mest mteressante fund at rdenhsk 
reference er forskelhg fra de andre grundlag for reference ved ikke at have nogen 
maxnnal afstand 1 korpus, og at de maxrmale afstande for oblektbaseret og 
haendelsesbaseret reference er meget forskelhge. For oblektbaseret reference er den 
19 saetnmger og for hiendelsesbaseret 5 scetnmger. Til forskel fra de andre 
relahoner foretraekker rdentrsk reference ikke antecedenter fra samrne saatnmg 
ford1 rdentrsk reference mden for saetnmgen normalt etableres ved hlaelp af et 
pronomen. 
De antecedentrelatroner som foretraekker meget korte referentrelle afstande 
etableres ofte ved at der anvendes komplekse nommaler med meget konkrete 
semannske specrfikatroner: kun nAr antecedentrelanonen holdes konstant er 
antecedenteme til mere omfattende specrfikatloner lzengere borte. Det som 
afsendere gw er at bruge semanhske specrfikatroner til at skabe kontekster hvor de 
mtenderede referenter er tilstraakkehg tilgaangehge for modtageme til at de kan 
rdentrficere dem entydrgt, snarere end at bruge lange konstruktroner til at markere 
at de er svsere at finde. 
3.3. Dlskusslon 
Nogle grammahske konstrukhoner er mere nyttrge end andre I denne henseende, 
og nogle af drsse bruges r meget udstrakt grad (eller kun) til brobygnmg: ved h)mlp 
af possesswe konstruktroner kan de mtenderede referenter bmdes eksplicrt 
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sammen med deres antecedenter, og referenhelle modifikatorer kan endda 
udtrykke relanonen eksplicit. Men de er ikke obhgatoriske: andre konstruktioner, 
ogsa helt almmdehge nommaler, bruges ogs& 1 udstrakt grad til brobygnmg. 
Sa hvis der er en mdlysende antecedent 1 naarheden, er det ikke nodvendigt at 
bruge possessive eller andre komplekse udtryk; hvis der ikke er, er de gode til at 
mdfore dem. Afsenderen bruger sproglige udtryk til at give den mformanon som 
efter hans bedste menmg er tilstraakkehg til at modtageren kan finde referenten. 
Det possessive bestemmerled giver en meget tilgaengelig antecedent, og 
kemeleddet en specifikation af den mtenderede referents type. Et nommal med 
possessivt bestemmerled signalerer ikke den kognmve omkostnmg ved sqrungen, 
men muumerer den. 
4. Udkast til en procesmodel 
Kapitel4 skitserer en procesmodel for diskursforstaelse. Tre aspekter af denne 
proces dlskuteres: 
1. den leksikalsk-encyklopazdiske reprzesentahon af begrebeme for oblekter og 
hsendelser som aktweres n&r modtageren stoder pB et udtryk der matcher 
opslagsordet, eller n& en specifikation der matcher er blevet konstrueret 1 
reprzesentationen af diskursen eller af en saetnmg der er under 
forarbeldnmg; 
2. konstruktionen af specifikationer for oblekter og haendelser som udtrykkes 
af bestemte nommaler eller mere omfattende sproglige konstruktioner; og 
3. opbygnmgen af en repraasentation af diskursen som et netvaerk af 
reprcesentatloner af oblekter og hamdelser 
4.1. Repraesentatloner: fra leksikon til model af diskurs 
4.1.1. Leksikonmdgange 
Leksikonmdgange har opslagsord sadan at deres begrebslige mdhold kan 
fremkaldes af et udtryk (og vice versa for at udtrykke dette mdhold). Substantiver 
og pronommer har mformation om grummatlsk Icon, hvilket er relevant r&r der skal 
findes antecedenter for pronommer 
I begreber for personer og andre beslalede oblekter (dyr, bamser osv ) er nafurligf 
kan (vnkeligt eller imagmaxt) vcesenthgt for valget af pronomen. I begreber for 
oblekter mdeholder specikationen komponenter der speclficerer de dele og det stof 
som et oblect af den angivne art best& af, sammen med dets egenskaber og de 
funkfloner det kan opfylde. I begreber for hrendelser mdeholder specifikanonen 
komponenter der specificerer de deZha?ndeZser (somme hder udtrykt ved hl;elp af et 
nommal) som hamdelsen best&r af og for dens (oblektmmssige) deltugere 1 forhold 
til haendelsen som helhed. Reluflonelle ord (morder, shegtskabstermer) specificerer 
den mtenderede referent ved hlselp af dens rolle som deltager 1 en hamdelse, 
relateret til hamdelsen selv eller andre deltagere 1 den. Komponenter 1 
specifikationeme for oblekter og hamdelser mstantieres ikke nodvendigvis 1 
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reprcesentationen, men ma vaere tilstede som begramsnmger pa sAdanne 
mstannermger 
Pronommer specificerer kun de mtenderede referenter skematisk: bestemte og 
demonstrahve pronommer specificerer for grammatisk ken og tal, og personlige 
pronommer for naturhgt ken og ta1 (for beslaelede eller “personhge” referenter). 
Derfor m& deres antecedenter were tilstrcekkellg aknverede 1 talesituationen eller 
were omtalt for nyhg (og derfor aktiverede) 1 diskursen for at gore unik 
idenufikation muhg. Bestemmere speclficerer p& samme abstrakte m&de, men 
resten af nommalet giver en mere fuldstsendig specifikation. 
4.1.2. Nommaler 
Nommaler konstrueres ud fra sAdanne leksikonmdgange. Prototypisk betegner de 
mstanhermger af tmg hvis specifikahon kommer fra kemeleddet sammen med de 
modifikatorer (adjektiver m.v ) som gor specifikauonen mere praxis. 
Typespecifikationen mdsnzevrer den mamgde af genstande som nommalet kan 
referere til. Men kun 1 szerhge tilfaelde udpeger den en enkelt referent uden rekurs 
til diskursen. Pa dette tidspunkt tilfqes mformation om den mtenderede referents 
kogmtive status som en mstruktion til sognmgen efter eller oprettelsen af 
diskursreferenten. 
I% grund af det manglende kemeled kan en fuldstamdig specifikahon ikke 
opbygges pa grundlag af et elhptisk nommal. Pa samme made som et pronomen 
giver bestemmeren en skematisk specifikation af ken/ta1 og kognmv status, men 
hovedparten af specifikationen ma hentes fra repnesentahonen af diskursen. Hvis 
ellipsen er bestemt hentes specifikationen som regel fra den antecedent der ogsa 
forankrer referencen, men “referentielle antecedenter” kan were forskelhge fra 
“specifications-antecedenter” - som 1 den eneste ellipse i korpus der finder sm 
antecedent langt borte. 
Specifikationen for nommaler der kun best&r af et pronomen er blot en kopi af 
pronommets leksikalske specifikahon. Efterhamgte modifikatorer kan tilfqes for at 
opn& unik identificerbarhed. 
4.1.3. Dlskursreferenter 
Reprmsentanonen af diskursreferenter afledes af specifikahoneme for nommaler 
Fra dem beholder de specifikationer af type og kvantitet, men mformationen om 
kogmhv status som bruges som mstruktion til forarbeldnmgen slettes og 1 stedet 
mdfores der et aktivermgsmveau n&r referenten mkorporeres 1 repraesentationen. I 
forste omgang afhamger aktivermgsgraden af referentens topikahtet. Aktwermgen 
bhver mmdre over hd, og “rumskabere” kan op- eller nedskrive akhvermgen af 
forbundne referenter som helhed (mentale rum). 
Hvis der er tale om et ubestemt nommal mtroduceres der en ny referent ved at 
dets specifikahon af type og kvantitet mdsmttes som repraesentauon af referenten 
under den aktwe knude 1 netvaerket. 
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HVIS nommalet er bestemt ma der sages 1 reprzesentatronen efter en referent, sAdan 
at mere aktwerede referenter proves forst. Nommalets specrfikahon af type og 
kvantrtet smeltes sammen med antecedentens specrfikatron shdan at mformatron 
der allerede er til stede 1 repraesentatronen beholdes og ny mformatton mdszettes 
pa det rrghge sted. Derefter aktweres referenten hvrs den ikke trdlrgere var 
mstantreret, eller den reaktweres hvrs mstantrermgen allerede var der 
4.2. Segnmg efter antecedenter og oprettelse af diskursreferenter 
Reaktwermg af en referent eller mstantrermg af en ny som er specrficeret af et 
bestemt nommal afhaenger af to faktorer dels skal der vaere en match mellem 
antecedentens specrfikatron 1 reprzesentahonen af den forudgAende drskurs og den 
specrfikahon der konstrueres ud fra nommalet, og dels skal den akhvermg der 
resulterer af matchen overskrrde et tcerskelmveau. 
Hvrs overlappet mellem specrfikatroneme er tilstrcekkehgt efter de nedenstfiende 
krrterrer og den resulterende aktwermg overskrrder taerskelen SA lykkes matchen. 
Matchen kan dog afvrses pa grundlag af pragmahske krrterrer hvrs resultatet er 
uforsMehgt (ikke plausibelt). 
Pronommer og andre nommaler med meget skemanske specrfikatroner brdrager 
ncesten kun med selve matchnmgen til aktwermgen ford1 overlappet er lille. 
Derfor kan de ikke afstedkomme en matchrung med en lavt aktrveret antecedent. 
Men da de matcher nmsten hvad som helst vi1 de hurhgt finde en antecedent 
mellem de mest aktwerede muhgheder Mindre skemahske nommaler brdrager 
mere ford1 overlappet er storre og de kan reakhvere antecedenter relatrvt 
uafhaangrgt af deres trdhgere akhvermg. 
Krrtener for matching 
Dlrekte reference 
Ved drrekte reference er antecedenten en mstantreret referent med en fuldstamdrg 
specrfikatron. Hvrs referencen er mtenderet som rdenhsk anvendes alle former for 
bestemte nommaler undtagen possessw-konstruktroner. Hvrs hensrgten er en 
maengde-element reference optraader der 1 korpus kun nommaler med kemeled I 
bestemt form eller med distal bestemmer, herunder elhpser. 
Mutchnmgskrttenerfr tdentrsk reference 
1.1 alle elementer 1 nommalets specrfikatron af type og kvantrtet har modparter 
1 specrfikatronen af den mstanherede antecedent, eller 
1.2 hvrs der er overskydende elementer sB er de enten 
:: 
uden betydnmg for referencen (penfere eller attribuhve), eller 
mohverede. 
Det forste krrtermm grver rdentrsk reference ved gentagelse af kemesubstantrvet 
og ved nqagtrge synonymer (hvrs Adanne findes), ved abstrakter og pronommer, 
og det udelukker anvendelsen af et mere konkret ord r&r den mtenderede referent 
er rdenusk med antecedenten. 
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Det andet krrtermm giver rdentrsk reference ogsa r tilfcelde hvor specrfikatronen af 
nommalet ikke er fuldstasndrg mdeholdt 1 antecedentens specrfikatron. Ved 
synonymer og naasten-synonymer, ses de overskydende elementer som peafere. 
HVE der er tilfqet modrfikatorer forst&s de som attributwe. Og hvrs eprteter og 
metaforer anvendes ses de ekstra elementer som motrverede, som regel af 
afsenderens holdnmg, snarere end referenten selv 
MatchnmgskrrtenerJor mzngde-element reference 
2. nogle elementer 1 nommalets specrfikatron af type eller kvanhtet er tilfqede 
og/eller kontrastwe 1 forhold til specrfikatronen af en mstanheret 
antecedent, og 
antecedenten kan ses som en flerhed, og 
a. den kvantrtet som er specrficeret for nommalet kvantrficerer mden for 
antecedent-mamgden og/eller 
b. det tilfqede eller kontrastrve element I nommalets typespecrfikahon 
specrficerer en delmamgde med en bestemt egenskab mden for 
antecedent-mamgden. 
Drsse krrterrer giver en referent som er en debnazngde eller et element I antecedent- 
mcengden. Den ekstra kvantrfikatron eller specrfikatron kan udtrykkes ved hlaalp af 
en tilfqet modrfikator eller den kan viere mhcerent 1 substantwets leksikalske 
specrfikahon, dvs. enten bruges der et relanonelt ord eller et mere konkret ord. 
Oblekt- og ha?ndelsesbaseret reference 
Ved oblekt- og hamdelsesbaseret reference er antecedenten ikke mstantreret, men 
er en ikke-mstantreret komponent 1 specrfikatronen af en mstantreret 
drskursreferent. Da Adanne antecedenter ikke er mstantrerede er de relahvt lavt 
aktwerede, 1 nogen grad afhaengrgt af hvor central komponenten er 1 komplekset. 
derfor skal der normalt et helnommal til at effektuere en mstantrermg ved 
brobygnmg. 
Matchnmg-kntener for oblekt- og hzndelsesbaseret reference 
3. den specrfikatron af antecedenten som laegger begramsnmger p5 de muhge 
antecedenter er en ikke mstantreret komponent 1 specrfikatronen af en 
mstantreret drskursreferent, og 
nommalets specrfikahon opfylder drsse~begraensnmger 
Ved oblekt-baseret reference specrficerer antecedenten enten en del, egenskab eller 
funknon ved det p&gaaldende oblekt eller det stof eller de mgredrenser det best&r 
af. Ved hamdelsesbaseret reference specrficerer antecedenten enten en delhazndelse 
eller en deltager I hamdelsen og den mtenderede referent er en mstantrermg der 
opfylder de grvne begramsnmger 
